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PREFACE

Early in the twenty-first century, global politics hit a major milestone. For

the first time, the number of democracies in the world surged past the tally

of authoritarian states. As this seismic “third wave” crested, experts

identified 98 countries with free government, compared to 80 still controlled

by dictators.1 The optimism was infectious. New information technologies,

globalization, and economic development seemed to be calling “time’s up”

on strongman rule. As countries modernized, tyranny was becoming

obsolete.

The celebrations did not last long. In fact, they hardly got started. Within

a few years, the advance of freedom had petered out, yielding what some

quickly termed a “democratic recession.” A dramatic financial crisis, born

in the United States, sent the global economy crashing, undercutting faith in

Western governance. By 2019, the number of democracies had fallen to 87

while that of dictatorships was back up to 92. In the West, liberalism was

proving little match for populism, while in the East, all eyes were turned to

China’s meteoric rise. The millennial exuberance gave way to a sense of

gloom.

Today’s political pessimism is a bit overdone. By most measures, global

democracy remains not far below its all-time high. But the dark mood points

to a genuine puzzle. Even if dictatorships are not taking over, the question is

how they can survive at all—and even prosper—in an ultramodern world.

Why, after all the brutal manias of the twentieth century—from fascism to

communism—have been discredited, do we still see new autocracies rising

from the ashes? And what to make of the strongmen who are embracing

tools of modernity, using Western technologies to challenge Western ways

of life?



With its unmatched population and explosive growth, China has been

pegged as the counterargument to liberal democracy. Its economic success

—hardly dented by the 2008–9 slump or even the 2020 Covid crisis—seems

to contradict the equation of development with popular rule. And yet,

outside the metropolises of Beijing and Shanghai and the glittering

entrepôts of Hong Kong and Macau, most of the country remains quite poor,

its population still manageable by industrial-era and even preindustrial

methods. The bigger puzzle is the survival of unfree government in affluent

societies such as Singapore and Russia, where university degrees are more

common than in most Western democracies. Do such cases offer a glimpse

into an authoritarian future?

This book is an attempt to explain the nature of current dictatorships. It

grew out of a mixture of research and personal experience. We both spent

years tracking the rise of Putin’s system in Russia, through academic

analysis and firsthand observation. His regime came to seem to us not

unique but rather an exemplar of trends that were reshaping authoritarian

states worldwide—from Hugo Chávez’s Venezuela and Viktor Orbán’s

Hungary to Mahathir Mohamad’s Malaysia and Nursultan Nazarbayev’s

Kazakhstan. Observers struggle with what to call these leaders. Some fall

for their pantomime of democracy; others offer awkward analogies to

historical strongmen, labeling Putin a “tsar” or Erdoğan a “sultan.” We see

all these rulers as converging on a novel—though not unprecedented—

approach that can preserve autocracy for a while in even modern, globalized

settings. The key to this is deception: most dictators today conceal their true

nature. So the first step is to understand how they operate. In the chapters

that follow, we explore why these regimes emerged, how they work, what

threats they pose, and how the West can best resist them.

The book is based on theoretical and empirical research that we have

published in economics and political science journals. Our hope here is to

make the key ideas more accessible. Wherever possible, we back up our

claims with references to published studies (including our own) and data. A

variety of tables and graphs appear in an online supplement, accessible via

https://press.princeton.edu/books/spin-dictators. We refer to this material in

the respective chapters’ closing sections titled “Checking the Evidence.”

https://press.princeton.edu/books/spin-dictators
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CHAPTER 1

FEAR AND SPIN

Dictators have been changing. The classic tyrants of the twentieth century—

Adolf Hitler, Josef Stalin, Mao Zedong—were larger-than-life figures

responsible for the deaths of millions. They set out to build new civilizations

within their tightly guarded—and sometimes expanding—borders. That

meant controlling not just people’s public behavior but also their private

lives. To do that, each created a disciplined party and a brutal secret police.

Not every old-school dictator was a genocidal killer or the prophet of some

utopian creed. But even the less bloodthirsty ones were expert at projecting

fear. Terror was their all-purpose tool.

However, toward the end of the century something changed. Strongmen

around the world started turning up to meetings in conservative suits instead

of military uniforms. Most stopped executing their opponents in front of

packed football stadiums. Many flew to the annual business conference in

the Swiss resort of Davos to schmooze with the global elite. These new

dictators hired pollsters and political consultants, staged citizen call-in

shows, and sent their children to study at universities in the West. They did

not loosen their grip over the population—far from it, they worked to design

more effective instruments of control. But they did so while acting the part

of democrats.

Not all autocrats have made this leap. North Korea’s Kim Jong-Un and

Syria’s Bashar al-Assad would fit well into a scrapbook of twentieth-century

despots. In China and Saudi Arabia, rulers have digitized the old fear-based

model instead of replacing it. But the global balance has shifted. Among

leaders of nondemocracies today, the representative figure is no longer a

totalitarian tyrant like Josef Stalin, a sadistic butcher like Idi Amin, or even

a reactionary general like Augusto Pinochet. He is a suave manipulator like



Hungary’s Viktor Orbán or Singapore’s Lee Hsien Loong—a ruler who

pretends to be a humble servant of the people.1

This new model is based on a brilliant insight. The central goal remains

the same: to monopolize political power. But today’s strongmen realize that

in current conditions violence is not always necessary or even helpful.

Instead of terrorizing citizens, a skillful ruler can control them by reshaping

their beliefs about the world. He can fool people into compliance and even

enthusiastic approval. In place of harsh repression, the new dictators

manipulate information. Like spin doctors in a democracy, they spin the

news to engineer support. They are spin dictators.2

THE PUTIN PUZZLE

We came to this subject through a particular case. In March 2000, Russians

elected a former KGB lieutenant colonel with little political experience as

their president. Vladimir Putin claimed to accept the principles of

democracy, although his instincts clearly pulled in a different direction. For

some time, it was not obvious—perhaps even to him—where he would take

his country. As the economy boomed, his ratings soared.

Putin preserved democratic appearances while emphasizing the need to

build a cohesive, modern state. At first, centralizing control seemed

reasonable after the turbulent 1990s. But he did not stop, and after a while

the measures he was taking to strengthen executive power—his power—

were visibly undermining checks and balances. The scope for political

contestation narrowed.

The battering ram that broke through democratic constraints was Putin’s

own popularity. He used it to get supporters elected to the parliament and to

bully the country’s unruly regional governors. With a mix of law

enforcement and business leverage, he tamed the previously tycoon-

dominated but competitive media. Even as he kept the form of national

elections, he and his aides left less and less to chance. Putin and his United

Russia Party could almost always have won a free and fair vote. But they

still used pressure and tricks to inflate their landslides.

Democracies are never perfect. For a time, the flaws in Russia’s politics

looked much like those in other middle-income, semi-free countries such as



Argentina, Mexico, and Romania. Almost all such states suffer from

corruption, tainted elections, and insecure press freedom. Political leaders

often abuse their authority over police and judges. Still, these flaws typically

coexist with some popular accountability.

But by the time Putin returned to the presidency in 2012, after four years

as prime minister, he was clearly operating from a different playbook. In late

2011, a wave of demonstrations had swept Moscow and other cities over

fraud in that year’s parliamentary election. The sight of up to one hundred

thousand people in the streets alarmed Putin and his advisors. They struck

back, arresting peaceful protesters, squeezing disloyal politicians out of

parliament, and harassing the remaining independent media.

We both watched closely as this process unfolded. Sergei headed a

Moscow university specializing in economics and advised the Russian

government. Daniel was a professor in the West studying Russia’s

postcommunist politics. In the spring of 2013, Sergei received a visit from

some of Putin’s security agents, who confiscated his emails and copied his

computer hard drive. He had helped write a critical analysis of the latest

court verdict against Mikhail Khodorkovsky, a billionaire who had been

jailed on a dubious charge. Apparently, the Kremlin did not like this

analysis. Soon after, Sergei moved to France.3

The system Putin forged in Russia is distinctively authoritarian. But it is

an authoritarianism of an unfamiliar type. Unlike Stalin, Putin has not

murdered millions and imprisoned millions more. Even Leonid Brezhnev,

who led the Soviet Union in its later, softer phase, from 1964 to 1982,

locked thousands of dissidents in labor camps and psychiatric hospitals,

banned all opposition parties, and held no elections that were even slightly

competitive. Opposition rallies were out of the question. All media

broadcast a mind-numbing ideological discourse. Foreign radio stations

were jammed and most citizens were kept from international travel by a

rusting iron curtain.

Putin’s regime—now more than twenty years old—is different. It does

not run on Soviet-style censorship. One can publish newspapers or books

that call the man in the Kremlin a dictator.4 The catch is that most people do

not want to read them. Nor has the system run on fear, although that may



now be changing. Occasional acts of political violence occurred, usually in

murky circumstances. But the Kremlin always denied responsibility.5 And,

although Putin’s political opponents are increasingly anxious, most Russians

have not seemed scared.6 Many have quite readily accepted a skewed vision

of reality that Putin’s media helped to shape. The authorities under

communism, with their May Day parades and ritual elections, tried to create

the illusion of consent. Under Putin, many Russians consented to illusions.7

As we examined the system that was emerging, we realized Putin’s style

of rule was not unique. From Hugo Chávez in Venezuela to Viktor Orbán in

Hungary, nondemocratic leaders were using a common set of techniques.8

Quite a few drew inspiration from the pioneer of this new brand, Lee Kuan

Yew. Starting in the 1960s, the long-serving leader of Singapore had shaped

his country into a formidable model of political control. That might sound

surprising. Singapore claims to be a democracy and is often taken for one. It

holds regular elections. But a key innovation of the new autocrats is

precisely to claim to be democratic. “You are entitled to call me whatever

you like,” Lee once retorted to a critical journalist, “but … do I need to be a

dictator when I can win, hands down?”9 He failed to add that always

winning, hands down, was the calling card of a modern dictator.

TWENTIETH-CENTURY TYRANTS

What exactly is a dictatorship? In the Roman Republic, where the term

originated, it meant a temporary grant of absolute power to a leader to

handle some emergency. These days, the word is used to refer to any

nondemocratic government. It has become synonymous with

authoritarianism and autocracy. We follow that usage in this book. A

democracy, in turn, is a state whose political leaders are chosen in free and

fair elections in which all—or almost all—adult citizens have the right to

vote. A liberal democracy combines free elections with the rule of law,

constitutionally protected civil liberties, and institutional checks and

balances.

Before the twentieth century, no states were fully democratic. Even those

that held free and fair elections denied most women the vote.10 Only five

countries had universal male suffrage in 1900—and not the United States,



where African Americans were disenfranchised in the Jim Crow South.11

Besides a handful of restricted suffrage republics like the United States,

most political systems fell into three baskets: monarchies, in which a king or

queen ruled, sometimes constrained by a constitution and a partly

representative parliament; oligarchies, in which factions of the rich

governed; and colonies, administered by a foreign power.

That changed in the twentieth century as democracy spread in three great

waves.12 The first peaked around 1920 as new states splintered from the

European empires destroyed by World War I and Western governments

liberalized their voting rules. The second occurred between the late 1940s

and early 1960s as the winners of World War II imposed democracy on the

losers and former colonies in Asia and Africa held elections. The third wave

—a true tsunami—started with Portugal’s “Carnation Revolution” in 1974,

picked up speed as communism collapsed around 1990, and reached its apex

in the mid-2000s. By 2015, more than half of all countries—containing 53

percent of the world’s population—were electoral democracies, and about

one in four was a liberal democracy.13

Yet, even as democracy expanded, dictatorship did not disappear; the first

two democratic waves were followed by reversals. In two demoralizing

periods, free government seemed to crumble. First came the 1930s—a “low,

dishonest decade,” in W. H. Auden’s phrase—when authoritarians swept the

European continent. Dictatorship did not just rebound: it mutated. A few

monarchies hung on in countries such as Yugoslavia and Romania. Yet,

alongside them, new forms of tyranny emerged that were better adapted to

the mass politics that democracy itself had ushered in. During and after

World War I, millions of politically inexperienced workers and veterans cast

ballots for the first time. They did so in the wake of a global bloodletting

that had discredited the liberal belief in ever-continuing progress.

Two new types of regime—communist and fascist—set out to mobilize

the lower classes. Each promised a complete transformation of society.

Vladimir Lenin’s Bolsheviks aimed to build communism in the remnants of

the Russian Empire. The Nazis, under Adolf Hitler, planned an Aryan

empire. On taking power, both forced the public to adopt an ideology

distilled from the leader’s scribblings. Raymond Aron called these “secular



religions.” Like traditional faiths, they stated truths not to be questioned,

redirected attention from current hardship to a utopian future, and defined

rituals that could sort true believers from heretics.14 Both Lenin and Hitler

inspired imitators in Europe and beyond.

A third new model—corporatism—aimed not to mobilize the masses

into politics but to demobilize them into private life. Conservatives such as

Portugal’s António Salazar and Spain’s Francisco Franco wanted to restore

social deference and Catholic hierarchy.15 In place of noisy parliaments, they

created consultative chambers where selected spokesmen of social groups

could advise the leader. Like the other two forms, corporatism was born out

of disgust with the present. But while fascists and communists sought to

escape into an imagined future, corporatists hoped to return to an imagined

past.

Fascism died in the flames of World War II, while communism survived

and spread. Corporatism hung on in Spain and Portugal, with distant echoes

in regimes such as Juan Perón’s in Argentina.16 The second authoritarian

surge began in the 1960s as postwar democratization ran out of steam.

Fragile postcolonial republics fell to ruthless strongmen, while military

juntas seized power in economically volatile Latin America. In this crop of

dictators, some aimed, like the communists and fascists, to mobilize people

into active support. Others sought, like the corporatists, to quiet them down.

Socialist revolutionaries like Nasser in Egypt (mobilizational) shared the

world stage with free-market reactionaries like Pinochet in Chile

(demobilizational) and kleptocrats like Mobutu in Zaire (demobilizational).

Aging communist regimes often progressed from mobilization to

demobilization, still clinging to the same revolutionary doctrines, which just

grew ever more ritualized.

As this brief review suggests, twentieth-century dictatorships were

diverse. Still, most shared certain features. To begin with, the vast majority

used violent repression. They used it to reshape society, to extract resources

from the population, and to defeat and deter opposition. The scale of

slaughter varied. Stalin and Mao are blamed for tens of millions of deaths.

Some others got by with “only” thousands (e.g., Ferdinand Marcos of the

Philippines) or hundreds (e.g., Algeria’s Chadli Bendjedid).17 During any



leader’s time in office, the intensity of violence might fluctuate. Some, like

General Franco, came in with a bang; others, like Bashar al-Assad, ramped

up the killing later. Either way, most left a bloody trail.18

And most were deliberately public about their violence. They turned

killing into a form of gruesome theater. Some executed political opponents

in front of mass audiences. Zaire’s Mobutu, for instance, hanged four former

cabinet ministers before a crowd of fifty thousand.19 Or they displayed the

bodies of rivals to terrorize their followers. The Haitian strongman François

“Papa Doc” Duvalier propped a headless corpse at a street corner in Port-au-

Prince for three days with a sign reading “renegade.”20 Almost all adopted a

menacing rhetoric to spread anxiety and discourage challenges. Iraq’s

Saddam Hussein spoke of “cutting off necks” and “evildoers … who have

thrust their poisoned dagger into our back.”21 Spain’s Franco warned of

“internal subversion” by an enemy who “lies in wait for opportunities to

penetrate.”22

At the same time, most twentieth-century dictators sought comprehensive

control over public communications. Some banned or nationalized all

private media. Others censored the press and intimidated journalists. For

citizens, observing the rules governing public speech and writing became a

test of loyalty, part of the mechanism by which leaders kept order.

Criticizing the regime was generally taboo.

As with violence, dictators were open about their censorship. Some, like

Hitler and Mao, burned books in huge bonfires. Others, like Pinochet, sent

soldiers to sanitize the bookstores. The Soviet Union created an explicit

censorship agency, Glavlit, to purge all broadcasts and publications of

forbidden topics. Penalties could be brutal. Critical writers often

disappeared into the prison camps. State propaganda was also overt and

often heavy-handed. It was produced in propaganda departments and—in its

ubiquity and authoritative style—communicated the regime’s strength and

determination as much as any particular message.

Many dictators sought to isolate their countries. Quarantine was usually

incomplete; most authoritarian states traded with their neighbors. Some,

when they thought they could get away with it, invaded them. But virtually

all viewed the outside world with suspicion. Unreliable visitors,



inconvenient information, and other contaminants were blocked at the

frontier. Those admitted were monitored. When technology permitted,

dictators jammed foreign broadcasts, and they often censored or banned

foreign newspapers. Many kept citizens in, hoping to limit knowledge of the

world and conserve manpower.23 In most communist countries, travel abroad

required government approval; in some, such as Albania and Romania,

attempting to emigrate without permission was a capital crime.

Finally, although totalitarians claimed a mystical identification with their

people, the leading twentieth-century dictators derided parliamentary

democracy as practiced in the West. Many claimed to be building new,

superior political orders. The most brazen stole the word itself—as in “the

German Democratic Republic” or “the Democratic People’s Republic of

Korea”—but subverted its meaning, eliminating any hint of pluralism or

liberal constraint. Postcolonial leaders like Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah saw

multiparty elections as a legacy of imperialists. Parliamentary institutions,

he said, offered only “chaos, confusion, corruption, nepotism, and misery.”24

Zaire’s Mobutu declared simply: “Democracy is not for Africa.”25 Elections,

when held, were celebrations of the rulers rather than moments of choice.

In short, most dictators maintained power by repressing any opposition,

controlling all communications, punishing critics, (often) imposing an

ideology, attacking the ideal of pluralist democracy, and blocking most

cross-border flows of people and information. The key principle behind all

these practices was simple: intimidation. The typical twentieth-century

autocrat was a dictator of fear.

NEW AND IMPROVED

And yet, as we looked around in the 2000s, we saw something different. The

men calling the shots in most nondemocracies seemed to come from another

mold. There was Hugo Chávez, a charismatic former paratrooper, who

commandeered Venezuela’s airwaves to romance his country’s poor. Chávez

marginalized the opposition but jailed few of its members—and most of

those only after a failed coup almost ousted him.26 In Singapore, there was

Lee Hsien Loong, a brilliant, Cambridge-educated technocrat, who posted

photographs of sunrises on Facebook and served as patron of an NGO



promoting kindness.27 Lee’s People’s Action Party had won more than 89

percent of seats in all thirteen parliamentary elections since the country’s

independence, almost rivaling the Soviet Communist Party.28 Yet, as of 2015

Singapore had only one “prisoner of conscience,” according to Amnesty

International—a sixteen-year-old blogger arrested for posting an obscene

cartoon.29 In Russia, Vladimir Putin denied there was anything

undemocratic about his regime. His goons specialized in low-visibility

harassment, pursuing their targets with fabricated court cases. All three of

these leaders favored international openness, held frequent elections, and

boasted high approval ratings. On the surface, they had little in common—a

Latin American caudillo, a cerebral overachiever, a sphinx-like former spy.

But that just made the parallels more intriguing.

Were these disciplinarians in well-pressed suits as different from their

predecessors as they seemed? And, if so, what explained the change?

We spent several years puzzling over these questions. To begin, we

plunged into literature about autocracies, past and present, immersing

ourselves in histories, works of political science, journalists’ accounts, and a

range of other sources. Starting inductively, we looked for patterns in how

rulers dominated their societies. This reading convinced us that Chávez,

Lee, Putin, and various others did, indeed, share a distinctive modus

operandi—one focused more on shaping public opinion than on violent

repression. Each was unique in some ways. Yet, the common elements

defined a school of authoritarian rule unlike the main twentieth-century

approach.

But how to be sure? We first checked the logic, formulating our

understanding of the strategy as a mathematical model. Next, we sought to

measure just how widespread the new approach had become. Scouring

existing databases, we gathered information on authoritarian governments

and collected new data of our own. These confirmed that there had, indeed,

been a striking shift from the dictatorship of fear to that of spin. We refer to

these statistics in later chapters (in sections titled “Checking the Evidence”).

For those who are interested, our journal articles spell out the details, and

additional graphs and tables can be found in an online supplement.30 We

will focus here on characteristic cases, illustrative examples, and stories.



This book builds on research and data but it is not an academic monograph.

Our goal is to sketch the history of authoritarian evolution and suggest an

interpretation. We document the spread of spin dictators and describe the

methods they use to stay in power.

Along the way, we have been influenced by a range of recent work in

political science and economics.31 Some of this is already well-known; other

items deserve a broader audience.

Many scholars, for instance, have sought to explain the stability of

classic, violent autocracies—the regimes that we call dictatorships of fear.

How do such rulers avoid being overthrown in revolutions? One way, as our

colleagues have shown, is to intimidate citizens with propaganda that

conveys the dictator’s power and resolve.32 Another is to keep potential

rebels from coordinating on a plan to storm the barricades.33 Acting

together, citizens can achieve safety in numbers. So dictators must keep

them divided—and terrified.34

These arguments clarify how some twentieth-century fear dictators

survived for so long—and why, in the end, their regimes often crumbled

without warning. They have less to say about the new-style cases. Most

assume that citizens hate the dictator: only fear keeps them from revolting.

But what if citizens actually like their ruler and do not want to storm the

barricades? In Putin’s Russia, Lee’s Singapore, and Orbán’s Hungary,

revolutionaries have certainly existed. But they have always constituted a

minority. In each case, the leader has been—as best one can tell—genuinely

popular.35 Spin dictators survive not by disrupting rebellion but by removing

the desire to rebel.

Other recent works have described some features of spin dictatorship.

Almost all autocracies these days hold elections, and not all are empty

rituals. As Andreas Schedler has noted, we live in an age of electoral

authoritarianism. In an influential book, Steven Levitsky and Lucan Way

pointed out that many elections held by dictators are—although unfair—not

completely unfree. Opposition parties run and even have some chance of

winning.36 Political scientists have explored the ploys, con games, and

bureaucratic abuses that autocrats around the world have used to secure

victories.37 Some study how dictators control the media. Others consider



how new surveillance and information technologies are being used to

turbocharge repression.38

We build on these ideas. Our aim is to synthesize and integrate them,

suggesting an overarching logic. (In a few places, we will also disagree with

our colleagues’ interpretations.) The bottom line is that spin dictators are

not just old-school violent tyrants who have learned a few new tricks. They

have forged a distinct, internally consistent approach. The key elements—

manipulating the media, engineering popularity, faking democracy, limiting

public violence, and opening up to the world—complement each other to

produce a model of unfree governance that is spreading. Understanding this

is not just an intellectual challenge: it is crucial for the West to craft

effective responses.

THE RULES OF SPIN

Although spin dictatorship has become salient recently, it is not entirely

new. Indeed, some insights into it are hundreds of years old. Since the

ancient Greeks, most writers on tyranny have focused on the dictatorship of

fear. Rulers kill, torture, imprison, and threaten their subjects to secure

obedience. They spy on citizens and spread distrust among them. Aristotle

called these techniques “the Persian and barbaric arts.”39 Montesquieu

alluded to the “prince’s ever-raised arm,” always poised to strike.40 Fear, he

wrote, “must beat down everyone’s courage and extinguish even the slightest

feeling of ambition.”41 More recent theorists such as Franz Neumann and

Hannah Arendt placed terror—along with ideology—at the heart of modern

dictatorship.42

Yet, from the start, some thinkers also saw another possibility. Besides

the “old traditional method,” Aristotle described a second approach. This

second type of ruler claimed to be not a violent usurper but “a steward and a

king,” governing for the benefit of all. He spent money to “adorn and

improve his city” and cultivated an image of moderation and piety. Although

still a tyrant, ruling in his own interest, he tried to seem “not harsh, but

dignified.”43 He inspired reverence rather than fear. Although enslaved, his

subjects did not realize it.



Later, in a similar vein, Machiavelli advised princes to use “simulation

and dissimulation.”44 Since most people are influenced by appearances

rather than reality, an ambitious ruler should create illusions. He “need not

have all the good qualities … but he must seem to have them.”45 How to fool

the public depends on context: “The prince can gain popular favor in many

ways.” But obtaining public support is crucial. “I will only say in conclusion

that a prince must have the people on his side.”46

Spin dictators heed Machiavelli’s advice and copy Aristotle’s second type

of tyrant. Rather than intimidating citizens into submission, they use

deception to win the people over. To govern in this way entails following a

few rules.

The first is to be popular. Unlike classic despots, spin dictators must care

about their approval ratings. As Machiavelli noted, they can win popular

favor in various ways. Good economic performance helps. In any regime,

prosperity tends to boost the incumbent’s appeal.47 This is hugely important

and should not be forgotten even as we focus on other, complementary paths

to popularity. Citizens infer from economic growth that the ruler must be a

skilled manager. Leaders of all kinds—democrats and authoritarians—take

credit for booming markets when they can.

But no economy booms all the time. So each brand of autocrat invests in

a backup. Dictators of fear use repression to contain discontent as the

economy tanks. They make sure citizens are too scared to protest. Spin

dictators may end up repressing as a last resort, reverting to the old-school

approach in extremis. But that means giving up on broad popularity. Instead,

their first line of defense, when the truth is against them, is to distort it.

They manipulate information.

To do this effectively requires foresight. In good times, they prepare for

bad. Claiming responsibility for successes—even those caused by luck—

they build a reputation for professionalism. And, like Aristotle’s second

tyrant, they pretend to govern for the benefit of all. At the same time, they

consolidate control over the media, often discreetly in order to preserve its

credibility, quietly buying off owners and encouraging self-censorship. This

enables them, at tougher moments, to divert attention from disappointing



outcomes and retarget blame to others. Despite failures, spin dictators can

remain popular for a while.

Of course, they are not the first to manipulate information. Some

twentieth-century totalitarians were innovative propagandists. What is

different is how spin dictators skew the news. The classic fear dictators

imposed elaborate ideologies and loyalty rituals. Their control was

comprehensive, their propaganda intimidating. Some were accused of

brainwashing their citizens. Spin dictators use subtler methods—less Maoist

agitprop, more Madison Avenue. And the content differs. Where twentieth-

century strongmen relished violent imagery—recall Saddam’s “poisoned

dagger”—spin dictators adopt a cooler rhetoric of competence and

expertise, sometimes with a light socialist or nationalist veneer.

When the facts are good, they take credit for them; when bad, they have

the media obscure them when possible and provide excuses when not. Poor

performance is the fault of external conditions or enemies. And

disappointing outcomes are cast as still better than others could achieve.

Dictators contrast their own leadership with a deeply unattractive pseudo-

alternative, specially chosen to make them look better. Loyal journalists

slander any genuine rival. Throughout, the dictator frames issues and shapes

the public agenda to his advantage.

When this works, spin dictators are loved rather than feared. For twenty

years, Putin’s approval never dipped below 60 percent. Even Chávez’s

opponents acknowledged his popularity. But they are not loved by all. In any

modern society, authoritarian or democratic, people can be divided into two

groups. To begin with, there are the informed—the stratum of college-

educated, media-savvy, and internationally connected citizens. Its members

are skilled at getting and communicating political information. They may be

co-opted by those in power, but they are generally hard to fool. In

dictatorships, the informed see through the leader’s lies, recognizing him as

out for himself and far less competent than state broadcasts pretend. They

would like to replace him with a better alternative. But they are too few and

therefore too weak to do so alone. They need the help of the rest of society

—the general public.48



The spin dictator’s key challenge is to prevent the informed from

puncturing his popularity and mobilizing the public against him. But how?

When state coffers are full, he can co-opt his critics. He can buy their

silence or even hire them to produce his propaganda. In Putin’s Russia and

Nazarbayev’s Kazakhstan, pro-regime TV networks recruited the country’s

talented college graduates. Other leaders—from Peru’s Alberto Fujimori to

Hungary’s Viktor Orbán—have bribed private media barons with payoffs,

scoops, and government advertising. When short of money, dictators censor

the informed and their media. As growth rates and state revenue fell in

Russia and Kazakhstan recently, press restrictions tightened. In fact, most

dictators do a bit of both: some critics are cheaper to censor, others to bribe.

A key insight is that one need not censor everything. Indeed, in a spin

dictatorship, press restrictions that are too blatant can backfire. Rulers want

citizens to think the media are relatively free. So when they censor, they also

censor the fact that they are censoring. Where fear dictators burn books and

ban private newspapers, spin dictators mostly just push criticism to the

fringes, keeping national TV for themselves.49 They do not care what the

chattering classes say about them in private—or even in public before a

small audience. Dissident intellectuals are allowed their edgy journals, cable

shows, and foreign newspapers, so long as demand is low. What matters is

mass support. To divide the public from the informed, rulers insult the

latter, question their motives, label them unpatriotic or elitist, and inflame

cultural resentments.

Having won mass appeal, the leader uses his popularity to consolidate

power. This is the second rule of spin dictatorship. Popularity is a fluid asset

that can fall as well as rise. So it makes sense to invest some of it into other

levers of control. To cash in his high ratings, a spin dictator calls elections

and referenda and, winning huge victories, claims a mandate to adjust

political and legal institutions. He enacts constitutional changes, packs

courts and regulatory bodies with loyalists, and gerrymanders voting

districts to build a cushion of institutional support.

The third rule is to pretend to be democratic. Today, large majorities in

almost all countries—whatever their histories and political systems—favor

democracy.50 A worldwide network of liberal states and international



organizations promotes popular government. Those autocrats who continue

to rule by fear defy this global opinion. Spin dictators, by contrast, pretend

to embrace the vogue for freedom. Of course, many abroad see through their

hypocrisy. But at home—and even abroad—many others do not.

Twentieth-century fear dictators often locked their borders, limiting travel

and information transmission. Spin dictators open up to the world—the

fourth rule. Occasionally, they restrict foreign media. But mostly they

welcome flows of people, capital, and data and find ways to profit from

them. They join international institutions and disrupt any missions that

might be turned against them. They target potentially friendly groups in the

West with Internet propaganda and hack or harass vocal opponents. And

they employ the subterranean infrastructure of offshore companies and

banks to safeguard their cash and co-opt Western elites.

The final—and most important—rule is to avoid violent repression, or at

least conceal or camouflage it when used. In modern societies, brutal acts

tend to discredit the leader. For a spin dictator, visible violence against the

public is a mark of failure. When the model works and the ruler is popular,

terrorizing ordinary citizens is not just unnecessary but counterproductive. It

undercuts the desired image of enlightened, responsive leadership.

That does not mean spin dictators are pacifists. Fighting civil wars or

ethnic insurgencies, they can be brutal. (In fact, democracies too are often

ruthless when facing armed challenges—consider India in Kashmir.)51 In

Peru, Fujimori viciously suppressed the Sendero Luminoso Maoist

guerrillas. Russia’s second Chechen war, which Putin began in 1999, caused

tens of thousands of deaths.52 Where history has predisposed the public

against small ethnic minorities—especially those that can be blamed for

terrorism—spin dictators can profit by targeting them. They also sometimes

repress journalists to censor their reporting. Still, when they do, they try to

hide their involvement or disguise the purpose. Instead of arresting critics

for their writing, they fabricate charges of tax evasion, fraud, or—even

better—embarrassing offenses likely to alienate the writer’s followers.

Kazakhstan, for instance, prosecuted a well-known journalist for allegedly

raping a minor, in a case Human Rights Watch suggested was “politically

motivated.”53



To recap, spin dictators manipulate information to boost their popularity

with the general public and use that popularity to consolidate political

control, all while pretending to be democratic, avoiding or at least

camouflaging violent repression, and integrating their countries with the

outside world.

Two caveats are important. We sometimes refer to spin dictatorship as a

“new” model, contrasting it with the “old” practices of fear dictators. But, as

noted, it is not completely new. In almost every era, at least a few autocrats

have chosen deception over violence. As we saw, Aristotle first described

the approach, probably with the Athenian tyrant Peisistratus in mind.54 In

nineteenth-century France, Napoleon III anticipated some techniques of

later spin dictators.55 What was new in the late twentieth century was a

dramatic shift in the balance between types. Spin dictatorship grew from a

marginal variety into the most common form.

The second caveat concerns our division of dictatorships into two neat

groups. Again, this makes discussion simpler. But most real-world

phenomena vary along a spectrum. That is certainly true of political

regimes. Perfect democracy is an “ideal type” that exists only in textbooks,

not life. Actual governments are more or less democratic. The same is true

of nondemocratic leaders. They may be closer to the dictatorship of fear or

the dictatorship of spin, but few will be entirely one or the other. Most rulers

depart from the blueprint in some respect. But they come close.

So who are some recent spin dictators? In Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew

helped develop the model between about 1970 and 1990. His successors,

Goh Chok Tong (1990–2004) and Lee Hsien Loong (2004–), embraced

Lee’s style of rule. Other cases include Mahathir Mohamad in Malaysia

(1981–2003) and his successors, Abdullah Ahmad Badawi (2003–9) and

Najib Razak (2009–18); Nursultan Nazarbayev in Kazakhstan (1992–2019);

Hugo Chávez in Venezuela (1999–2013); Vladimir Putin in Russia (2000–

present); Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Turkey (2003 until at least 2016, when

massive arrests following a failed coup suggest possible backsliding to fear

dictatorship); Rafael Correa in Ecuador (2007–17); and Viktor Orbán in

Hungary (2010–present).56 We also include Peru’s Alberto Fujimori as an

early borderline case, especially in the late 1990s, although state killings



were relatively frequent in the early 1990s as the army fought Sendero

Luminoso.57 Some of these leaders inherited more or less democratic

systems and converted them into spin dictatorships. Others did not need to.

We will return to these cases repeatedly in the chapters that follow.

As this list suggests, the model comes in various flavors. Some

practitioners, like Chávez, are on the left; others, like Orbán, are on the

right. Some seek to mobilize their populations, others to calm them down.

Some, like Chávez and Correa, are “populists,” attacking “entrenched elites”

or “the deep state” on behalf of “the people.” Others, such as Lee Kuan Yew

and Putin, are enthusiastic backers of the state, “deep” or otherwise.

(Erdoğan attacks the “deep state” while packing the regular state with his

allies.) Some, like Orbán, embrace cultural conservatism and ethnically

charged anti-immigrant sentiment. Others, like Nazarbayev, emphasize

ethnic and religious harmony.58 Spin dictatorships also vary in their

institutional form. Many are personalist, focused on a single individual, but

they can also be dominant-party regimes (Malaysia, Singapore), military

ones (Algeria under Bouteflika), or even monarchies (Kuwait under Sheikh

Sabah al-Ahmad Al Sabah). Still, spin dictators share certain common

features that distinguish them from fear dictators. We summarize the

differences in table 1.1.59

TABLE 1.1. Two Models of Dictatorship

Dictatorships of fear Dictatorships of spin

Rule through fear Rule through deception

Much violent repression—many political

killings and political prisoners

Little violent repression—few political

killings or political prisoners

Violence publicized to deter others Violence concealed to preserve image of

enlightened leadership

Comprehensive censorship Some opposition media allowed

Censorship public—book burnings, official

bans

Censorship covert—private media co-opted

when possible

Official ideology sometimes imposed No official ideology

Heavy-handed propaganda combined with

loyalty rituals

More subtle propaganda to foster image of

leader competence

Liberal democracy derided Pretense of democracy



TABLE 1.1. Two Models of Dictatorship

International flows of people and information

often restricted

Generally open to international flows of

people and information

How has the balance between fear and spin changed? The chapters to

come will spell out the details, but for now here’s a quick overview. To

distinguish the types empirically, we use two simple rules of thumb. Like

any such rules, these miss nuances and may get the odd case wrong, but they

help identify the broad trends. As noted, spin dictators hold elections, avoid

overt violence against political opponents, and permit at least some critical

media. Our rule of thumb focuses on these aspects. We classify a leader as a

spin dictator if under his rule all the following are true:

(a) the country is a nondemocracy, and

(b) national elections are held in which at least one opposition party is

allowed to run, and

(c) at least a few media outlets criticize the government each year, and

(d) fewer than 10 state political killings occur each year on average, and

(e) fewer than 1,000 political prisoners are held in any year.60

Dictators of fear employ violent repression and aim for complete control

over public communications. We classify a leader as a fear dictator if under

his tenure:

(a) the country is a nondemocracy, and

(b) in at least one year few or no media outlets criticize the government,

and

(c) 10 or more state political killings occur each year on average, and/or

(d) 1,000 or more political prisoners are held in at least one year.61



FIGURE 1.1. Shares of Fear Dictators and Spin Dictators in Successive Cohorts of Leaders

Source: Guriev and Treisman, Authoritarian Control Techniques Database; V-DEM, V.10; Polity IV.

Note: Number of dictators in the given period in parentheses. “Dictators”: leaders who were in power for at least 5 years

and whose state had a Polity2 rating of less than 6 in all 5 years. “Fear” and “spin” dictators defined as in the text.

The remaining dictators—29 percent of the total in 1946–2015—are

hybrids.

Figure 1.1 shows the change over time. We compare the proportions of

spin and fear dictators in successive cohorts of leaders.62 Violent repression

often varies during a leader’s tenure. Some shock the population into

submission early on with a brutal purge or massacre and then do not need to

kill as much for a while.63 Others start softly but later escalate. To take this

into account, we average the number of state political killings over each

dictator’s total years in power and compare the number of political prisoners

held under each dictator at its peak. Since estimates will be noisy if taken

over too short a period, we focus on just those leaders who lasted in office

for at least five years.64 As can be seen, fear dictatorships plunge from 60

percent of the total in the 1970s cohort to less than one-tenth in the 2000s

cohort. The proportion of spin dictatorships soars from 13 to 53 percent.65

OTHER EXPLANATIONS

We argue that dictators are substituting spin for fear. But another possibility

is that they have just become more efficient at repression. Perhaps they have

found ways to keep people terrified using less actual violence. New

information technology makes it easier to monitor and target dissidents. To



take advantage of this, dictators of all types have been deploying everything

from street cameras and facial recognition technology to GPS trackers. Is

that all that is going on?

We do not think so. It is true that better surveillance could, in principle,

reduce the need for violence. Deterrence works by threatening offenders

with punishment. The force of such threats depends on both the penalty and

the odds of getting caught. If the odds of detection rise, a dictator can soften

the punishment without weakening the deterrent. As monitoring capacity

grows, rulers can replace “high-intensity” with “low-intensity coercion.”66

Even better, they can detain troublemakers in advance rather than penalize

them after the fact.67

Still, that something could happen does not mean it will. Orwell did not

think that high-tech surveillance would reduce terror. Far from it,

comprehensive monitoring and brutal punishment merged in his “Big

Brother.” Recent research suggests that today’s remaining fear dictators are

using new digital tools together with—not instead of—more violent

techniques.68 And that makes sense. If repression has become more cost-

effective, economic logic suggests we should see more of it, not less.

Besides, even if new surveillance technology explained the fall in

violence, that would still leave the puzzle of other recent changes in

dictators’ tactics. If low-intensity repression is so effective, why conceal its

use, weakening its deterrent force? Why pretend to embrace democracy and

respect freedom of opinion instead of doubling down on fear-based

methods? Why work so hard to be popular if one can control citizens

through their smartphones? We agree that some fear dictators have merely

digitized their coercive techniques—Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin

Salman (“MBS”) comes to mind. But those leaders have not given up on

violence. Meanwhile, others have adopted a whole new model.

That model has, itself, benefited from new information tools. In fact,

technological advances enhance the efficiency of both fear and spin.69 The

Internet allows for low-cost, selective censorship that filters information

flows to different groups. Social networks can be hijacked to disseminate

sophisticated propaganda, with pitches tailored to specific audiences and the

source concealed to increase credibility. Spin dictators can mobilize trolls



and hackers to manipulate elections. So even if new information technology

facilitates fear dictatorship, it could facilitate spin dictatorship even more.

Other skeptics suggest it is not dictators that are growing less violent but

societies that are becoming less rebellious. As people get richer, they

become more risk averse. With more to lose, citizens lose their taste for

revolution. A dictator may need less graphic brutality and fewer explicit

threats to keep such a population in line.

That sounds plausible. But, while it may be true in some cases, it does

not seem to hold in general. In fact, the well-off often appear more of a

threat to dictators than the poor. The affluent may, indeed, have more to

lose. But they also have greater capacity to resist—greater organizational

skill, resources, and networks—and a stronger demand for political freedom.

They are harder than the poor to buy off with material payoffs.

Some evidence supports this. In 2017–20, the World Values Survey

(WVS) polled citizens of 19 authoritarian states. The pollsters divided

respondents into three income categories—“high,” “medium,” and “low”—

based on their own assessments of their relative income. One question asked

whether political violence was ever justifiable. Although most said no, in 9

of the 19 countries the “rich” respondents were readier to justify political

violence than the “poor” ones.70 In Hong Kong, for instance, 27 percent of

high-income respondents answered 6 or higher on a 10-point scale that

ranged from “never justifiable” (1) to “always justifiable” (10), compared to

just 8 percent of low-income respondents. Even in mainland China, more

rich than poor respondents chose high numbers. Tolerance for political

violence was also greater among the rich than the poor in Azerbaijan,

Belarus, Ethiopia, Jordan, Macau, Russia, and Ukraine.

Of course, the well-off might talk like revolutionaries but balk at actually

revolting. But their survey answers, at least, suggest otherwise. The WVS

did not ask about revolutions, but it did about less extreme opposition

actions. In 20 nondemocracies, it asked whether respondents had attended

peaceful demonstrations. In 14 of these, more rich than poor respondents

said they had done so.71 In Hong Kong, again, 31 percent of high-income

respondents—but just 12 percent of low-income ones—said yes. And in 15



of the 20 countries more rich than poor respondents said they had

participated in an unofficial strike.

Affluence may reduce the impulse to rebel in a few cases such as

Singapore. But in other relatively rich autocracies—from the Gulf states to

Russia, Malaysia, Turkey, and Kazakhstan—leaders seem anything but

nonchalant about political unrest. And they often seem more worried about

protest by the well-off than about unrest among the poor, who, in Russia and

Turkey, for instance, constitute the dictator’s support base. If these rulers use

less violence than their predecessors, that is not because the enrichment of

society has left them feeling more secure.

DIVIDING LINES

Most autocrats since 1945 are easy to peg as fear or spin dictators. But about

a quarter are hybrid cases. In some countries—Qatar, the UAE, and Laos,

for instance—leaders have barred opposition parties and public criticism of

the government but without much violent repression. In others—for

example, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Algeria—rulers have used

considerable violence and yet tolerated—or perhaps failed to suppress—

opposition media.

China seems, at first, difficult to classify. When we talk to experts on the

country, many are struck by how many features of spin dictatorship fit the

regime in Beijing. Compared to Mao’s savagery, violence has definitely

declined. In most places these days, dissidents are less likely to be hustled

off to a labor camp than invited by a secret policeman to “tea,” the

euphemism for a warning chat. Although scathing about Western systems—

democracy “would not fit us and it might even lead to catastrophic

consequences,” Xi said in 2014—Chinese leaders do often describe their

government as a different kind of democracy.72 Certain private media are

tolerated, and online censors sometimes just slow traffic down rather than

ban sites outright.73

Yet, non-China specialists see the country as a blatant case of rule by

fear. In restive regions, repression has been merciless. More than a million

Uighurs, Kazakhs, and others have been herded into reeducation camps in

Xinjiang, and those still outside live in terror.74 Their every move is tracked



by intrusive surveillance equipment. Xi clearly hopes his toughness there

will intimidate pro-democracy campaigners in Hong Kong. Separatists

anywhere in China, he said in 2019, “will be smashed into pieces.”75

Attempts to divide China would “end in crushed bodies and shattered

bones.”76 Between June 2019 and January 2021, more than 10,200 Hong

Kong protesters were arrested.77 And much of this repression is quite open.

Although at first Beijing tried to block reports about Xinjiang, leaders

quickly switched to defending the camps.78 Even in non-minority regions,

dissidents are forced to make chilling televised confessions, the goal of

which can only be to spread fear.79

For a while, China seemed to be heading toward spin dictatorship. Party

chiefs Jiang Zemin (1989–2002) and Hu Jintao (2002–12) each allowed

some public discussion of liberal ideas.80 Amid the partial

commercialization of China’s media, some investigative reporting

appeared.81 China’s main nightly news show, Xinwen Lianbo, remained so

stilted and propagandistic that anyone watching it for news, quipped one

commentator, must “be lying or … mentally impaired.”82 Yet, other channels

introduced slick animated “explainer” videos, infographics, and patriotic

documentaries.83 However, Xi, who took over in 2012, reversed course.

Besides stepping up repression in Xinjiang, Tibet, and Hong Kong, he

cracked down on the press, firing investigative teams and jailing more

journalists.84 The pro-regime tone in the state-controlled People’s Daily is

today more effusive than at any time since the Cultural Revolution.85 Even

the commercialized newspapers—although devoting fewer inches to high-

level politics—have become just as positive about the regime.86

Like Saudi Arabia under MBS, China under Xi is a strange mix of

ruthless repression, outdated ideology, modern stagecraft, and cutting-edge

information technology. Both states use hackers and trolls to dominate

social networks, while tracking dissidents online.87 Both leaders are more

media savvy and comfortable with international openness than the classic

twentieth-century tyrants. Yet, both remain wedded to rule by fear. Abroad,

the Saudis deny responsibility for violent acts such as the 2018 assassination

of the journalist Jamal Khashoggi.88 But at home repression is publicized in

order to intimidate. The authorities held some thirty thousand political



prisoners in 2018, according to the Islamic Human Rights Commission, and

public floggings, beheadings, and the display of corpses continue.89 As

journalist Ben Hubbard reports: “fear is so widespread that … many Saudis

avoid talking on the phone or put their devices in the fridge when they

meet.”90 Although updating the dictatorship of fear, Beijing and Riyadh

remain committed to its central principle.

Some, hearing our argument, have suggested parallels between spin

dictators and certain politicians in ostensibly democratic countries. In Italy,

Silvio Berlusconi’s dominance of the country’s media shaped his governing

style. Populist leaders like Néstor and Cristina Kirchner in Argentina and

Andrés Manuel López Obrador in Mexico have used the tricks of spin

dictators to co-opt mainstream media and marginalize critics.91 In the

United States, Donald Trump tried to use his Twitter account to mobilize

support behind his undemocratic projects.

That spin dictators resemble politicians in low-quality democracies—and

even some higher-quality ones—is not surprising. After all, spin dictators

are trying to look like democratic politicians. And spin dictatorships often

emerge when weak democracies are hijacked by unscrupulous leaders. In

their early days, Orbán’s Hungary, Erdoğan’s Turkey, and Putin’s Russia

seemed to many—us included—to be not autocracies but flawed

democracies. Today, we definitely place them on the authoritarian side.

Since regimes vary along a spectrum, we should expect the boundary

between the most threadbare democracy and the mildest dictatorship to be a

fuzzy one.

It is also easy to mistake spin dictatorships for illiberal democracies—

that is, democracies in which freely elected governments fail to protect civil

rights and discriminate against minorities.92 Orbán, for one, boasts openly of

his illiberalism. But, in fact, spin dictators are not democrats at all. They do

not just attack the civil rights of minorities—they manipulate the elections

by which majorities might otherwise remove them from power.

Why do more democracies not slide into spin dictatorship? It is not for

lack of effort by unscrupulous politicians. Yet, in stable democracies,

something holds them back. The tradition in political science is to say that

this something is democratic institutions. Multiparty elections,



constitutional checks and balances, legal procedures, and independent

judiciaries stop budding dictators in their tracks. Such rules and procedures

are obviously important. And yet, as we show throughout this book, formal

institutions do not act by themselves. Often, they fail to constrain leaders.93

The essence of spin dictatorship is to conceal autocracy within formally

democratic institutions. Modern authoritarians manipulate elections, disable

checks and balances, rewrite constitutions, and pack courts with loyalists.94

The real question is not whether a state has the right formal institutions

but what prevents leaders from subverting them. We argue that protection

lies in the active resistance of the informed.95 Just as in dictatorships, this

subset of the population—those with higher education, communication

skills, and international connections—plays a crucial role. In modern

democracies, the highly educated tend to work in information-rich jobs that

develop organizational talent and detailed knowledge of how the system

operates. When they are numerous and well resourced, the informed can

document abuses by incumbents, communicate them to the public, organize

social and political movements, field effective electoral campaigns and

protests, take abusers to court, and coordinate with international agencies

and foreign governments. They can oppose attempts to usurp power—just

as, in the United States in 2016–21, millions of lawyers, judges, officials,

activists, journalists, and others pushed back against the initiatives of a

nihilist in the White House. Without the actions of such people, a well-

written constitution cannot help much.96 The robust resistance of informed

citizens is what secures the institutions of free government and makes them

work.97

WHAT’S NEXT?

In the chapters to come, we will break down the elements of spin

dictatorship. We will see how its practitioners avoid and disguise political

violence (chapter 2), win over citizens with sophisticated propaganda

(chapter 3), manage the media without crude censorship (chapter 4), fake

democracy (chapter 5), and engage with the outside world (chapter 6). In

each case, we will highlight striking cases, focusing on individual leaders

whose early experiments helped to develop the model. We will contrast



practices of recent spin dictators with those of their more overt twentieth-

century predecessors. Wherever possible, we will back up our illustrations

with references to more systematic data (in the “Checking the Evidence”

sections and the book’s online supplement).98

Having described the two models, we suggest an interpretation of the

historical shift from fear to spin in chapter 7. What triggered this, we argue,

was a cocktail of forces associated with modernization and globalization. In

fact, these are the same forces that fueled the explosive “third wave” of

democracy after 1974. Modernization and globalization create pressures for

political openness. Spin dictatorship is the way rulers resist. They avoid real

democracy by faking it. And yet, if modernization and globalization persist,

the pressures intensify. In the absence of major oil wealth, these forces

eventually nudge countries all the way into democracy.

Spin dictators put this off as long as possible. To do so, they must silence

the informed by co-opting or censoring them. Yet, economic development

swells the size of this group, rendering it more expensive to neutralize. So,

in modern settings, spin offers only a temporary respite, albeit one that can

last for years under a skilled operator. The effectiveness of this strategy is

one reason why—although modernization generally creates conditions for

democracy—the transition may come with a delay. We close, in chapter 8,

with our best guess about what comes next for spin dictatorships, along with

some thoughts about how the West should respond. But let’s turn now to the

experience of the model’s pioneer as he first came to grips with the political

costs of open repression.



 



PART I

HOW IT’S DONE



 



CHAPTER 2

DISCIPLINE, BUT DON’T

PUNISH

In September 1956, Singapore’s Chinese-speaking students took over their

middle schools. The colonial authorities had dissolved the students’ union

and arrested its leaders, saying the organization had been infiltrated by

communists.1 In protest, thousands of teenagers flooded onto their school

grounds, barricading themselves inside and pitching tents as sympathetic

parents smuggled in food.

The colony’s new chief minister, Lim Yew Hock, struck back with force,

sending police with tear gas to evict the students. As if on cue, riots broke

out across the city. Mobs rampaged, tipping over vehicles and setting fire to

buildings. In the mayhem, thirteen people were killed and more than one

hundred injured.2 With the help of British troops, helicopters, armored cars,

and roadblocks, Lim crushed the revolt. But by then he had discredited

himself with the Chinese community that made up three-quarters of

Singapore’s population.3

To an ambitious young lawyer and political organizer named Lee Kuan

Yew, Lim’s clumsy reaction offered a lasting lesson. Lee had grown up in

Singapore during the wartime Japanese occupation. To make ends meet, he

had found a job translating news dispatches in the Japanese administration’s

propaganda department.4 After the war, he studied law at Cambridge

University before heading back to plunge into Singapore politics as the

colony edged toward independence from Britain.

Lee did not disagree with the thrust of Lim’s approach. He, too, when he

became prime minister, would use the threat of revolutionary conspiracies to

crack down on dissent. In the early 1960s, he sent police to arrest his more



radical rivals.5 Even after the British left, Lee kept the Internal Security Act

—legislation permitting the indefinite detention of suspects—on the books

for decades, long after any serious communist threat had disappeared.

Nor was Lee queasy about the use of force. Asked about the political

opposition, he liked to adopt the tone of a gangster. He would put on his

knuckle-dusters, he snarled, or fetch a hatchet and meet his adversaries in a

dark alley.6 During the war, the young Lee had been impressed by the

ruthless effectiveness of the Japanese invaders. “I had not yet read Mao’s

dictum that ‘power grows out of the barrel of a gun,’ ” he wrote later, “but I

knew that Japanese brutality, Japanese guns, Japanese bayonets and swords,

and Japanese terror and torture settled the argument as to who was in

charge.”7

The 1950s were a tense time. In 1949, Mao’s insurgents had seized

power in Beijing, sending a jolt of pride and radicalism through Singapore’s

Chinese diaspora. Soon after, war erupted in Korea. Britain, overstretched

around the globe, was leaving its Asian colonies, one by one. In 1950,

communist agents had attempted unsuccessfully to assassinate Singapore’s

British governor, Franklin Gimson.8 There was plenty of reason to take the

student rebellion seriously.

What struck Lee about Lim’s response was not its violence but its

ineptness. It taught him, he wrote, how “not to be tough and flat-footed.”9

Rather than persuade or trick the teenagers into going home, Lim had

ordered in riot troops amid a shower of tear-gas canisters. Lee believed the

real battle was for hearts and minds. And Lim had lost them. He was out of

office by 1959, defeated in the election that brought Lee and his party to

power—for life.

“I resolved,” wrote Lee, “that … I would never make the same mistakes.

I would think of a way of obliging the parents themselves to grab their

children from the schools and take them home. Special Branch could pick

up the leaders after the students had dispersed.”10

Decades later, Lee—by then Singapore’s long-serving leader—watched

in horror as Chinese tanks mowed down that country’s protesting students in

Tiananmen Square. Although he felt sympathy for the victims, Lee’s main

reaction was—as it had been with Lim in 1956—despair at the leaders’



ham-fisted response. “Why such force, I asked myself,” he recalled. “These

are not stupid people. They know what the world will think.”11

Lee had forged a bond of mutual respect with Deng Xiaoping, the

Chinese leader. Visiting Singapore in 1978, Deng had been amazed at what

Lee had made of the once impoverished colonial outpost. In the eleven years

since then, Lee had set out to mentor Deng and his team, advising them on

economic policy.12 It was painful, now, to see his friends blundering. The

next year, Li Peng, who, as China’s premier, had ordered the troops into

Tiananmen Square, visited Singapore. Lee berated him for staging such a

“grand show” before the world media. Li Peng, according to Lee, replied

with humility: “We are completely inexperienced in these matters.”13

By that point, Lee had built a new model of tight political control in

Singapore, based on minimizing visible repression. Political scientist

Cherian George called his approach “calibrated coercion.”14 It enabled Lee

to dominate public life as completely as most overt dictators. In election

after election, his People’s Action Party won almost all the seats in

parliament. A timid domestic media carefully avoided angering the

government.15 Political protests were extremely rare.16

Yet, Lee achieved this in a way that—as best one could tell—left him

genuinely popular with many ordinary Singaporeans.17 By the 1980s, there

were very few political prisoners in the country’s jails, and—although anti-

crime measures were strict, with caning used to punish vandalism and drug

abuse—there was little overt political repression.

BLOOD LANDS

Today this approach has become familiar. But in 1959, as Lee first took

office, authoritarian rule was identified with violence. This chapter explores

the remarkable evolution that followed. We trace how Lee and other

innovators gradually devised more sophisticated and covert methods of

coercion. And, with new data on state killings and political prisoners as well

as other sources, we document the trend from harsh deterrence to low-

intensity repression.

To appreciate this change, it is important to recall the starting point. In

the 1950s, the world was still struggling to digest the horrors of Stalin’s



purges and Hitler’s Holocaust. Around the globe, brutal regimes continued

to kill their citizens by the thousands.

In communist states, the body counts were staggering. Backed by

Moscow, Stalinist regimes had seized power across Eastern Europe,

crushing resistance and purging the population. In just their first four years,

Romania’s leaders executed some 75,000 “enemies of the people.” Another

100,000 perished in the Râmnicu Sărat prison.18 In China, around 35

million starved in Mao’s Great Leap Forward famine of 1958–60.19 Their

deaths resulted from the dictator’s stubbornness and the zeal of local

officials rather than deliberate political murder.20 But Mao’s Cultural

Revolution and other political campaigns would end another 2.5 million

lives. As revolution spread, the corpses continued to accumulate. Tens of

thousands—maybe many more—were executed in North Korea and North

Vietnam. Mengistu Haile Mariam, the Marxist dictator of Ethiopia,

slaughtered 60,000 in his country’s “red terror” in the 1970s. Millions of

Cambodians—almost a quarter of the population, by widely accepted

estimates—died in Pol Pot’s “killing fields.”21

But it was not just totalitarian ideologues who were shedding blood.

Anticommunists also murdered on an industrial scale. Syngman Rhee’s men

in South Korea killed about 100,000 civilians before the Korean War and

hundreds of thousands more during and after it.22 As General Suharto seized

power in Indonesia in 1965, massacres caused 500,000 to one million

deaths.23 In Latin America as well, anticommunism served as a pretext for

butchery. Argentina’s generals killed or “disappeared” 15,000–30,000

people in 1976–83, while next door General Pinochet’s soldiers murdered

3,000–5,000 Chileans.24 Other dictators required little ideological or

geopolitical rationale. Postcolonial Africa threw up a rogues’ gallery of

bloodthirsty strongmen. Macias Nguema of Equatorial Guinea slaughtered

about 50,000, Hissène Habré of Chad around 40,000.25

Those dissidents not murdered were often locked up. Across the unfree

world, dictators packed real or alleged foes into prisons, labor colonies,

concentration camps, and mental hospitals. The global persecution network

stretched from the Soviet Union’s “Gulag Archipelago” to Latin America’s

“penal islands.” Almost everywhere, political prisoners were tortured.



Not all dictators were equally ruthless. As we will see in the data later, at

least a few in every period got by with little killing. Yet, even those who

spared the hangman still often imprisoned dissidents by the thousands.

Egypt’s Nasser executed only a limited number of Muslim Brothers. But his

secret police could round up 20,000 political prisoners at a time.26 In

Argentina, the populist Juan Perón killed few but jailed more than 14,000

opponents.27 Some prewar European dictators are considered relatively mild.

Poland’s Marshal Józef Pilsudski and Hungary’s Admiral Miklós Horthy

retained pieces of the democratic facade and—at least compared to what

came later—showed restraint. Still, Pilsudski arrested 5,000 of his critics in

1930 and created “one of the first modern concentration camps for political

prisoners.”28 The White Terror of 1919, amid which Horthy took power,

featured “several thousand executions and tens of thousands of arrests.”

Horthy’s former head bodyguard collected the ears of murdered

communists.29

Violent repression was the key tool of twentieth-century dictators. But it

was not the only tool. Some won popularity with anticolonial or military

victories. Others, such as the leaders of Mexico’s Partido Revolucionario

Institucional (PRI), engineered support with economic development and

patronage. In Africa, “big men” co-opted pyramids of followers, often

within their ethnic group, by selectively disbursing benefits.30 Still, even in

these cases, fear and violence often lurked in the background. Mexico’s

regime massacred students, peasants, and unionists on many occasions.31

The bosses might hand out bread, but they also had bayonets.

Almost as striking as the violence was the way rulers went about it. Most

of the time, the killing, torture, and imprisonment were deliberately

publicized. Twentieth-century dictators took pride in their gory exploits and

made sure citizens knew about them. In this, they seemed to be reverting to

a model of punishment that had become obsolete in the West by 1900.

Medieval and early modern Europe were known for the gruesome

punishments imposed for everything from minor crimes to regicide.

Suspects might be broken on the wheel or the rack; burned at the stake;

hung, drawn, and quartered; or all of the above. Executions and torture were

public spectacles, with citizens encouraged to attend and applaud. The



pillory, by its design, invited popular participation. Those who survived

punishment were deliberately scarred to advertise their crimes: some were

branded on the forehead; others had their nose or ears cut off.

Yet, as Michel Foucault described, the West underwent a revolution in

penal philosophy and practices between 1760 and 1840. The deliberate

infliction of pain gave way to more “humane” and invisible punishments,

sometimes combined with attempts at rehabilitation.32 Public executions

disappeared, torture became unfashionable, and imprisonment was

reconceived as a program for reform as much as retribution. Why things

changed is not entirely clear, although many suppose that Enlightenment

values played a key part.33 Foucault also argued, more controversially, that

the replacement of corporal punishment with less visible forms of discipline

facilitated the spread of such power mechanisms into a broad range of social

settings.

Twentieth-century dictators reversed this trend. They rejected the

squeamishness of modern liberals, unapologetically embracing violence.

They combined new technologies of mass production, transport, weapons,

and communications with the traditional goals of inflicting pain and

spreading fear. And they restored the very public face of political repression,

along with the expectation that loyal citizens would participate.

Many autocrats made killing into a public event. Kim Jong-Il had a firing

squad execute one factory director before a stadium packed with 150,000

onlookers.34 Equatorial Guinea’s Macias Nguema reportedly finished off

150 of his enemies in the capital’s soccer arena as speakers played the pop

song “Those Were the Days.” Sudan’s President Gaafar Nimeiry hanged a

leading political opponent in front of 1,000 observers.35

Far from avoiding publicity, some clearly relished it. General Franco of

Spain invented a special sentence for those whose death he wanted to

advertise broadly: garotte y prensa (“strangulation by garotte with press

coverage”).36 To refresh spectators, he set up coffee and churro stalls around

one of his killing fields.37 Many boasted of their brutality. “They regard me

as an uneducated barbarian,” Hitler stormed after the Reichstag fire. “Yes,

we are barbarians! We want to be barbarians!”38 President Hastings Banda

of Malawi publicly recalled how his enemies had served as “food for



crocodiles.”39 He bragged to parliament of the new prison he had built at

Dzeleka to house his opponents: “I will keep them there and they will rot.”40

General Muammar Gaddafi of Libya ridiculed rulers who sought to conceal

their responsibility by having enemies run over by cars or quietly poisoned.

When he executed someone, Gaddafi insisted, he did it “on television.”41

When the public was not around to watch a killing, dictators used the

corpses to communicate. Rafael Trujillo, of the Dominican Republic, had

the body of one dead rebel hoisted in a chair and driven around his home

province. Peasants were forced to dance around the cadaver.42 King Ahmad

bin Yahya of Yemen ordered the heads of executed “traitors” to be “hung on

the branches of trees as a warning.”43 Many other autocrats—from Papa Doc

Duvalier to Ferdinand Marcos—prominently displayed the mutilated bodies

of regime opponents. Mengistu broadcast pictures of his torture victims.

Among Latin American strongmen, exhibiting corpses became a

macabre tradition. Under Batista in Cuba, “hundreds of mangled bodies

were left hanging from lamp posts or dumped in the streets.”44 In

Guatemala, the newspaper Prensa Libre published regular “cadaver reports”

in the early 1980s for those who might have missed the originals, detailing

the scars. Readers learned to associate distinctive mutilations with the

police, army, and presidential guard.45 Some dictators turned torture, itself,

into a show. Under Pakistan’s General Zia, political prisoners were “publicly

flogged … by bare-chested wrestlers” and loudspeakers were set up to

transmit the victims’ screams.46

Arrests, themselves, sometimes doubled as performances. Although

Argentina’s military junta often replaced deaths by “disappearances,” the

detentions could be very public. Up to fifty soldiers or paramilitaries might

burst into a victim’s house at night, brandishing revolvers and grenades,

yelling into loudspeakers, and flashing searchlights as helicopters circled

overhead. They often halted traffic and sometimes cut electricity to an entire

city block.47 In the Dominican Republic, Trujillo’s thugs patrolled the streets

in characteristic black Volkswagen Beetles.

To emphasize their toughness, dictators adopted military titles such as

Generalissimo (Franco, Trujillo, Stalin) and Marshal (Josip Broz Tito).48

Former soldiers continued to wear uniforms. But many with no military



background also dressed up in martial costumes. Stalin had a special outfit

made in the austere Imperial style, with striped pants, gray tunic, and

epaulettes.49 Mussolini donned the garb of the fascist Militia, adding an

insignia.50 Fidel Castro rarely took off his khakis.51 As we detail in the next

chapter, dictators of all ideologies adopted a vocabulary of the battlefield.

Mussolini called his fascist party “a real army.”52 Under him, Italians fought

a “Battle for Grain,” a “Battle for Land,” and even a “War on Flies.”53

Communists engaged in “ ‘struggle’ and ‘combat’ on ‘fronts’ to achieve

‘breakthroughs’ in production and cultural ‘victories.’ ”54

Some went a step further, militarizing society. By the late 1930s, all

Italian children from age six were expected to put on fascist uniforms and

march with toy rifles.55 Even toddlers posed for photographs in black

shirts.56 In Chinese primary schools under Mao, pupils learned to fire air

rifles by shooting at posters of Chiang Kai-shek and “American

imperialists.”57 The college curriculum included drills in throwing grenades

and shooting with live ammunition. Soviet high schools taught “basic

military training” to both boys and girls.58 Iraqi teenagers practiced military

skills as members of Ashbal Saddam (Saddam’s Cubs).59

In short, these societies were steeped in violence and martial imagery to

an extent hard to conceive from within modern democracies—or the kind of

disciplined stronghold that Lee Kuan Yew crafted in Singapore.

CALCULUS OF KILLING

What did twentieth-century dictators hope to achieve with all this

bloodshed? And why were they so public about their violence?

To some, the only possible explanation was mental illness. Indeed, it is

hard to see those ordering mass killings as completely normal. Psychologists

who reviewed biographies of Hitler, Saddam Hussein, and Kim Jong-Il

found signs of paranoia, narcissism, sadism, and schizophrenic tendencies.60

Still, psychopathology seems inadequate as a general account. Many

dictators showed advanced cognitive skills and strategic thinking. Saddam

Hussein, Pol Pot, and Macias Nguema struck some who met them as insane,

but others did not.61 Rather than driven by inner voices, many autocrats

found violence useful.



But to what end? One use of force was to crush bureaucratic resistance.

That clearly motivated Lenin early on and Mao during the Cultural

Revolution. Lenin threatened to jail subordinates for red tape and wrote to

one: “You deserve a beating!”62 Still, this does not explain violence against

the general public. Repression was often imposed by a loyal bureaucracy

rather than on a disloyal one.

Some dictators used violence to reshape society in revolutionary ways.

Communists sought to liquidate entire classes or social groups.63 Even

before Stalin collectivized agriculture, Lenin declared “ruthless war on the

kulaks,” rich peasants whom he characterized as “bloodsuckers,” “spiders,”

“leeches,” and “vampires.” He also favored the execution of prostitutes and

syphilitics.64 Franco’s fascists aimed to eliminate the left; Hitler targeted

Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, and the handicapped. In these and many other

autocracies, mass killing was supposed to “purify” the population.

Besides restructuring society, some aimed to remake individuals. To

Mussolini, violence was a creative force. It would turn effete Italians into

heroic Romans. His countrymen were “a bunch of … chattering ‘mandolin

players’ ” unprepared for the “Darwinian struggle between nations.” “The

Italian race is a race of sheep,” he told his foreign minister. “You need to

keep them lined up and in uniform from morning until night. And they need

the club, the club, the club.”65 Tens of thousands who resisted disappeared

into “concentration camps, political prisons, work houses, confinement

colonies, and sites of internment.”66

Another use of violence was to discipline workers and squeeze resources

from the population. Stalin and Mao may not have consciously wished to

starve millions of peasants, but their determination to extract surplus to fund

rapid industrialization had that effect. They both led crusades against “grain

profiteers,” “parasites,” “disorganizers,” and “saboteurs.” Since many

peasants did resist collectivization, the policy is hard to imagine without

force. Stalin’s Gulag furnished free labor for construction projects like the

Moscow Metro. Of the roughly 170,000 prisoners who dug the Belomor

Canal, carting away dirt and rock with wooden spades and handmade

wheelbarrows, more than 25,000 died.67 On a smaller scale, Latin America’s



“bureaucratic authoritarian” juntas in the 1960s and 1970s set out to repress

labor unions and lower wages in order to stimulate growth.

Yet, by far the most common motive for violence was to defend the

regime. Harsh repression protected dictators in several ways. Most

obviously, it eliminated or weakened political enemies. The list of targets

was long. Besides kulaks, Lenin took aim at counterrevolutionaries, White

Guards, and Cossacks. Stalin added provocateurs, Trotskyites, agents of

fascism and American imperialism, wreckers, and traitors.68 Besides using

violence to purify the German stock, Hitler ordered followers to destroy

anti-Nazi forces such as the communists, social democrats, and opponents

of Nazism in the German churches. Latin American strongmen sent death

squads to murder anyone believed to be hostile to their rule—from peasants

and labor leaders to students and university professors.69

Of course, many of the victims were innocent scapegoats. But, from the

dictator’s perspective, so much the better. Even poorly targeted violence

could deter potential opponents and reinforce the public’s docility. The key

was to demonstrate ruthlessness. As Pakistan’s General Zia put it: “Martial

Law should be based on fear.”70 “Why should we fear a bit of shock?”

Chairman Mao asked. “We want to be shocking.”71 Stalin, in 1939, drew a

direct connection between state violence and public loyalty:

In 1937 Tukhachevsky, Yakir, Uborevich, and other fiends were

sentenced to be shot. After that, the elections to the Supreme Soviet of

the USSR were held. In these elections, 98.6 percent of the total vote was

cast for the Soviet government. At the beginning of 1938 Rosengolts,

Rykov, Bukharin, and other monsters were sentenced to be shot. After

that, the elections to the supreme soviets of the union republics were

held. In these elections, 99.4 percent of the total vote was cast for the

Soviet Government.72

Of course, Stalin’s vote tallies are not to be trusted. But executing a few

“fiends” and “monsters” certainly did remind citizens to vote the “right”

way.

Violence also helped with propaganda. Stalin insisted on extracting

confessions from his political rivals before having them shot. They had to



admit to what the writer Arthur Koestler called “absurd and hair-raising

lies.”73 Stalin personally oversaw some interrogations, inserting or deleting

phrases in the “confessions.”74 After a stay in the notorious “Torture Dacha”

near Vidnoe, south of Moscow, the great theater director Vsevolod

Meyerhold confessed to spying for Britain and Japan and fingered other

leading artists.75 The top Bolshevik Nikolai Bukharin admitted to

“organizing kulak uprisings” and “preparing terrorist acts” but balked at

adding the murders of Leningrad party boss Sergei Kirov and writer Maxim

Gorky.76

Why the emphasis on obtaining ridiculous “confessions” that both

torturer and victim knew were untrue? In Orwell’s 1984, the party leader,

O’Brien, sees forcing dissidents to recant as an end in itself, part of the

exercise of power: “Power is in tearing human minds to pieces and putting

them together again in new shapes of your own choosing.”77 But Orwell’s

contemporary Koestler, who had known the Bolsheviks Stalin purged, saw it

as a matter of public messaging. In his masterpiece Darkness at Noon,

Koestler’s cold-blooded interrogator, Gletkin, tells the imprisoned

Bolshevik, Rubashov, “The only way in which you can still serve the Party

is as a warning example—by demonstrating to the masses, in your own

person, the consequences to which opposition to the Party policy inevitably

leads.”78 Scapegoats helped to convince citizens of the need for obedience,

vigilance, and continual effort.

And, absurd as the confessions were, many inside and outside the Soviet

Union believed them. Sometimes, the truth seemed just too grotesque to

accept. After watching the trial of Radek and his “co-conspirators,” the U.S.

ambassador in Moscow, Joseph Davies, reported that any court would have

found the defendants guilty. To stage such a show, Davies wrote, would have

required “the genius of Shakespeare.”79 KGB agents compiled secret reports

on how the public was responding. Among workers, some found it fishy that

all of Lenin’s comrades had been fascist spies. But others disagreed. Quite a

few wished only that more Bolshevik leaders had been shot.80 For those who

saw through Stalin’s gory pantomime, the trials showed the danger of falling

under suspicion. For those who did not, they conjured up a terrifying world

of treachery and blood.



Public confessions also played a role in Iran under the Shah. Radio

broadcast “interviews” with leftists who, after a spell in Evin Prison,

renounced their former views and praised the regime.81 Similar recantations

continued under Khomeini—the Ayatollah himself sometimes previewed

the videos.82 Prisoners would admit to treason, espionage, foreign

subversion, terrorism, or religious offenses such as eclecticism, religious

deviation, and ideological contamination.83 Again, the goal seems to have

been propaganda. To ordinary citizens, the confessions presented a world of

hidden evils and lurking traitors against which the authorities were the only

protection. At the same time, they demoralized regime opponents. Even

those who saw the forced nature of the recantations were depressed to see

their heroes groveling.84

Repression deters opposition by threatening punishment. But less

conscious mechanisms may also help. Psychological research suggests

perceived dangers—even those unrelated to politics—can make people more

pessimistic, risk averse, and supportive of authoritarian policies and

leaders.85 Political scientist Lauren Young found that in Zimbabwe under

Robert Mugabe, prompting people to think about snakes, witchcraft, or even

just walking in the dark sharply reduced their readiness to attend opposition

meetings or joke about the president.86

Finally, violent repression can bind citizens to the regime by making

them complicit. Those who participate in brutal acts—or cause them by

informing on peers—feel a need to justify this to themselves. The easiest

way to banish guilt is to believe the victim guilty. Understanding this,

dictators sought to involve citizens in their violence. Stalin’s collectivization

allowed poor peasants to rape, murder, and expropriate their richer

neighbors. Bukharin was shocked by “the profound psychological change”

in communists who participated: “Instead of going mad, they accepted

terror as a normal administrative method.”87 Mao’s Cultural Revolution was

an orgy of decentralized carnage. The Argentine military in the 1970s

rotated officers through the death squads and detention centers to ensure that

no one’s hands remained clean. As one officer put it: “The idea was to

compromise everyone.”88 The same logic lay behind the practice of forcing



citizens to attend executions. Such killings were less distressing if one could

convince oneself of their necessity.

Almost all these motives require repression to be open and visible. To

deter, threats must be communicated. To instill anxiety, dangers should

loom all around. Enlisting citizens in terror or invigorating effete Italians is

hard to do in secret. One exception is the extraction of confessions by

torture: such confessions are more convincing if they seem uncoerced, so

Stalin’s jailers used sleep deprivation rather than beatings on show trial

defendants. That might seem inconsistent with the practice of publicizing

the use of force. But the death sentences that followed the trials were

published prominently in the newspapers.

Of course, to say violent repression was public does not mean that most

citizens knew—or discussed—the true dimensions of the terror in their

midst. Even many in the dictator’s circle would have lacked comprehensive

information. A partial picture is enough to generate fear. And, in all

autocracies, citizens protect themselves by clinging to denial, averting their

eyes, and constructing justifications. Life is easier when you “know what not

to know.” The state’s crimes become, in the phrase of anthropologist

Michael Taussig, a “public secret”—generally recognized but never

articulated.89

LEE’S SOFTER TOUCH

Against this backdrop, Lee Kuan Yew’s less ferocious approach stood out.

By the late 1970s, he had released most of his political prisoners. He was

finding ever less visible ways to neutralize opposition. Rather than crush

student protests, he simply closed down the main Chinese-language

university, Nanyang, on the pretext of falling enrollments, folding it into the

University of Singapore. His officials tightly regulated student organizations

and vetted new faculty for soundness. “Up to 1975,” writes Cherian George,

“the government won its battles with students through the use of force; after

that, it won without a fight.”90

To constrain critics, Lee used restrictions rather than outright bans,

allowing him to claim that politics were free. Newspapers that offended were

permitted to publish, but with their circulation capped. Many faced



defamation suits. Protests were allowed, but only with a license and few

participants. In 2000, Lee’s successors set up a “Speakers’ Corner” in Hong

Lim Park to show the regime’s respect for freedom of expression.91 Within

its confines, orators could hold forth without being arrested. Still, they had

to register first with local police and await permission. A sign warned that

their speech would be recorded and kept for possible use in trials against

them. They were not allowed to use loudspeakers, arouse “racial or religious

enmity,” insult those in authority, or make “wild gesticulations.”92

Opposition leaders were not banned from parliament. But legal

judgments and fines could keep them out. When politicians criticized him,

Lee pounced on the undocumented claim and sued for defamation or libel.

Repeated heavy penalties drove opponents into bankruptcy, disqualifying

them from running for office.93 Between 1971 and 1993, eleven opposition

politicians went bankrupt after losing suits to government officials,

according to the country’s attorney general.94 The law also required

bankrupts to get permission to travel abroad, which gave the government a

way to avoid embarrassment overseas.95 Lee himself admitted the political

use of bankruptcy. In 2003, discussing certain opposition activists, he told

the Straits Times: “If we had considered them serious political figures, we

would not have kept them politically alive for so long. We could have made

them bankrupt earlier.”96

Throughout, Lee’s goal was to sustain public support and marginalize the

opposition. He might deride politicians who cared only about opinion polls.

But he knew his authority, in this new system, depended on keeping his

ratings high. Leaders who lost the public’s respect, he said, could “stumble

along from day to day and pretend that it’s business as usual. But nobody

really takes the Government seriously.”97 A leader who stayed popular did

not need violent repression—indeed, violence would backfire. And

popularity, in turn, made it easier to monopolize power.

Singapore’s system of stealthy control inspired others. Across Eurasia,

authoritarians hailed Lee as a trailblazer. President Putin awarded him

Russia’s prestigious Order of Honor. Kazakhstan’s President Nazarbayev

added his country’s Order of Friendship.98 “We met often,” the Kazakh

leader said. “I considered him a good friend, I adopted his experience.”99



Kazakh officials made frequent study trips to Singapore.100 Thailand’s

Thaksin Shinawatra discussed with Lee “what modern-day leaders and

governments need to do to be effective.”101 Lee’s admirers imitated his

innovations. From Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Myanmar to Russia,

Turkey, and even Rafael Correa’s Ecuador, rulers took to harassing

journalists and opposition politicians with defamation and libel suits.102

After Singapore created its “Speakers’ Corner” in 2000, similar “Speakers’

Corners” appeared in two Moscow parks.103

Chinese leaders repeatedly flirted with Singapore and its model. Deng

Xiaoping sent hundreds of delegations to probe the island’s successes.

Under Jiang in the 1990s and Hu in the 2000s, Beijing’s potentates often

seemed to be steering toward some version of Lee’s system. But, although

they improved their public relations, China’s leaders never seemed ready to

renounce violent repression. Their regime remained a mix of old and new.

MOSCOW METHODS

Lee was the great pioneer. But elsewhere others were also glimpsing the

logic of spin dictatorship. In the Soviet bloc, tactics were evolving. When

Stalin died in 1953, his successors, thankful to have survived, freed millions

from the prison camps. But Khrushchev, the champion of de-Stalinization,

was out by the mid-1960s, replaced by cadres eager to restore discipline.

They started with a few show trials of literary dissidents.104

This backfired spectacularly. The targets turned out to be not cringing

victims but articulate thinkers who ran rings around the poorly prepared

judges. Their courageous statements circulated through new samizdat (self-

publication) networks, sometimes reaching the West. The BBC, Radio

Liberty, and Deutsche Welle quickly broadcast them back into Russia to the

millions of short-wave radio listeners. The show trials of regime opponents

ended up show trials of the regime.

First, a twenty-four-year-old poet from Leningrad, Joseph Brodsky, was

tried and sentenced to exile with labor. “Who appointed you a poet?” the

judge demanded. “Who appointed me to the human race?” Brodsky replied.

The Western poets John Berryman, W. H. Auden, and Stephen Spender took

up his cause.105 Two writers who had published satirical works in France,



Yuli Daniel and Andrei Sinyavsky, were arrested in 1965. This triggered the

first public protest since the war, along with appeals by leading cultural

figures and scientists. Stalin’s daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, defected to the

United States soon after, saying the writers’ persecution had convinced her

the system would never reform.106 When a journalist circulated a samizdat

report on the trial, he too was arrested, sparking another demonstration and

further arrests. By late 1968, more than 1,500 people had signed letters

denouncing the prosecutions.107 The Kremlin seemed to be losing control.

How to respond? Some Politburo members wanted to co-opt the cultural

elite. The unlikely advocate of a soft line was Brezhnev’s chief policeman,

Interior Minister Nikolai Shchelokov. The best option, he told Brezhnev,

was “not to execute our enemies publicly but smother them with

embraces.”108 Shchelokov had become acquainted with the famous cellist

Mstislav Rostropovich and his wife, the opera singer Galina Vishnevskaya.

Through them, he had met their house guest, the writer Alexander

Solzhenitsyn. Crude repression seemed to him counterproductive in the

more educated society the USSR was becoming. Shchelokov sought to

civilize the police. He insisted that agents treat the public politely.109 He

opened a new academy, under the composer Aram Khachaturian, to polish

his officers’ rough edges. He pressed for lighter sentences for women and

children. He even looked into designing a new, low-caliber pistol to make

police shootings less lethal.110

In the Politburo infighting, Shchelokov lost out to a steelier rival, the

KGB chief Yuri Andropov. (After Andropov became general secretary in

1982, a relentless corruption probe drove Shchelokov to suicide.) Andropov

agreed that something had to change. But rather than humanizing the

regime, he sought just to target and hide repression better. He closed

political trials to the public, holding them in remote spots few foreign

correspondents could reach. He also stepped up confinement of dissidents in

psychiatric hospitals, which allowed Soviet leaders to claim they were not

political prisoners but mentally ill. This also backfired; gruesome reports of

writers injected with psychotropic drugs sparked outrage abroad. But, again,

the impulse was to conceal the political nature of persecution.



To reduce visibility, Andropov also softened the punishments for minor

transgressions. The number of anti-Soviet leaflets, letters, and graffiti

doubled between 1967 and 1981, according to KGB reports.111 Yet, despite

this troubling trend, Andropov’s men charged fewer of the captured authors

with crimes—10 percent in 1967 but only 3 percent in 1981.112 Instead,

most minor offenders were treated with “prophylaxis.” They were

summoned to the KGB’s office, questioned, warned, and sent home.

The communist bloc’s greatest innovation was the refinement of low-

visibility harassment. Dissidents who ignored KGB warnings were demoted

at work or fired and evicted from their apartments. Their telephones were

disconnected, driver’s licenses suspended, typewriters confiscated.113 Their

children were denied college admission. Those who still had telephones

received menacing anonymous calls. Others were insulted or physically

threatened by “indignant citizens” or plainclothes agents.114 Although some

were still sentenced to labor camps, Andropov’s men preferred frequent

searches and interrogations, short-term preventive detentions, and house

arrest.115 Dissident physicist Andrei Sakharov, exiled to the provincial

capital Gorky (now Nizhny Novgorod), received envelopes in the mail full

of dead cockroaches or photographs of mutilated faces. Saplings he and his

wife planted in their garden were cut down. If they left their short-wave

radio at home, KGB agents would vandalize it while they were out.116

Sakharov’s treatment was still quite crude. It was the East Germans,

under Erich Honecker, who perfected such harassment. Known as

Zersetzung—literally “corrosion”—the method aimed to disrupt the target’s

personal life and career, isolate him from friends and family, and make him

question his own sanity. One Lutheran pastor active in the peace movement

was first stopped—wrongly—for speeding. Police then engineered a car

accident and prosecuted him for drunk driving, although he had been sober.

Abusive notes appeared on trees near his home. Rumors reached the pastor’s

wife that he was sleeping with one of his parishioners. Eventually,

threatened with a trumped-up criminal prosecution, the pastor fled to West

Germany. He had been effectively neutralized—all without realizing the

Stasi’s role in his ordeal.117



The mind games could be subtle. In one case, Stasi agents snuck into a

woman’s apartment and rearranged the furniture. The first time, they rehung

the pictures. The next, they mixed up spice jars in the kitchen. On another

occasion, they replaced the woman’s favorite tea with a different brand.

They moved towels in the bathroom and repositioned flower pots on the

windowsills. When the victim complained to friends, nobody believed her.

Confused and disoriented, victims of such interventions lost the energy to

continue political activities.118

The search for less obvious methods of repression did not turn the

communist countries into spin dictatorships. Although less glaring than

under Stalin, ideology and fear remained in the background. Elections still

did not pretend to offer any real choice. The late Soviet bloc remained far

from Lee’s Singapore. But even behind the Iron Curtain methods were

changing.

THE NEW PLAYBOOK

By the late 1990s, many dictators had gotten the memo. Of course, not all of

them did: old-school thugs like Saddam Hussein and Kim Jong-Il still

terrorized their citizens. Even relatively modern strongmen turned brutal

amid civil wars or ethnic insurgencies. But many were converging on a

repertoire of softer techniques. Some of these refined tricks of pioneering

fear dictators. But others originated with the new masters of spin.

Arresting dissidents for nonpolitical crimes. Nicolae Ceauşescu’s eureka

moment came in the fall of 1967. “With inventiveness and creativity,” the

Romanian leader told his security chief, “we can find countless ways to get

rid of political criminals, without giving the Western media any reason to

squawk about us. We can arrest them as embezzlers or speculators, accuse

them of dereliction of their professional duties, or whatever else best fits

each case. Once a fellow’s in prison, he’s yours.”119 In jail as elsewhere,

Ceauşescu noted, “accidents can happen.”

Since then, other dictators have shown great “inventiveness and

creativity.” Kazakhstan’s President Nazarbayev prosecuted journalists for

money laundering and raping minors. He charged a political rival with

corruption and weapons possession.120 In Russia, opposition leader Aleksei



Navalny’s supposed crimes include defrauding lumber and cosmetics

companies and illegal elk hunting.121 Another oppositionist was arrested for

swearing in public.122 In Turkey, Erdoğan jailed a leading Kurdish politician

for “using a fake health report to avoid military service.”123

The most “inventive and creative” rulers find crimes that are not just

nonpolitical but disreputable. Sex offenses work well, especially when

primed by rumors. Accusing an opponent of evading military service, as

Erdoğan did, paints the victim as a coward. To those reputed to be honest,

corruption allegations give the appearance of hypocrisy.

Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad seemed to follow the

script in 1998. His former deputy, Anwar Ibrahim, had defected to the

opposition. Police arrested Anwar for corruption. But they also accused him

of sodomy, then illegal in Malaysia and culturally taboo. However, as Lee

Kuan Yew pointed out to his colleague from across the Strait, Mahathir had

made two key mistakes.124 First, he used the Draconian Internal Security Act

rather than an ordinary statute, thus exposing the case’s political

underpinnings. Second, Anwar appeared in court days later with a dramatic

black eye. The image, published widely, set off opposition protests. After

first claiming Anwar had deliberately injured himself, the police chief had to

admit he had personally beaten the politician in his cell. The effect—

accentuating the regime’s brutality rather than obscuring it—was the

opposite of that intended. Anwar emerged the political victor.125

Revolving door detentions. Rather than sentencing dissidents to long

prison terms, dictators can neutralize them—with less negative publicity—

using repeated, short detentions. In Cuba, Fidel Castro jailed some political

prisoners for more than ten years. His brother Raúl, in charge from 2008 to

2021, preferred to detain activists for just a few days—long enough to

intimidate and disrupt but usually not to generate international campaigns

for their release.126 By 2019, Russia’s Navalny had been sentenced to

thirteen short jail spells, most lasting from ten to thirty days.127 At one point,

the authorities seemed to change tack: a judge sentenced him to five years

for embezzlement. Yet, in a bizarre reversal, the prosecutor general

intervened to appeal, and the sentence was suspended.



Imprisoning popular activists for long terms risks creating martyrs.

Russia’s authorities have jailed a number of obscure protest participants and

even imprisoned Navalny’s less political brother, Oleg. Eventually, in 2021,

the authorities did send Navalny himself to a labor colony for two and a half

years, after an apparent attempt by the security services to secretly poison

him failed. But his incarceration came across as an act of desperation. And

the authorities continued to present him as an ordinary criminal—a

commercial fraudster who had to be locked up for violating parole. When

previously unknown victims have managed to attract media and public

attention, their sentences have been cut. In 2019, a student and blogger,

Yegor Zhukov, was accused of violating the law on protests and threatened

with a labor camp term. But after he delivered a courageous and articulate

courtroom speech, a translation of which made it onto the New Yorker’s

website, his sentence was suspended.

Bankrupting the opposition. In Singapore, as mentioned, bankruptcy

renders candidates ineligible for parliament, and financial penalties for

defamation can be large. As the opposition politician Joshua Jeyaretnam

campaigned for office in the 1970s and 1980s, he faced repeated lawsuits.

The penalties eventually added up to more than $900,000.128 Not only did

these keep him out of parliament, they forced him to spend much of the next

decade seeking funds to avoid prison. Another opposition candidate was

sued for $5.65 million after he called government leaders’ characterization

of him as a “dangerous Chinese chauvinist” a lie.129

As so often, Singapore blazed the trail. But others followed. When Putin

faced a wave of protests in 2011–12, he drastically increased financial

penalties: the average fine for violating the protest law increased fivefold

between 2012 and 2018.130 In 2019, the Russian government went further:

organizers of protest rallies (including Navalny and a few colleagues) were

sued for millions of dollars supposedly to pay for the repair of trampled

lawns, obstructed public transportation, and even overtime police work.131

Dozens of Russian activists found their personal bank accounts frozen as the

government launched a $15 million money laundering investigation into

Navalny’s foundation.132 In Ecuador, an opposition newspaper faced

bankruptcy after a court found it and its journalists guilty of libel and



ordered them to pay $40 million to the country’s president, Rafael Correa.133

In the end, Correa relented. The beauty of such techniques is that to

uninformed observers the opposition activist or journalist can genuinely

seem the guilty party.

Regulations and restrictions. Rather than banning some activity

completely, dictators can permit inferior alternatives. To opposition groups

that want to rally in the city center, they can offer a muddy field on its

outskirts, far from public transportation. They can direct those who want to

speak freely to a designated location—recall Singapore’s and Russia’s

“Speakers’ Corners.”134 While permitting opposition organizations, they can

require them to register, declare themselves “foreign agents,” and compile

frequent, time-consuming financial reports. They can ban foreign funding

and anonymous contributions outright and warn domestic businesses not to

contribute.

Accusing the opposition of violence. Recognizing the costs of violence,

spin dictators limit its use. But why stop there? A next step is to accuse the

opposition of violence in order to discredit it. When tens of thousands

thronged to demonstrations in 2013, Turkey’s President Erdoğan attacked

them as “looters,” “anarchists,” and “terrorists.”135 In Russia in 2019, police

charged dozens of people with committing “violence against state agents” at

several antigovernment rallies. One had thrown an empty paper cup in the

air; another had tossed two empty plastic bottles.136 Provocateurs can also be

sent to hurl rocks and engage in real violence so the police can arrest

innocent bystanders near them.137 In 2013, for instance, one Russian

operative told journalists he had been hired by an agent for the country’s

Interior Minister to create mayhem at an anti-Putin rally.138

Privatizing the dirty jobs. When leaders cannot resist using force, they

may farm out implementation to loosely affiliated agents. The authorities

can deny involvement or even knowledge. Spin dictators sometimes co-opt

bands of martial arts enthusiasts or soccer hooligans to intimidate the

opposition. To combat pro-Europe protesters in 2013–14, Ukrainian

president Viktor Yanukovich relied on a 20,000-strong private army of

“Adidas-clad thugs” known as titushki, after Vadym Titushko, the first to be

exposed by the media.139 Similarly, in Venezuela, Chávez and his successor,



Nicolás Maduro, hired gangs of private hoodlums, known as colectivos, to

terrorize antigovernment activists.140

In fact, this is an old technique, often used by twentieth-century fear

dictators. Various Latin American autocrats backed semi-independent

paramilitaries and death squads. African strongmen dependent on aid from

democratic donors have often done the same.141 For spin dictators, the

practice is dangerous and usually employed sparingly. It only works if links

to the state can be successfully hidden, which gets harder as society and

media grow more sophisticated. In Ukraine, journalists quickly traced the

titushki’s connections to the government, which accelerated the fall of the

regime. It also requires avoiding violence on a scale that would prompt

strong international outrage and demands for police investigations.

Zersetzung 2.0. The Internet offers unprecedented opportunities for

slandering activists and sowing distrust within their networks. Anonymous

posts can accuse them of being state agents. Indeed, most of the old KGB

and Stasi techniques can be used online. In the old days, anonymous phone

calls harassed dissidents. Now, unidentified trolls insult and threaten them

on social networks, bombard them with hostile emails, and “dox” them—

that is, post online incitements to attack them, with details of their location.

As Sergey Sanovich, Denis Stukal, and Joshua Tucker have shown, the

Russian government uses a sophisticated and constantly evolving tool kit of

online tactics against the opposition, combining both Internet restrictions

and “online engagement” by means of trolls, bots, and hacking-and-shaming

operations.142

In Ecuador in 2014, opposition journalist Martha Roldós’s email account

was hacked and her private messages published in the state newspaper El

Telégrafo. A wave of Internet trolls then mocked her physical appearance,

threatened her with rape and murder, and accused her of being a CIA agent.

A year later, a supporter of President Correa unmasked the satirical blogger

known as “Crudo Ecuador,” publishing his address, phone number, parents’

names, and photographs of him apparently taken by a stalker. Confronting

death threats, the blogger closed all his social media accounts.143

The dictator’s agents—or private sector proxies—can also hack into the

private files of opposition activists and publicize any embarrassing materials



they find. Again, there is a pre-Internet analog—the leaking of security

service recordings of opposition members’ phone calls and the secret

filming of them in compromising situations. Shame—and its exploitation by

dictators—predates the World Wide Web.

CHECKING THE EVIDENCE

All these examples paint a consistent picture. But how do we know they add

up to a broader trend? After all, newspapers still overflow with gruesome

accounts of massacres of Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar, torture of activists

in Syria, and persecution of Chinese Uighurs. Are these really—as we claim

—exceptions to the rule? And were past decades as blood-soaked as we

contend?

To check this more systematically, we collected data on political violence

by all authoritarian governments since 1946.144 (We already encountered

these data in chapter 1, where they went into calculating the frequencies of

spin and fear; recall figure 1.1.) Of course, counting the victims of past

autocrats is incredibly hard. Even those who did not deliberately conceal

their work rarely kept accurate tallies. Our estimates rely on the painstaking

research of human rights activists, historians, journalists, government

bodies, international organizations, and other investigators. Sometimes, after

a dictatorship crumbled, the new leader created a truth commission to

record evidence of its crimes; we examined their reports. In all, we ended up

consulting almost a thousand sources.

A key decision was to compare not countries or political regimes but

individual leaders. Within a single regime, violence levels can vary

dramatically. Soviet communism saw both the genocidal extremes of Stalin

and the relative restraint of Gorbachev. Indeed, as already noted, the

intensity may vary under a single dictator. To take this into account, we

compare the average level of repression under each leader, calculated over

all his years in power. Since averages based on very short periods would be

noisy, we include only rulers who remained atop a nondemocracy for at

least five years.

For each, we recorded our best estimate of the number of state political

killings. By this we mean all killings of nonviolent individuals by state



agents for political reasons. That includes assassinations and executions of

political prisoners, as well as all other deaths of political prisoners and

detainees while in custody. (The dictator may blame natural causes, but

these often result from mistreatment or at least inadequate medical care.)

We also include indiscriminate killings of protesters and other unarmed

civilians by the police, armed forces, or security personnel; these often serve

the political goal of spreading terror.145 We interpret “political reasons”

broadly, counting members of persecuted sects killed by the state because of

their religion and those killed while protesting peacefully for economic

demands. We do not include killings in two-sided violence or deaths from

state-caused famine.

We also did our best to count the number of political prisoners and

detainees. It quickly became clear that we could not obtain reliable figures

for every year. So, instead, we focus on the year for each dictator in which

the number reported was highest. That is also likely to be the year with the

fullest coverage in human rights reports and other sources. Among political

prisoners and detainees, we included any people held for more than a few

hours for political—rather than ordinary criminal—reasons. They might or

might not be convicted of an offense. We did not count those imprisoned for

terrorism or other violent acts (unless human rights organizations such as

Amnesty International maintained that the detainee was innocent). Finally,

we recorded whether any sources alleged the use of torture against political

prisoners. As in chapter 1, we sorted leaders into cohorts based on the

decade in which they took power. We call the resulting compilation the

Authoritarian Control Techniques Database.146

Needless to say, one cannot expect completeness and precision in a task

like this. Fine-grained comparisons may well be unreliable—and we avoid

them. Still, such data are useful for uncovering large differences and

identifying general patterns and trends. One can distinguish butchers like

Uganda’s Idi Amin, who killed tens of thousands of political victims per

year, from strongmen like Argentina’s General Jorge Videla, with thousands

per year, Uzbekistan’s Islam Karimov, with hundreds per year, and Hugo

Chávez, with fewer than ten per year.



The patterns we found—after months of gloomy reading and

investigating sources—confirmed our hunch. Since the 1980s, the extent of

violence in successive cohorts of nondemocratic leaders has fallen

dramatically. In the cohort taking power in the 1980s—a group that includes

Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe, Panama’s General Noriega, and Saudi Arabia’s

King Fahd—almost two-thirds had more than 10 political killings a year.

The proportion with this many killings dropped to 44 percent in the 1990s

cohort. By the 2000s cohort, which includes Lee Hsien Loong of Singapore,

Rafael Correa of Ecuador, and Vladimir Putin of Russia, the share was

down to 28 percent. The proportion of dictators with more than 100 killings

a year has decreased since the 1960s. In the 1960s cohort—which includes

Muammar Gaddafi of Libya, Ferdinand Marcos of the Philippines, and

Leonid Brezhnev of the USSR—about one-quarter had more than 100

killings a year. By the 2000s cohort, this was down to about 9 percent.147

Figure 2.1 shows the pattern.

In each cohort, some dictators were far less violent. King Sobhuza II of

Swaziland reigned from the country’s independence in 1967 to 1982

without reports of political killings, as did several of Kuwait’s emirs. And

some recent autocrats have a bloody record: Bashar al-Assad of Syria, for

instance, averaged nearly 1,500 estimated killings a year (in the years up to

2015, when our data end). But the balance has shifted.

We found a similar fall in the proportion of dictators holding large

numbers of political prisoners. In the 1970s cohort, 59 percent of dictators

held more than 1,000 political prisoners in their peak year. By the 2000s

cohort, this had fallen to just 16 percent. The share holding more than 100

political prisoners fell from 89 percent in the 1970s cohort to 44 percent in

the 2000s cohort (see figure 2.2). As for torture, although this remains sadly

common in authoritarian states, the frequency of allegations in our sources

also fell. Among dictators taking power in the 1980s, 95 percent were

alleged to have tortured political prisoners or detainees. In the 2000s cohort,

the figure was 74 percent.148



FIGURE 2.1. State Political Killings

Source: Guriev and Treisman, Authoritarian Control Techniques Database.

Note: “Dictators”: leaders who were in power for at least 5 years and whose state had a Polity2 rating of less than 6 in all 5

years.

Such clear evidence of a fall in violent repression is surprising. Over

time, human rights organizations have developed far greater capacity to

monitor. Their accounts have almost certainly become more comprehensive.

That should make it seem as though violence is increasing. And yet, we see

a fall. Could this be somehow influenced by our choice of thresholds? In

fact, we find similar patterns using many alternatives. The proportions of

dictators with more than 10 killings a year, more than 100 killings a year,

more than 100 political prisoners, and more than 1,000 political prisoners

were all much lower in the 2000s cohort than in the 1980s one. The same

would be true for one killing a year or 10 political prisoners.149



FIGURE 2.2. Political Prisoners

Source: Guriev and Treisman, Authoritarian Control Techniques Database.

Note: “Dictators”: leaders who were in power for at least 5 years and whose state had a Polity2 rating of less than 6 in all 5

years.

What about other possible problems with the data? Could the pattern

somehow reflect change in the tenure of dictators? Those in the 2000s

cohort could not have ruled for as long as some earlier dictators such as Kim

Il-sung (46 years in power) or King Hussein of Jordan (47 years). If

dictators tend to get more violent in their later years, that could distort our

comparison. In fact, we find a similar sharp fall in killings and political

prisoners if we look at just those dictators who were in power for 5–10

years. In that set, each dictator had a comparable tenure.150

Is the pattern driven by some particular part of the world? The late 1980s

and early 1990s saw the collapse of communist regimes in Eastern Europe.

If the dictators in different periods were concentrated in different parts of

the world, that could complicate comparisons. However, it turns out that the

downward trend in violence is quite uniform across world regions. We find a

similar downward trend in the share of dictators with more than 10 political

killings a year in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe taken

separately, as well as in Latin America and the Caribbean, Sub-Saharan

Africa, the Middle East and North Africa, and Asia. All experienced a drop

in killings between the 1980s and 2000s cohorts.151 Across the board, the

shift to less violent repression seems robust and broad-based.



Some other data fill out this picture. Jay Ulfelder and Benjamin Valentino

compiled a measure of “mass killings” by the state. They defined these as

events in which state agents intentionally caused the death of at least 1,000

noncombatants from a particular group.152 These, too, have become less

common in authoritarian states. In 1992, a mass killing was underway in

one-third of all nondemocracies. By 2013, this had fallen to about 12

percent.153 The Varieties of Democracy (V-DEM) project tasks experts with

rating the frequency of political killings in countries in particular years. It

defines these as “killings by the state or its agents without due process of

law for the purpose of eliminating political opponents.”154 The experts do

not attempt to actually count the number of such killings, as we did, but give

a subjective assessment based on their knowledge of the countries’ history.

They also assess the extent of torture by the state. The proportion of

nondemocracies in which experts judged political killings to be “systematic”

or “frequent” fell from a peak of 65 percent in 1974 to 38 percent in 2017.

The share of nondemocracies in which state agents were judged to use

torture “systematically” or “frequently” fell from 77 percent in 1970 to 50

percent in 2017.155

The patterns revealed by different data sets are quite consistent. All

confirm that nondemocratic states have, on average, reduced their levels of

political violence in recent decades. What permitted this, we argue, was a

shift from the dictatorship of fear to the dictatorship of spin. Instead of

intimidating citizens with brutal repression and violent rhetoric, rulers were

learning how to project a sympathetic image, to appear—in Aristotle’s

phrase—“not harsh, but dignified.” There were several key innovators in the

art of political persuasion. But, as with the downgrading of repression,

Singapore’s trailblazer was out in front—and happy to share his insight.



 



CHAPTER 3

POSTMODERN PROPAGANDA

On September 19, 1991, Lee Kuan Yew’s plane touched down in Almaty,

Kazakhstan. It was a strange moment for a visit. Exactly one month earlier,

a cabal of military and security officials had tried to seize power throughout

the Soviet Union. Now, in the wake of their failed coup, the communist

continent was splitting at the seams. In Kazakhstan, Gorbachev’s most loyal

lieutenant, Nursultan Nazarbayev, still hoped to hold it together—if not as a

political union, at least as some kind of economic commonwealth.1

But deep down, Nazarbayev must have known it was too late.2 Soon his

country would be independent, vying with its neighbors for the 165th spot

in the United Nations. And he needed advice. Singapore’s stunning

transformation from mosquito-infested backwater to global trade and

finance hub had caught his attention. Lee, the architect of that miracle, had

retired as prime minister the year before, adopting the title “senior minister.”

Nazarbayev hoped to learn from him how to lure investment to Kazakhstan.

Lee was known not just for his economic stewardship but also for the

tight political grip he had maintained, while still preserving a good

reputation in the West. During his five-day visit, he encouraged the Kazakh

leadership to break with the past.3 Communism was over, he told the

parliament. In the “information age with TV, satellite, fax, jumbo jet,” one

could not cut citizens off from the outside world. One could not coerce

people as Stalin had done in the 1930s.4

And yet, strong central control remained crucial. Lee faulted Gorbachev

for starting with glasnost, the policy of free speech and media, rather than

using the still powerful Soviet state to push through economic reforms.

Nazarbayev listened carefully. Later he summed up what he took to be Lee’s

credo: “In Asian society discipline and order are more important than



democracy, which has to develop over time.” He added: “I never concealed

the fact that this approach appealed to me.”5

The son of sheep and cattle herders, Nazarbayev had risen rapidly,

advancing from steel worker to Kazakh party chief in just twenty-two years.

How could he now impose discipline in an “information age with TV,

satellite, fax, jumbo jet” without coercing people as in the 1930s? When,

during the August coup, Nazarbayev had phoned the KGB head, Vladimir

Kryuchkov, the aging security chief had boasted that he was “re-establishing

law and order.”6 That type of order had shattered a couple of days later,

accelerating the USSR’s implosion. Nazarbayev preferred Lee’s approach.

But could it work in Kazakhstan? Rather than an island city-state,

Nazarbayev governed a sprawling expanse on the Eurasian steppe, the ninth

largest country by area in the world. Instead of a port perched on global

trade routes, it was a landlocked enclave, thousands of miles from world

markets. Singapore in the 1950s had been shaking off British colonial rule;

Kazakhstan was emerging from seventy years of central planning. Lee had

managed to rally his population for sacrifice and growth, while squelching

what he called “the widespread venting of frustration.” How to repeat that

experience in such a different setting?

A central point, as Nazarbayev soon realized, was to win over the public

—to become and remain popular. People, worldwide, wanted a leader who

could make the economy flourish. They wanted jobs, rising incomes,

consumer goods. The best way to win support was through effective

economic management. But crises and downturns were inevitable, so

leaders had to learn how to preserve authority in bad times as well as good.

And the key to that was shaping the political discourse, managing the

messages citizens received.

RHETORIC OF REPRESSION

Propaganda has always played a role in autocracies. But the characteristic

style has changed in recent decades. Here, we explore how. Lee, Nazarbayev,

and others adopted a new rhetoric and more sophisticated approach to

shaping opinion. Toward the end of the chapter, we will show how spin has

come to dominate fear in the public speeches of autocrats. But first, let’s



look at how old-school dictators worked to control their subjects’ speech

and thought.

Most sought to monopolize political communication. Some allowed only

state-owned media. Others tamed the private press. News and discussion of

public affairs then followed the dictator’s script. Besides internal controls,

many enforced an informational quarantine; we return to this in chapter 6.

They banned or censored foreign publications, jammed external broadcasts,

and often restricted travel to limit knowledge of the outside world.

A good number imposed an official ideology—that is, a required set of

beliefs and social values. All citizens had to publicly adopt this way of

thinking. The most elaborate ideologies had been formulated before the

dictator and his gang took power. Hitler worked out national socialism in

Mein Kampf. Stalin and Mao tweaked and twisted Marxism-Leninism.

Khomeini built on Shia Islam, adding his own theocratic concept of the

“guardianship of the jurist.”7

A second, usually weaker set of ideologies was devised by dictators

already in power. “When one is a leader, one must have a doctrine,” Haiti’s

strongman Papa Doc Duvalier insisted. His “Duvalierism” combined

voodoo with celebration of the black masses.8 Mobutu had Mobutuism.

Libya’s Gaddafi proposed a “Third International Theory.” General Franco

forged a version of Catholic corporatism to resist the “Masonic-communist

conspiracy.”9

If one top leader consolidated control, the ideology often evolved into a

personality cult.10 That did not always happen—collective rule survived in

some military juntas and one-party regimes. But when a dictator managed

to subjugate his colleagues, adherence to a doctrine almost always developed

into worship of the leader. Details varied, but most cults shared certain

features.

Subordinates competed to flatter the boss. The extravagance of the

compliments increased with the severity of terror. Stalin was an “unmatched

genius,” a “brilliant theoretician,” and “the great driver of the locomotive of

history,” not to mention an expert on Aristotle and Hegel.11 Ceauşescu was

the “Giant of the Carpathians,” “the Great Architect,” and “the New

Morning Star.”12 Idi Amin was “Lord of All the Beasts of the Earth and the



Fishes of the Seas.”13 Besides being Syria’s president, Hafez al-Assad was

also its “premier pharmacist.”14

Enormous statues of the ruler appeared, often on mountaintops.

Mussolini’s profile was chiseled into one Italian hillside. Ferdinand

Marcos’s head topped a ridge in the Philippines. Busts of Stalin capped

thirty-eight peaks in Central Asia.15 In Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, replicas of

the strongman’s forearms thrust up through the earth in Baghdad,

brandishing enormous swords. Demand ran so high for dictatorial kitsch

that Kim Il-Sung sent a team of Korean sculptors to earn hard currency from

despots across Africa.16

Smaller images of the dictator also multiplied. Mussolini’s face “was on

portraits, on medals, in etchings and even on bars of soap. His name

adorned newspapers, books, walls and fences.”17 Stalin’s likeness was on

postage stamps, teacups, and postcards.18 In Togo, citizens could buy a

wristwatch on which the illuminated portrait of President Eyadéma

appeared and faded every fifteen seconds.19 Demand for Mao badges ran so

high in the 1960s that China’s aircraft industry ran short of aluminum.20

About 2.5 billion badges are thought to have been produced during the

Cultural Revolution—more than three for every Chinese inhabitant.21

When not admiring the leader’s profile, citizens were expected to study

his words. Between 1966 and 1969, an estimated one billion copies of

Mao’s “little red book” of sayings were printed. The 4,000 tonnes of plastic

needed each year for the covers forced cutbacks in output of toys, slippers,

and shoes.22 In case anyone still missed them, Mao’s quotations were

printed on “towels, pillows, wooden furniture, wine bottles, medicine

wrappings, wallets, toys, and candy-paper.”23 Gaddafi had his “little green

book,” Mussolini his Breviario mussoliniano.24 From 1935, a copy of Mein

Kampf was presented to each German bride and bridegroom, and it served

as a textbook in every school.25 Saddam’s maxims—one pithy example:

“Always remember that you might regret being or doing something in some

situations, but you will never regret being patient”—were studied in

universities and printed on the covers of school notebooks.26

And, of course, the dictator’s presence was broadcast into all corners of

the country by state-controlled radio and later television. In Italy under



Mussolini and Germany under Hitler, loudspeakers mounted in town

squares amplified announcements and speeches.27 In China, Mao placed

speakers in “courtyards, schools, factories, and government offices” as well

as on the streets. They were left continuously on, blasting quotations at high

volume.28

The broadcasts were supposed to maximize exposure. But they also

aimed at something else: the creation of collective experience. In Nazi

Germany, “community listening” was strongly encouraged.

When a speech by a Nazi leader or an important announcement was to be

made … radio wardens established loudspeakers in public squares,

factories, offices, schools, even restaurants. Sirens would howl and

professional life throughout the nation would stop for the duration of the

“community reception.” … A leading Nazi radio propagandist compared

communal listening with the total experience of worship in a church.29

Germans were forbidden to leave their spot before the end of the broadcast.

In Spain, Franco’s Information Ministry created “tele-clubs” in rural areas

for people to watch together. By 1972, these had more than eight hundred

thousand members.30

The main message propaganda sent was simple: “Be obedient, or else!”

The subtext: “We are tough!” The style was usually literal and direct. There

was little of the humor, irony, and double meanings that pervade much

modern political advertising. Posters and slogans tended toward

authoritative exhortations (“Support the assistance program for mothers and

children!” “Destroy those who follow the capitalist road!” “Kolkhoznik,

exercise!”) or abstract statements (“A revolution is not a dinner party,” “The

Duce is always right!”). Projecting toughness was sometimes combined with

feel-good, nationalist messages of self-congratulation (“The glorious future

belongs to us!”), exhortations to work harder (“More pigs, more fertilizer,

higher grain production!”), or assertions of the ideology’s key values

(“Country, Religion, Monarchy”).

Some dictators—especially the early ones—sought to mobilize the public

with rousing appeals. Citizens were to be socialized into loyalty in

Nuremberg rallies, Pioneer youth groups, and reeducation camps. Hitler and



Stalin hoped to implant devotion at a subrational level by building habits

and emotional associations. They married the “conditioned responses” of

Ivan Pavlov to the “crowd psychology” of Gustave Le Bon. Their cults of

personality clearly packed an emotional punch. Even persecuted victims of

Stalin shed spontaneous tears on hearing of his death. Still, should such

responses fade, the rational brain was simultaneously treated to a dose of

deterrence.

Other dictators—or, often, the same ones in a later phase—aimed at

demobilization. Rather than activating people, they sought to envelop them

in routine. They addressed the public in a turgid bureaucratese that was hard

to follow and alienating. The regime was to be understood as eternal and

immutable, to be “taken for granted.”31 Should individuals break through the

fog that surrounded politics, the discourse retained plenty of reminders of

the state’s repressive powers. But violent rhetoric was couched in abstract,

familiar formulations that could glide by habitual listeners.

IDIOMS OF INTIMIDATION

If, as we have argued, the old dictators ruled through violent repression, why

did they need propaganda, ideology, or a cult of personality? Why bother to

control what people said or thought if they had already been terrorized into

obedience? Our answer is that all these measures helped make repression

more effective. For fear dictators, propaganda was not an alternative to

violence: the two worked together.

Most obviously, propaganda was how rulers communicated threats

intended to deter opposition. The public executions—“on television,” as

Gaddafi boasted—showed the fate awaiting those who crossed the dictator.

Bloodthirsty speeches conveyed his resolve. Under Hitler, the “use of a

violent, exterminatory rhetoric accustomed the public to accept ruthlessness

on the part of the regime.”32 Even when rulers were not directly menacing

opponents, their propaganda bred anxiety. As social psychologists have

shown, people who feel vulnerable tend to rally behind their leader.33 When

reminded of death, they become more attached to the dominant ideology,

support harsher penalties for criminals, and show less tolerance toward



outsiders.34 Dictators exploited these tendencies, artificially whipping up a

sense of danger while casting themselves as the source of security.

War was a common theme. As we saw in the last chapter, many rulers—

even those who had never seen a battlefield—dressed up in khakis, awarded

themselves military titles and medals, and employed a martial vocabulary.

Posters and films celebrated conflict, even in times of peace. In Spain,

Franco championed “crusade cinema” (cine cruzada), which glorified his

rebellion. Stories of martyrdom were endlessly retold. Stalin’s propagandists

milked the tale of Pavel Morozov, a peasant boy murdered by outraged

villagers after he denounced his father for hoarding grain. Goebbels

promoted the myth of Horst Wessel, an SA storm trooper killed by

communists in a 1930 street brawl.35 The discourse of enemies, threats, and

sacrifice kept everyone on edge. To the linguist Victor Klemperer, who lived

through the Nazi years in Dresden, Hitler’s tirades generated a kind of

suspense reminiscent of “American cinema and thrillers.”36 This was

deliberate. Goebbels aimed to create an atmosphere of tense foreboding,

what he called “thick air“ (dicke luft).37

Propaganda and violence came together in the massive pro-government

demonstrations many strongmen liked to hold. Castro, Nasser, and

Myanmar’s generals, among others, staged enormous rallies.38 These

intimidated rivals. Even if many of those waving flags did so out of fear

rather than conviction, they showed the dictator’s power to mobilize.39 Mobs

of loyalists could justify the regime’s aggression—as when Castro

summoned a million Cubans to surround his presidential palace and

demand the execution of pro-Batista paramilitaries.40 Or feverish crowds

could furnish a striking backdrop for the dictator’s militant poses. Nasser

used a rally of 1.5 million Egyptians in 1962 to show off two new long-

range missiles.41

If the desire to spread fear explains the mixing of violence and

propaganda, what about the recourse to ideology? Why require adherence to

an obscure belief system? One simple view is that the dictators were

themselves fervent believers. They imposed Marxism, Maoism, or

Ba’athism on their people because, in their view, it solved the riddle of

human existence. This was definitely true of many dictators. At some level,



all Soviet leaders from Lenin on were sincere Marxists. They used Marxist

categories and concepts even in private and probably believed their system

was less unjust than those of the capitalist West. Hitler certainly believed the

tenets of national socialism. Indeed, the passionate intensity of true

believers may have helped them rise to the top in premodern or industrial

societies. Still, even in these regimes, ideology had a more practical

function.

It helped to organize repression. How can one discipline a vast

population? The crucial first step is to publicly define “good” and “bad.”

Most governments use laws and constitutions to demarcate the permitted

from the forbidden. But laws, especially if rooted in judicial precedent, can

be rigid and allow power to leak to judges and lawyers. An ideology, by

contrast, can be reinterpreted by the ruler at will.42 Although dictators

retained more standard legal mechanisms for ordinary crimes and civil

contracts, they used ideologies to define how people should act politically.

Their doctrines identified the regime’s enemies and justified violence

against them.

But that was not all. Besides distinguishing “good” from “bad” and

justifying violence, ideologies decentralized repression to ordinary citizens.

They inspired loyalty rituals that all could help to enforce. Citizens were

required to march in parades, wear party pins, greet each other with stylized

salutes, communicate in approved stock phrases, memorize key texts, bow

before portraits of the leader, swear oaths (sometimes signed in blood), vote

for the ruler, cheer, clap, cry, and yell abuse at “enemies of the people”—

and even, under Mao, perform a “loyalty dance” before boarding trains.43

The more complicated, abstruse, and embarrassing the ritual the better,

since the point was to distinguish the truly committed from reluctant

compliers.

Such rituals, especially when taught to children, could indoctrinate,

adding the force of habit to that of conscious persuasion. More importantly,

they enlisted citizens to police each other. Twentieth-century dictators did

not have the technology to observe each individual closely. But, by

rewarding denunciations of the disloyal, they got ordinary people to do the



watching. Mao, for one, aspired to “turn the whole population into ‘thought

police’ who monitored words to detect ‘incorrect’ thought.”44

Loyalty to an ideology could protect a party. But to protect an individual

leader, a personality cult worked better. That is why, as one leader came to

dominate, the cult almost always took precedence. Indeed, excessive

devotion to an ideology could at this point prove dangerous. True believers

were likely to feel disillusioned at the self-serving reinterpretations of the

“great leader.”45 Their loyalty was to ideas, not to a person. Many rulers,

therefore, purged their most ideological comrades. Stalin butchered his

former allies in the 1930s. Hitler finished off Ernst Röhm in the Night of the

Long Knives in June 1934. Mussolini expelled thousands of the more

radical members of his party in the 1920s.46

Loyalty rituals might seem useless since dissidents could simply mask

their true attitudes. They could dance the “loyalty dance” while cursing the

dictator under their breath. Yet, even if dissenters continued to dissent in

secret, the loyalty machinery kept them from identifying each other and

joining forces. As historian Frank Dikötter writes, the cult of personality

turned “everyone into a liar”—and when “everyone lied, no one knew who

was lying.”47 Or, to use the expression of the Czech dissident playwright and

later president Vaclav Havel, all citizens were forced to “live within the lie.”

That made coordinating opposition much harder.

This view makes sense of some otherwise puzzling features of

authoritarian propaganda. As a strategy of persuasion, the approach of fear

dictators seems perverse. A good propagandist, one expert writes, will “do

his best to appear likeable, humorous, and human.” He will emphasize

“what he has in common with his audience.”48 Yet, communist

propagandists under Brezhnev were humorless, distant, and cold. They

spoke in opaque jargon, with long strings of nouns piled up around each

verb. Some dictators established more rapport. Mussolini cultivated the

image of a “man of the people, accessible to all,” personally answering

thousands of letters from citizens.49 But the act was highly stylized. He was

“accessible to all” in the way that God is—they both appeared in rare

visions and swooped down to decide citizens’ fates. There was nothing

“human” about it.



A smart influencer, the same expert adds, will make his appeals “simple

and memorable.”50 The communists created a discourse that was boring and

arcane. Soviet citizens were expected to cheer to slogans such as: “We will

fulfill the resolutions of the Twenty-Sixth Congress of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union!” Hungarian news coverage was “ritualistic, repetitive,

dull, and extremely boring.”51 Franco’s state media “effectively bored most

Spaniards into passivity and acquiescence.”52 Throughout Saddam’s rule,

the Ba’athist press was “one-dimensional, replete with verbiage, and

boring.”53 When they were not putting listeners to sleep, the regime’s

propagandists spent their time fawning over the boss and advancing patently

absurd claims. Many leaders, for instance, were said to have wizardly

powers. Kim Jong-Il could teleport himself from place to place. Mussolini

could conjure up rain and stop lava flowing. Mao could swim four times

further than the world record.54 (Ne Win of Burma was not a wizard

himself, but he consulted one.)55

If the goal were to persuade, all this would look odd. But as a tool of

repression, it all makes sense. A “likeable, humorous, and human” leader

with much in common with ordinary citizens is not the ideal choice to

terrorize them into obedience. One prone to violent rants will do better. To

alienate people from politics, boring news colorlessly expressed may be just

what is needed. The more arcane the doctrines, the more useful for filtering

loyalists from opportunists. Only the former will make the effort to master

them. The very absurdity of the propaganda signals the regime’s strength to

potential dissidents.56 It shows its capacity to force people to repeat

nonsense. Demanding slavish flattery and straight-faced acceptance of

ridiculous claims weeds out those with scruples, helping the leader select

unscrupulous agents.57 Rewarding “nauseating displays” of obsequiousness

could also enhance the flatterer’s loyalty by reducing his appeal to other

potential power holders.58

And, indeed, available evidence suggests the old model’s strength was

not in its power to persuade. Fear dictators used to be thought expert in

brainwashing. But their reputation has taken some hits. The Nazis did have

some success in indoctrinating the young. As economists Nico Voigtländer

and Hans-Joachim Voth show, Germans who were schoolchildren under



Hitler remained more anti-Semitic throughout their lives than those born

either before or after them. Still, the difference is small: only 10 percent of

the 1930s generation remained “convinced anti-Semites” in later life,

compared to about 5 percent of those born in, say, the 1950s.59

Among adults, Nazi messaging seems to have been less effective. One

careful study found that Hitler’s speeches during his rise to power had a

“negligible” impact on his electoral performance.60 Once in office, the

Nazis’ radio broadcasts had some influence. They increased anti-Jewish

actions by citizens—but only in places that had previously been more anti-

Semitic. The broadcasts actually reduced such actions where prejudice had

historically been weaker. Internal Gestapo reports suggest growing apathy in

1934–35.61 As one historian notes, “Public receptiveness to press

propaganda reached saturation point soon after Hitler came to power, and

thereafter went into decline.”62 Circulation of Nazi newspapers fell by a

million copies during 1934.63 And things did not improve. By the middle of

the war, radio wardens “were reporting that listeners were so bored that they

were switching off.”64 More and more Germans were tuning into foreign

broadcasts, even though the announced penalty for doing so was death.65

Other authoritarian regimes were also uneven influencers. Franco’s

propaganda “worked far better when it coincided with people’s interests,

their hopes and fears, than when it ran against them.”66 In Syria under Hafez

al-Assad, political scientist Lisa Wedeen found the public cynical about the

regime’s appeals. As one member of parliament told her: “No one believes

the things they say, and everyone knows that no one believes them.”67 Jokes

mocking the leader circulated there, in Romania under Ceauşescu, the

USSR under Brezhnev, and even in Kim Jong-Il’s North Korea.68

In short, although childhood socialization may have reshaped values a

bit, authoritarian propaganda seems often to have achieved just compliance

among adults.69 And, in fact, that was the point. What fear dictators care

about most is obedience. Whether it is based on sincere commitment or just

prudence matters less. As a tool of repression to demobilize citizens, while

silencing and isolating dissidents, the old-style propaganda of fear was quite

effective.70



SPINSPEAK

So what do spin dictators do differently? To get a taste, let’s consider one

example. For those who share Kim Jong-Il’s teleporting powers, the

destination is Astana, capital of Kazakhstan, on October 5, 2018—the

occasion, President Nazarbayev’s annual State of the Nation address. For

others, YouTube carries the footage.71

On stage, instead of a podium one sees a broad, wooden writing desk, the

kind one might find in a chief accountant’s office. The president sits behind

it in an expensive-looking suit and tie. As he works carefully through his

printed pages, he glances up over reading glasses to scan the hall, filled with

rows of officials sitting poker-faced in their own conservative suits.

“Today, global and local problems in the world are connecting,”

Nazarbayev announces. “In these conditions … the key to success of the

state is the development of the main wealth of our country—its people.”

Macroeconomic targets do not matter in themselves, he insists. “We achieve

them in order to improve life for Kazakhstanis. I ask all governors and

ministers to always keep in mind that we will judge their personal

effectiveness based on these figures.”

The speaker behind the desk looks less a Central Asian strongman than a

corporate CFO announcing quarterly results. He sounds like a candidate

running in a competitive election. He will raise the minimum wage by 50

percent and create 22,000 new jobs, he promises. He will increase economic

competition, investigate corruption, support manufacturing exports, target

credit to small banks, and raise the productivity of agriculture. His ministers

come in for a schoolmasterly scolding. They are made to stand as he tells

them off for not serving the public better. The world is changing—

biomedicine, big data, artificial intelligence, the “Internet of Things,”

blockchain. Are his ministers up to the challenge? He seems to doubt it.

“Who is the director of Air Astana? An Englishman. Who’s the head of

Nazarbayev University? A Japanese man. If you don’t work adequately, I’ll

invite foreigners to take all your places!”

The chastened officials retake their seats.

As the video makes clear, Nazarbayev’s communication style differs from

that of many twentieth-century autocrats.72 But it resembles that of other



spin dictators. Although each has idiosyncrasies, much is shared. Rather

than harangue citizens with tirades or bore them with bureaucratese, today’s

strongmen aim to make a more modern impression. Key elements of their

approach include the following.

Instead of fear, project an image of competence. The essential goal is to

replace the rhetoric of violence with one of performance. Rather than terrify

citizens, dictators bid for their support with a show of leadership skill and

dedication. Instead of the old threat—“Be obedient, or else!”—the new line

seems to be: “Look what a great job we’re doing!”

Of course, that works better when they are. When they are not,

manipulation takes over. In part, the message is visual. Well-pressed

business suits suggest professionalism and modernity. So do rulers’

publicity photographs, which these days tend to show them at a conference

table or touring a factory rather than addressing a battalion or haranguing a

crowd. In his freewheeling TV show, Venezuela’s Chávez liked to appear—

like Nazarbayev—sitting behind a desk, the symbol of administrative elbow

grease. To simultaneously pantomime engagement with the public, he had

the desk placed somewhere out in the community—or, in one famous

episode, in a field of cows.73

Then there is what they say. Rather than conjuring up images of hidden

traitors and poisoned daggers, spin dictators evoke peace and prosperity.

Instead of demanding blood and sacrifice, they offer comfort and respect.

With his promise-packed speeches, Nazarbayev epitomized this style. When

not declaring victories, he was introducing new goals and programs

—“Kazakhstan 2030,” “100 Concrete Steps to Implement Five Institutional

Reforms,” “People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, and Partnership.”74 The titles

conveyed the desired mix of vision and technocracy. Others also played the

role of national CEO. Alberto Fujimori liked to call himself not a politician

but Peru’s “manager.”75

The act is more challenging when performance is clearly bad. But

dictators can still project competence by blaming—and firing—

subordinates. Indeed, playing the hard taskmaster helps even in good times.

Hence Nazarbayev’s demonstrative scolding of his ministers. Chávez was

famous for axing officials in the middle of his rambling broadcasts.76



The aim is not just to show that the incumbent is doing a great job—

although that is the main point. In part, the goal is to spread the belief that

others think he is. Then even citizens who see no improvement in their own

life may believe that others do. Conformism kicks in. Just as fear dictators

work to spread not just fear but also the belief that others are afraid, spin

dictators seek not just admiration but the appearance of being admired.

Instead of ideology, a kaleidoscope of appeals. Many fear dictators use

ideology and associated loyalty rituals. They insist on a single, collective

truth and enforce it with terror when necessary. The systems this creates are

comprehensive but brittle. Any public expression of “incorrect” views—if

left unpunished—can signal regime frailty. The risk is not so much that a

new “fact” will expose the dictator’s lies. Rather, any questioning of these

lies with impunity will reveal his weakness.

This ends up a costly trap. As societies modernize, it takes ever more

resources—even with the public’s help—to track down and punish citizens

who skip the loyalty rituals. So spin dictators do not try. They give up on

imposing an ideology and enforcing conformity. With no “truth” to defend,

they show no weakness when they fail to defend it.

Most have no official doctrine. “We are pragmatists,” Lee Kuan Yew

insisted. “We are not enamored of any ideology.”77 “Putin,” says one

Kremlin consultant, “hates the word ideology.”78 Instead, they use a

kaleidoscopic mix of images and themes to target multiple audiences at

once. The Russian leader blends imperial history, communist tropes, and

conservative traditionalism in what political writer Ivan Krastev calls “a

Molotov cocktail of French postmodernism and KGB instrumentalism.”79

Nazarbayev’s speeches have featured strains of ethnic or civic nationalism,

depending on who was listening, combined with Lee Kuan Yew–style

developmentalism.80 At times, Chávez seemed like an old-fashioned leftist.

But in fact he did not embrace socialism until six years into his presidency

—after reading not Marx but Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables.81 His

“Chavismo” was—like Putin’s rhetoric—more a pastiche of resonant images

(Simón Bolívar, Jesus Christ) and varied ideas (socialism, populism,

nationalism, anti-imperialism) than any kind of doctrine.82



Instead of cult of personality, cultivate celebrity. Among remaining fear

dictators, a few still preserve an old-style personality cult. North Korean

high school students are forced to slog through a three-year course on the

early life of Kim Jong-Un.83 Turkmenistan’s late leader Saparmurat Niyazov

changed the names of the months to those of his relatives, put knowledge of

his writings on the test for a driver’s license, and built a gold statue of

himself that revolved to follow the sun.84

Some have attributed comparable personality cults to spin dictators such

as Chávez and Putin.85 But, in fact, what these leaders developed were not

personality cults but celebrity—of the tacky kind that surrounds Western

performers and some U.S. presidents in the Internet age. The classic

personality cult involved quasi-religious veneration of the ruler. It was top-

down, organized by the dictator and his agents, and imposed on the

population.86 Loyalty rituals—special salutes and greetings, bows before

portraits, and so on—enforced conformity. The tone was solemn, and

questioning the cult in public was not an option. Citizens had to read the

dictator’s written works, and the authorities flooded public spaces with his

name and image.

Celebrity, by contrast, is mostly decentralized, often spontaneously

constructed, and exploited by private actors for profit. Images of the hero are

widespread, but they circulate based on demand and market incentives.

There are no enforced rituals, although voluntary ones may emerge (public

moonwalking, chanting “Yes we can!”). The tone can be serious, but it is

often playful, ironic, or even mocking.87

With this in mind, consider Putin. Many have marveled at the flood of

themed paraphernalia—from matryoshkas, T-shirts, vodka, and cologne to

iPhone cases, chocolates, and calendars—that appeared early in his first

presidency.88 His portrait hung in government buildings nationwide; by

2007, twenty-eight slightly different versions were on sale.89 Songs about

him—from the technopop “I Want a Man like Putin” to the rap “My Best

Friend Is Vladimir Putin”—became hits.90 A Putin Avenue appeared in the

Chechen capital Grozny, along with a number of Putin streets in rural

settlements.91 The Kremlin website posted photographs of the president in

macho poses, hunting, fishing, and—on occasion—riding a horse shirtless.



And, periodically, the nightly news featured Putin in heroic adventures—

flying a hang glider to guide cranes to their breeding ground, diving in scuba

gear to retrieve ancient amphorae from the Black Sea, shooting a wild

Siberian tigress with a tranquilizer gun, and fitting a sleeping polar bear

with a tracking collar.

All this sparked talk of a classic personality cult. Yet, on examination,

the resemblances weaken.92 There is no Putin salute, dance, or other

enforced ritual, no bible of Putinism that all must study and recite. Most

Putin merchandise comes not from central propagandists but from street-

level hucksters eager to cash in. The Putin Streets turn out to be less a

homage than a plea for resources. “If the street is named after Putin,” one

hopeful resident explained, “then the asphalt will be laid.”93 The songs,

rather than worshipful, are slyly ironic. The girls who sing “A Man like

Putin” praise not the president’s bare-chested machismo but more mundane

qualities that stand in humorous contrast with Russian stereotypes. Putin,

they sing, “won’t drink,” “won’t hurt” them, and—most important—“won’t

run away.”94 The TV exploits were almost all quickly exposed as stunts. The

polar bear had been drugged.95 The tigress came from a zoo, not the wild,

and later died from an overdose of sedatives.96 The Greek amphorae had

been planted for the president to “find”—as his own press secretary later

admitted.97 The effect, in the end, was more comic than epic.

The classic cults were no laughing matter. One could not poke fun at

Stalin’s appearance or refuse to give the Hitler salute. By contrast, no

Russian is today forced to dance to “A Man like Putin” or slap on Putin

cologne. No one is sentenced to a labor camp for mocking the leader’s name

(as in Mao’s China) or wrapping a book in a newspaper with the leader’s

photograph (as in Kim Il-Sung’s North Korea).98 Entrepreneurs sell not just

Putin vodka but Putin dental flossers.99 In the village of Izborsk, after a

presidential visit, locals sold tickets to tour sites where “Putin bought a

cucumber” and “Putin took off his jacket.”100 Rather than a personality cult,

this resembles a parody of one. If Stalin was a god, Putin has become a

trademark.

Although hardly exact, a closer parallel is Barack Obama. He too

inspired a catalog of themed merchandise—from wooden eggs to bobble-



head dolls, refrigerator magnets, jigsaw puzzles, travel mugs, cocktail

glasses, cat collars, nail polish, and even spatulas.101 Although not usually

found in schools, Obama’s portrait hung in federal buildings and airports

throughout the United States.102 He, too, was pictured shirtless in the media,

attracting comment on his athletic physique.103 Obama featured in not just

one or two popular songs: Billboard magazine published a list of the “10

best,” including numbers by Mariah Carey, Jay-Z, and Stevie Wonder.104 As

for macho adventures, a quick search of the Internet turns up video of the

44th president eating grizzly bear leftovers in the Alaskan wilds.105

Nazarbayev has more elements of a traditional cult: honorific titles,

billboards with his portrait, statues, and mountains and towns named after

him. In this, he has gone far beyond most spin dictators. Yet, in twenty years

at the top the Kazakh leader apparently did not introduce loyalty rituals. In

most settings, he still seemed to model a wise manager rather than a fear-

inspiring strongman.106

Borrow credibility. Rather than monopolizing all media, spin dictators

allow some nominally independent press and sometimes even television.

They tolerate limited criticism—while, nevertheless, harassing the critics

(more on that in the next chapter). This allows them, when needed, to

exploit the reputation of non-state outlets for their own purposes. By

channeling messages through such media, they borrow credibility.

In 2011, for instance, Nazarbayev faced a political crisis after his police

cracked down harshly on rioting workers in the mining town of Zhanaozen.

When the authorities censored reports from the scene, wild rumors

circulated on Facebook and Twitter.107 Nobody believed the state media

coverage. Finally, to dispel speculation, the government invited six

sometimes critical bloggers to tour the area. Their posts quickly reassured

readers that shops were well-stocked with food and the morgues not full of

corpses.108

Keeping one high-credibility channel in reserve, Putin allowed the radio

station Ekho Moskvy to broadcast liberal opposition commentary. As

political scientist Anton Sobolev shows, Ekho Moskvy’s reports on large

pro-Putin rallies in early 2012 demoralized opposition supporters more than

did the less credible reports on these by pro-Kremlin media.109 People



expected state television to exaggerate the size of pro-Putin crowds. But

they believed Ekho Moskvy’s estimates.

Like Nazarbayev, the Kremlin also sought to exploit popular bloggers at

times—for instance, recruiting one to provide soft-ball coverage of a

hydroelectric plant disaster in Siberia in 2009. The blogger was rewarded

two months later with an invitation to join the Kremlin press pool.110 Peru’s

President Alberto Fujimori also used independent media to convince

skeptics of his popularity, as we will see in the next chapter.

A second way to borrow credibility is to conceal the source of

propaganda. Old dictators such as Hitler and Mao packed people around

loudspeakers to have theses yelled at them. The propaganda of fear was

vertical: messages came from on high. Many spin dictators intuited the

point, made by scholars such as Jacques Ellul, that the most effective

propaganda is horizontal, transmitted in small groups and networks, often

via informal conversations.111 They sought ways to seed their messages into

social networks, removing evidence of their origin.

The Internet made this much easier. Propagandists could hire “trolls” to

pass as ordinary citizens and infiltrate online conversations. In Russia, one

former Kremlin agent recounted in 2015 how he and two partners had

simulated genuine debate. First, one would post an anti-Putin comment on

an Internet forum. The other two would then jump in to attack the

“dissident” with superior arguments, supporting links, and—if necessary—

doctored photographs. Other forum users would observe an “honest”

exchange of views but conclude the pro-Putin side was stronger.112 In

Ecuador, Rafael Correa’s troll army slavishly retweeted the president’s

missives.113 Since his less educated supporters rarely used Twitter, the goal

seemed to be to impress the educated opposition with the depth of Correa’s

support. Malaysia’s Najib Razak recruited “keyboard warriors” to plaster

opposition Twitter feeds with criticism of antigovernment protesters.114

Of course, not only spin dictators use trolls. High-tech fear dictatorships

like China and Saudi Arabia also employ them.115 In 2017, China’s

authorities were funding about 448 million social media posts a year,

according to political scientists Gary King, Jennifer Pan, and Margaret

Roberts.116 Like those in Russia, most aimed to “cheerlead” for the regime,



diverting participants away from sensitive topics rather than trying to change

their minds. By contrast, Saudi Arabia’s trolls threatened and intimidated

regime critics, including those outside the kingdom.117

Another way to conceal the source of propaganda is to slip it into

apparently neutral settings. One technique—the “push poll”—seeks to plant

false ideas among respondents by embedding them in seemingly factual

survey questions. In 2015, Viktor Orbán polled Hungary’s population

supposedly to determine public opinion on immigration. “There are some

who think that economic migrants jeopardize the jobs and livelihoods of

Hungarians,” one question asked. “Do you agree?”

Weaponize entertainment. In Peru, Alberto Fujimori weaponized not just

news but also entertainment. One popular show, Magaly Teve, trafficked in

celebrity gossip with a pro-regime slant. Another, Laura en América,

modeled on Jerry Springer’s U.S. talk show, featured screaming guests and

tales of infidelity. In between segments, its host, Laura Bozzo, who was

close to Fujimori’s security chief, Vladimiro Montesinos, shared her

admiration for the president.118 During Fujimori’s 2000 reelection campaign,

she championed the army’s antiterrorist victories and, on one show, featured

the illegitimate daughter of Fujimori’s opponent, Alejandro Toledo.119 In

Russia, recent years have seen an explosion of talk shows, with attention-

grabbing “trash TV” elements such as swearing and on-air brawls.120 Pro-

Kremlin views always seem to end up on top.

Framing and interpreting. Many associate propaganda with the assertion

of untrue facts. And, of course, there is a role for “fake news.” But

interpreting facts is at least as important. Certain realities are difficult to

conceal or deny, and a news source that attempts to do so may just lose its

audience.121 Explaining them away is another matter.

For instance, Russia’s news producers know they can tell tall tales about

foreign events, the details of which are difficult for most viewers to check.

But it is hard to persuade people who have been laid off or suffered salary

cuts that the country’s economy is doing well. Two political scientists,

Arturas Rozenas and Denis Stukal, studied 13,000 news reports about the

economy broadcast by Russia’s main state TV station, Channel One, in

1999–2016. They found that both “good” and “bad” economic facts were



reported accurately. What changed was the assignment of credit or blame.

“Good” news was attributed to the Kremlin’s expert management, “bad”

news to external forces such as global financial markets or foreign

governments.122

Besides redirecting blame for poor performance, spin dictators who

cannot conceal bad news try to convince the public that any alternative

leader would do worse. One strategy is to contrast the incumbent to a highly

unattractive pseudo-alternative. Why does Putin, for instance, keep the

controversial ultra-nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky and the aging

communist Gennady Zyuganov in the parliament decade after decade? The

reason is simple: the prospect of either man in the Kremlin horrifies Putin’s

liberal critics.

At the same time, dictators must prevent attractive alternatives from

acquiring a following. Thus, tolerance of criticism and the fringe media runs

out when a charismatic individual appears. Huge effort then goes into

discrediting the challenger, distorting his record, blocking his

communications, and priming the public with negative emotional

associations, all while trying to avoid raising his public profile by, for

instance, saying his name.123 In Peru in the 1990s, Fujimori and Montesinos

had their tabloids slander rival politicians. Under Hugo Chávez, a late-night

talk show, The Razorblade, used leaked phone taps and surveillance

photographs to humiliate regime opponents.124

At times, dictators can discredit unwelcome stories simply by preempting

them. Nazarbayev’s team anticipated that opposition monitors would reveal

irregularities in Kazakhstan’s 2005 election. So they punched first, accusing

the opposition of drawing up lists of alleged violations in advance. “This

misinformation, repeated quietly and persistently throughout the press as

‘fact,’ undercut the opposition’s claim.”125

Nazarbayev’s team also knew how to position their boss as a moderate.

The secret was to field a more radical proposal that he could shoot down

before adopting the one he had favored all along. In 2003–4, Nazarbayev

demonstratively rejected restrictions on the media and NGOs that allies had

proposed.126 In 2011, 5.5 million citizens petitioned him to cancel

presidential elections and rule until 2020. Posing as a diehard democrat, he



refused. Few sophisticated observers were taken in, but such ploys may well

work among the politically uninformed.127 Of course, incumbents in

democracies sometimes use similar techniques. But they are far more

effective when the incumbent dominates media and completely controls the

political agenda.

In short, when the facts are good, a spin dictator trumpets them and takes

credit. When they are bad, he co-opts the media to obscure them if possible

or redirect blame if not. When his popularity dips, he preserves a relative

advantage by casting the choice as between himself and an unappealing

pseudo-alternative, while working hard to discredit any genuine rival.

Throughout, his aides manage the public agenda to his advantage.

CHECKING THE EVIDENCE

It is easy to find examples of differences in rhetoric between particular fear

and spin dictators. But leaders say many things at different times. All

sometimes warn of foreign threats and, at other moments, boast of economic

performance. So how do we know there has been a systematic change?

To check this, we set out to analyze dictators’ speeches. We should right

away acknowledge the limits of our evidence. Obviously, we could not

examine all the speeches of all modern dictators. And even focusing on a

random sample was not possible given the limited availability of appropriate

texts. Instead, we focused on a set of speeches by selected leaders of the

contrasting types. The results are suggestive rather than definitive.

The leaders we chose came from all over the world; some were from

recent years, others from further back. The set included seven fear dictators

(Josef Stalin, Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Francisco Franco, Saddam

Hussein, Fidel Castro, and Kim Jong-Un), five spin dictators (Vladimir

Putin, Rafael Correa, Hugo Chávez, Nursultan Nazarbayev, and Lee Kuan

Yew), and six leaders of democracies (Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

Jawaharlal Nehru, and Dwight Eisenhower from the mid-twentieth century,

and David Cameron, Nicholas Sarkozy, and Barack Obama from more

recent times). We chose these statesmen based on their importance and on

the availability of a sufficient number of appropriate speeches. To focus on

rhetoric directed at the general public, we used only speeches that had been



broadcast nationwide, excluding those made outside the country, during

wars, or at party meetings and other special events.

The simplest way to analyze texts is just to count how often the speaker

uses words associated with a particular theme. To do this, we compiled lists

of words linked to: (a) violence (e.g., “death,” “blood,” “prison”); (b)

economic performance (e.g., “sales,” “wages,” “inflation,” “wealthy”); and

(c) public service provision (e.g., “childcare,” “hospitals,” “funding”). To

keep things simple, we combine here the economic performance and public

service provision words since both are topics we expect spin dictators to

emphasize, unlike fear dictators, who emphasize violence.128

So how did the rhetoric of these leaders differ? Figure 3.1 shows this. As

expected, the fear dictators (boxed in) used more violent language than

almost any of the others. The one exception is President Eisenhower, who—

although a democrat—served at an intense moment of Cold War

confrontation and so had much to say about missiles and military threats.

The democratic leaders (in bold type) rank high in general on economic

performance and public service provision words, although communist

dictators such as Fidel Castro and Kim Jong-Un also rate quite high on

these. What about spin dictators? They (in italics) clearly blend in with the

democrats and not the overt dictators. Indeed, Lee Kuan Yew and Nursultan

Nazarbayev outdo all others in their economic and public service talk, with

only FDR—with his New Deal discourse—close behind.129

FIGURE 3.1. Rhetoric of Selected Leaders

Source: Guriev and Treisman, “Informational Autocrats.”



We also argued that dictators have become less likely to impose an

official ideology on their societies. To check this, we collected evidence on

whether such an ideology—defined as a social, political, or religious

doctrine that was endorsed by top officials and influenced the content of

laws—existed in all dictatorships since 1945. More specifically, we

classified authoritarian states as Marxist if the government was dominated

by a communist party or if the leader publicly said he was a Marxist. We

called them Islamist if they privileged Islamic over secular law on a broad

range of issues. A residual category, “other ideologies,” includes more exotic

alternatives, such as Ba’athism, Nasserism, Pancasila, and Kemalism.

(Whether these constitute official ideologies at all might be debated.)

Our data reveal a striking change.130 Largely due to the collapse of

communism, official ideologies became much rarer in the 1990s. The share

of nondemocracies that had one fell from 42 percent in 1980 to less than 20

percent in 2000. About two-thirds of the official ideologies in 1980 had

been some variety of Marxism. The incidence of Islamist dictatorship

increased, but only a little—from 3 percent in 1980 to 6 percent in both

2000 and 2015. Other ideologies became slightly rarer, falling from 11

percent in 1980 to 6 percent in 2000.

Having an official ideology, we argued, was a sign of fear—rather than

spin—dictatorship. Using our rules of thumb from chapter 1, we confirm

this.131 Among leaders of fear dictatorships, 49 percent imposed an official

ideology at some point during their tenure. Among spin dictators, only 15

percent did.

Some other evidence comes from an impressive project of political

scientists Erin and Brett Carter. Like us, they distinguish between a kind of

deliberately absurd propaganda aimed at demoralizing citizens (the kind we

associate with fear dictators) and a more subtle variety that seeks to

convince (our spin dictators’ approach).132 They collected nearly 8 million

articles from state-run newspapers in autocracies around the world and

measured how positive each was toward the regime, using techniques from

computational linguistics. They found that articles in state-run newspapers

in China, Eritrea, Uzbekistan, and Syria—cases of fear dictatorship—tended

to be considerably more positive about the regime in recent years than those



in Russia, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Kazakhstan—cases of spin

dictatorship.133 Propaganda in the fear dictatorships intimidated readers with

its extreme one-sidedness. That in the spin dictatorships attempted to

persuade at least the relatively uninformed, who might be susceptible.

But how to keep the poorly informed uninformed? That is a constant

challenge. Spin risks falling flat if forced to compete with an independent

and vigorous press. Yet, openly censoring or banning the private media—as

old-school autocrats do—would undercut a spin dictator’s claim to be a

democrat, competently and benevolently serving the public. Here, too,

various recent dictators have shown creativity. And this time one of the

earliest innovators came from South America.



 



CHAPTER 4

SENSIBLE CENSORSHIP

Around 10:30 p.m. on April 5, 1992, Peru’s president, Alberto Fujimori,

struck. Tanks surrounded the Congress and Supreme Court, enforcing an

autogolpe, or “self-imposed coup.” In a statement broadcast nationwide,

Fujimori suspended the country’s constitution and dissolved the parliament.

He was introducing emergency rule, he said, to break the political deadlock

in a country reeling from corruption, cocaine trafficking, and a murderous

Maoist insurgency.

A former agricultural economist, Fujimori had come from behind to win

a surprise victory in Peru’s 1990 election, riding a wave of frustration with

the country’s entrenched political class. He had initiated market reforms and

managed to curb the country’s exploding inflation. But almost immediately,

he had found himself squeezed between hostile factions in the parliament,

defiant judges, and a restive military. The coup was Fujimori’s way out of

the conundrum.

As his announcement aired, troops were occupying the offices of the

country’s newspapers and magazines, television and radio broadcasters.

They stopped the presses—literally. Opposition radio stations were pulled

from the air. Gustavo Gorriti, an investigative reporter, was at home a few

hours later when a gang of plainclothes intelligence officers scrambled over

his garden wall, brandishing Heckler & Koch 9mm submachine guns

equipped with silencers. He spent the night in solitary confinement in army

headquarters, one of twenty-two journalists detained.1

That was Sunday. By Tuesday morning, just forty hours after the coup

began, the tide had turned. Now, Fujimori was on the defensive. The

arrested journalists were being released and soldiers withdrawn from the

newsrooms. In an embarrassing climbdown, Fujimori appeared in person at



the newspaper El Comercio, flanked by the head of the armed forces, to

apologize. Sending in military censors had been “an error of my

government,” he admitted, offering “sincere apologies for any inconvenience

caused.”2

What had changed? Fujimori had made two miscalculations. First, his

attack on democracy and the press had provoked the fury of human rights

organizations around the world. The U.S., German, and Spanish

governments froze all aid except humanitarian assistance. Venezuela and

Colombia suspended diplomatic relations and Argentina recalled its

ambassador. The Organization of American States began discussing

sanctions; some members called for Peru’s suspension.3 Easing up on the

press offered a way for Fujimori to break this negative momentum and

signal readiness to step back toward democracy.

But, even more important, it turned out gagging the journalists was not

necessary. The coup proved overwhelmingly popular. Instant polls showed

almost three-quarters of Peruvians supported dissolving the Congress and

89 percent backed Fujimori’s plan to restructure the judiciary.4 Disgusted

with the graft and gridlock of previous politics, citizens were ready to rally

behind a decisive leader.

Getting this message out could shift the balance of opinion both within

Peru’s elite and around the world. But who would believe polls published by

the regime itself? A realization dawned in Lima’s stately Palacio de

Gobierno. Rather than ban the opposition press, Fujimori could use it. “For

the administration, it was important that the [poll] numbers be taken

seriously, both at home and abroad,” wrote political scientist Catherine

Conaghan. “The pro-coup polls gained credibility because they were

published by a free press.”5 And letting small-circulation opposition

magazines resume operations, wrote Gorriti, the journalist arrested by

intelligence agents, “supported the government’s contention that press

freedom existed in Peru.”6

FIGHTING WORDS

For most of the twentieth century, the censor’s pencil—typically a blue one

—was almost as important to dictators as the AK47. Controlling a country



meant controlling the printed page, the radio dial, and the television screen.

And leaders devoted enormous energy to doing so. Here, we examine how

they went about it—and how spin dictators later redefined the task.

Fujimori’s experience offers a range of insights and illustrations. We’ll touch

on censorship of the Internet and end the chapter, as usual, with a glance at

some data. But, first, back to the manipulators of fear.

Among them, styles of censorship varied. Still, all shared four key

features. First, censorship was comprehensive—in ambition, if not always in

results. All public communication had to be sanitized. Some dictators—in

particular, communists and fascists—aimed to reprogram citizens to think in

new ways. Their conservative peers sought to preserve a mindset they

thought already prevailed—one favoring hierarchy, patriotism, and tradition.

But all sought to block unwelcome ideas.

And most went to extremes to fight them. In the communist world, the

information police controlled all media and scrutinized their output, both

before and after publication. In 1917, the Bolsheviks imposed censorship on

their second day in office. The sheer quantity of the material banned was

remarkable. Stalin’s agents withdrew more than 16,000 titles from

circulation in a single year—1938–39—and pulped 24 million copies of the

offending works.7 In China, Mao’s censors worked around the clock.

Between 1950 and 1951, one major press had to shrink its offerings from

8,000 to just 1,234 titles.8 In both countries, minor lapses precipitated

crises. When some indiscretion slipped into an agricultural newspaper in

Soviet Karelia, the censors raced to track down every copy sold, including

50 already pasted into ersatz wallpaper and 12 used as toilet paper.9 Not

content with just the manuscript of Vasily Grossman’s epic novel Life and

Fate, the KGB even confiscated the carbon paper and typewriter ribbons he

had used to write it.10

Officially, East Germany had no censors. It did not need them—Party

leader Erich Honecker did the job in person. He “dutifully and daily

proofread the first few pages of the party central organ, Neues Deutschland,”

correcting punctuation and diction.11 All major reports were pre-vetted by

Honecker, along with his boss of agitprop, Joachim Herrmann. After that,

correcting even spelling errors and factual mistakes was forbidden. It was



rumored that the general secretary personally selected ties for the

anchormen on the evening news show.12

Non-communist dictators could also be thorough. In their first fourteen

months in power, the Nazis shut down 1,000 newspapers and scared another

350 into closing.13 By the end of their second year, 40 separate agencies had

banned more than 4,000 books.14 In Spain, until 1966 General Franco

required all publications, from newspapers to street posters, to be

preapproved.15 Pop singers had to submit their lyrics before each recording

session.16 Franco’s first press minister, José Millán-Astray, summoned

“unfortunate journalists with a whistle, shrieking hysterically at any

misdemeanors, and threatening with execution any foreign correspondents

who criticized the regime.”17 Mussolini found time to check opera librettos

and stage productions.18 Pinochet closed down Chile’s left-wing media and

posted censors in all newspapers, magazines, radio stations, and television

channels. His soldiers raided bookstores. In one case, they impounded art

works on Cubism for fear they might be promoting Fidel Castro’s

revolution.19

In Africa, too, rulers fought the printed word. Malawi’s Hastings Banda

banned 840 books between 1968 and 1975, along with more than 100

magazines and 16 films. Owning George Orwell’s Animal Farm was

prosecuted as treason.20 The international news magazine Jeune Afrique

staged a tongue-in-cheek tournament to see which countries would

confiscate more of its issues in the first half of 1978. Mobutu’s Zaire came

first, followed by Egypt and Libya. Algeria, Congo, and Guinea did even

better, banning the magazine outright. Its staff took pride in having been

censored by both Marxists (as “lackeys of imperialism”) and their

anticommunist rivals (as “subversive leftists”).21 In apartheid South Africa,

agents vetted not just books and newspapers, films and artworks, but even T-

shirts, key rings, and shop signs.22

What exactly were the censors looking for? First and foremost, messages

contradicting the regime’s ideology or challenging its political control. But

what that meant in practice was often murky. In the late Soviet Union, even

the list of proscribed topics—the perechen—was itself secret, unavailable to

writers and sometimes even censors. Lists that did surface could be



surprisingly detailed. Poland’s manual in the 1970s forbade mention of

statistics on car accidents, fires, drownings, diseases of livestock, food

poisoning, foreign debt, and even annual coffee consumption. Positive

mention of hippies—including those abroad—was out.23 For the East

Germans, forbidden topics included formaldehyde, lawn bowling,

boulevards, bratwurst kiosks, homemade gliders, and Formula 1 racing.24 In

Pinochet’s Chile, censors were to remove anything that was “antipatriotic,”

that concerned “terrorists or communists,” or that could pose “a threat to

homeland security.”25 This apparently included a photograph of the interior

minister with one button unfastened—the magazine guilty of that lapse

received a reprimand.26

Perhaps deliberately, to spread anxiety, the red lines were left vague. And

they changed. Like Winston Smith in Orwell’s Ministry of Truth, Stalin’s

censors rewrote the past as well as the present. Disgraced Bolsheviks were

airbrushed out of photographs, their deeds erased from history books.

Censors scoured libraries for mentions of discredited officials in order to

blot them out with black ink.27 Others worried that banned photographs

might survive in old newspapers used to wrap groceries.28 Editing the past

continued even after Stalin’s death, at least for a while. When Stalin’s secret

police chief Lavrenty Beria was shot in 1953, owners of the Great Soviet

Encyclopedia received urgent instructions. They were to remove pages 21–

24 in Volume V with a razor blade and paste in a newly provided article on

the Bering Strait.29 By the 1971 edition, Beria had vanished without trace.30

In the 1930s, Stalin banned ambiguity.31 Possible double entendres had to

be tracked down and liquidated, along with unintentionally suggestive

typographical errors and visual resemblances. A certain newspaper

photograph of the Bolshevik Mikhail Kalinin was cut at the last minute

because he looked too much like Trotsky.32 Nazi administrators also hunted

subversive images. According to Victor Klemperer, officials relandscaped

the park in Dresden’s Bismarckplatz because the previous radial pattern of

paths had resembled the British Union Jack flag.33 In Franco’s Spain and

Salazar’s Portugal, the censors forbade references to “strikes in Greece,

torture in Brazilian jails, [and] demonstrations against the war in

Indochina,” for fear these might bring to mind domestic parallels.34



Second, besides being comprehensive, the process under old-school

dictators was quite public. Censorship was not just a way to block messages:

it was a message. Rejecting “bad” ideas became—like the regime’s violence

—a kind of theater. Goebbels staged book burnings at which students

chanting “fire slogans” (Feuersprüche) tossed “decadent” literature into the

flames. Radio stations broadcast Berlin’s auto-da-fé live and movie theaters

later screened the newsreel footage.35 Another 93 book burnings occurred

around the country.36 Other twentieth-century dictators held similar events.

Mao’s revolutionaries stoked a bonfire in the port of Shantou that burned for

three days, devouring 300,000 suspect tomes.37 Pinochet and his Argentine

neighbors were also book burners.38

Rather than a surreptitious act, censorship became everyday bureaucratic

business. In the USSR, the Main Administration for the Preservation of

State and Military Secrets in the Press, known as Glavlit, had about 70,000

employees.39 There were branches throughout the country, and every

newspaper had to provide an office for its in-house censor.40 Indeed, the

agency became so visible and omnipresent that Russians coined a new verb,

litovat, meaning to obtain formal approval of the censors. Similar

arrangements existed across the communist world. In Latin American

military regimes, as well, the censor was a familiar face in the newsroom.

Third, censorship under old-style dictators was often violent and openly

so. Countless artists and writers died in Stalin’s and Hitler’s camps. And

many other regimes also used force. As Pinochet’s troops took power in

1973, they bombed the antennas of left-wing radio stations.41 Mussolini’s

blackshirts, on entering Rome in 1922, destroyed the printing presses of

opposition newspapers.42 In Iraq under Saddam Hussein, the dictator’s older

son, Uday, specialized in persecuting journalists. More than five hundred

authors, reporters, and artists were executed, and many others mysteriously

vanished.43 One unfortunate journalist was arrested and tortured after

writing that the president “cared about every last detail in Iraq, even the

toilets.”44 In Malawi, if a critical journalist could not be found, President

Banda’s goons took it out on his family members.45 As with violence in

general, the point was not just to harm a particular writer but to intimidate

all the others.



Finally, although some dictators may have genuinely feared the contents

of the books they burned, censorship was more about demonstrating power

and enforcing conformity. The goal was to keep people not just from

knowing the truth but also from saying it. The censorship of fear aimed to

demoralize and deter.46 The extreme reaction to an irreverent word here or

there could look like paranoia. But there was a logic to it. Any breach of the

rules that went unpunished could signal regime weakness. And breaches in

the mass media were witnessed by millions. Worse than that, everyone knew

that everyone else had seen them; such lapses created what game theorists

call “common knowledge,” a key ingredient for coordinated opposition.47 As

a result, blanket censorship became a trap. Once established, it was

dangerous to remove.

FUJIMEDIA

Against this background, Fujimori’s contrite climbdown at the El Comercio

office came as something of a surprise. The headstrong leader who had just

sent Congress packing was admitting a blunder and offering an olive branch.

In subsequent years, he would go further, crafting a new, defter way of

managing the press.

Until then, Fujimori had not looked like much of an innovator. Swept to

power as Maoist insurgents exploded bombs inside the capital, he had given

his generals a free hand to hunt them down. Human rights activists blamed

his government for the murder of journalists by right-wing paramilitaries.48

He called the activists the “legal arm” of terrorism and threatened critics of

the military with life sentences for treason.49

A previously obscure professor, born to Japanese émigrés, Fujimori had

been a complete outsider to Peruvian politics before his surprise electoral

victory. But in office he had teamed up with a notorious insider. Vladimiro

Montesinos, whom Fujimori tapped to head the Servicio de Inteligencia

Nacional (the National Intelligence Service, or SIN), had connections in the

armed forces, the security services, the CIA, and international drug cartels.

Trained in Peru’s military academy, he had been discharged for selling

secrets to the United States. After a couple of years in jail, he resurfaced as

a lawyer for Colombian cocaine dealers.50



Between the 1992 autogolpe and late 2000, when Fujimori’s presidency

collapsed in scandal, this strange duo dominated Peru’s politics. Their

strategy was based on knowing everything and shaping what others knew.

“The addiction to information,” Montesinos once said, “is like the addiction

to drugs. We live on information.”51

He meant the information his agents gathered from tapped phones and

surveillance cameras. Images from Congress, the courts, the presidential

palace, downtown Lima, and the airport flashed continually on twenty-five

screens in Montesinos’s office.52 He even hid a camera in a brothel

frequented by Lima’s elite.53 But even more important was managing the

information flowing out through both state and private media. Manipulating

those currents was crucial to Fujimori’s ratings and election victories. By

controlling the media, one controlled the ratings. And by controlling the

ratings, one controlled politics.

The techniques invented by spin dictators like Fujimori turned the old

censorship of fear on its head. Where fear dictators sought comprehensive

power, the new approach was deliberately partial. In the modern global

economy, a complete information monopoly meant settling for

backwardness. And, as Fujimori soon realized, a complete monopoly was

unnecessary—even undesirable.54

In fact, a token opposition media could be useful. It showed the regime

was confident in its appeal. It could be held up to the West—and domestic

critics—as proof that the authorities respected press freedom. It might even

turn up useful information, warning of local crises or looming threats. And,

when credibility mattered, it could be used to send messages, just as

Nazarbayev used independent bloggers. Amid Fujimori’s autogolpe, reports

of the president’s popularity published in the state media would sway few

critics. But the same reports, if published by the opposition press, would be

more credible.

Fujimori’s core base of support lay in the countryside and urban

shantytowns. To reach it, he needed to control the main TV stations and

tabloid papers. Beyond this underclass, Peru boasted a well-educated,

Westernized upper crust. Fourteen percent of adults had a college degree in

the early 1990s, about the same proportion as in Israel.55 Fujimori could not



allow this informed stratum to undermine his support. But it had little

chance of doing so with its highbrow publications like El Comercio, La

República, and Caretas. Such fringe media—ignored by most Peruvians—

posed little threat. “What do I care about El Comercio?” Montesinos mused

at one point. “They have an 80,000 print run. 80,000 newspapers is shit.”56

Other spin dictators had their own El Comercios. Putin had the liberal

daily Novaya Gazeta and the television channel Dozhd. The Russian

authorities harassed both but never quite forced them to close. “There was

no mission to shut us down,” Dozhd’s founder, Natalya Sindeyeva, told

journalist Jill Dougherty, “but to make us, let’s say, weak—there was that

task. They squeezed us.”57 In Venezuela, Chávez “made a tactical decision

to keep one opposition TV voice on air. Look at Globovisión, he said. How

can anyone say there is not media plurality? It attacks me every day.”58 In

Malaysia, English- and Chinese-language media were given freer rein than

those in Malay, the language of the regime’s base.59

As well as deliberately partial, Fujimori’s approach was covert. Instead of

publicly censoring “bad” ideas, it aimed to slant the news without viewers

realizing. Overt censorship would suggest the government had something to

hide and might send people searching for the missing information.60

Concealing something can, perversely, increase awareness of it. Scholars

call this the “Streisand effect”: when the American singer tried to stop a

little-known website from posting pictures of her Malibu home, the scandal

itself attracted thousands of viewers.61 “The book that is suppressed today

gets twice as much attention tomorrow,” wrote South African novelist J. M.

Coetzee. “The writer who is gagged today is famous tomorrow for having

been gagged.”62 Just as public violence creates martyrs, public censorship

creates interest. Research even shows that people are readier to believe

information they know to have been censored.63

Sensing this, Fujimori set out instead to co-opt the media bosses. In the

early 1990s, private businessmen owned six of Peru’s seven main television

stations. Montesinos bribed them to censor themselves. Officially

independent, their broadcasts preserved at least a patina of objectivity. And,

working indirectly, the regime benefited from the creativity of the private

sector’s producers and writers. By the end of the decade, Montesinos was



paying more than $3 million a month to the TV stations for sympathetic

coverage.64 All details were specified in formal—but top secret—contracts

that the station owners signed. Each day at 12:30 p.m., they huddled with

Montesinos to plan the evening’s news shows.65

As the 2000 presidential election approached, payments increased. One

by one, the owners appeared in Montesinos’s SIN office to receive stacks of

money. We know this because Montesinos videotaped himself bantering

with the moguls as they stuffed cash into briefcases and plastic bags. In

return, the owners let him direct their news coverage. They closed down

investigative shows and benched their star reporters. One channel, América

Televisión, received almost $23 million during the two pre-election years.66

To feign impartiality, Montesinos let one of the stations, Channel 5, invite

opposition candidates on air. But their appearances were limited.67

Besides bribes in Peruvian soles or U.S. dollars, Montesinos provided

other rewards. Sometimes he bartered an exclusive story or a tax write-off

for positive coverage.68 For others, he intervened in court cases and arranged

share purchases and debt refinancing. He even offered one TV station a unit

of secret policemen to dig up stories. Government publicity contracts helped

keep various media companies afloat. Indeed, the state became Peru’s

largest advertiser, channeling cash to the loyal outlets. When that was not

enough, Montesinos prodded private companies to advertise on pro-

Fujimori stations.69

Nor did he neglect the printed media. Bypassing the snobbish elite, he

cultivated the gutter press. The chicha papers, named after the corn beer

popular with Andean migrants, celebrated the vulgar culture of Lima’s

streets. Titles such as El Chino (“The Chinaman”—this, despite his

Japanese ancestry, was Fujimori’s nickname) and El Chato (“Shorty”)

plastered Lima’s kiosks, flashing gaudy headlines above photographs of

semi-naked women and crime scenes.

Censorship sometimes shaded into propaganda. In the campaign season,

Montesinos dictated the coverage he wanted. A headline on page one cost

about $3,000, or slightly more if accompanied by a cartoon.70 Each evening,

SIN agents placed orders for the next day via encrypted fax. Montesinos



sometimes wrote the headlines himself.71 The journalists would then work

up stories to go with them.

While Montesinos takes the prize for brazenness, other spin dictators

have also co-opted their own media barons. As in Peru, state publicity

contracts often served as carrots. In Venezuela, Chávez tripled government

advertising spending between 2003 and 2008, directing it to loyal firms.72

Hungary’s Viktor Orbán quadrupled his government’s advertising budget to

more than $300 million a year.73 Much of the cash went to friendly outlets,

which, in return, reported less about government corruption scandals.74

The old censorship had been brutal. The new approach, although hardly

gentle, aimed to avoid violence. In the twenty-first century, imprisoning

journalists prompted denunciations from global human rights groups and

foreign governments. Killing them made for PR disasters. Even just

suspicion of harming journalists could be dangerous.

In Ukraine, for instance, the brutal murder of the journalist Georgiy

Gongadze in 2000 sparked a political crisis. A recording surfaced of the

country’s president, Leonid Kuchma, apparently asking his security chief to

“take care” of the reporter. Kuchma said the tape had been doctored and

denied ordering Gongadze’s assassination. But the United States and EU

denounced Kyiv’s failure to investigate properly, and an official from the

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) called the

murder a likely case of “censorship by killing.”75 The scandal helped end

Kuchma’s hopes of running for a third term.

In Russia, the killing of liberal journalist Anna Politkovskaya in 2006 in

an apparent contract hit cast shadows over Putin’s administration. Six men

were convicted of the crime after complicated and obscure court

proceedings. But who ordered it was never proved. Interviewed by

Germany’s Süddeutsche Zeitung, Putin condemned the murder but added

that in his view Politkovskaya’s influence in Russia had been “negligible.”

Her killing, he said, had caused “much more damage to the current

authorities … than her reporting did.”76

This comment was, rightly, viewed as callous. But it reveals with

unintended frankness how spin dictators think. They realize public violence

against journalists is counterproductive. Such acts undermine their image as



popular leaders far more effectively than do critical articles in fringe

publications. Toward the end of the chapter, we will return to this issue and

show how spin dictators differ from fear dictators in statistics on violence

toward journalists. Spoiler alert: with occasional exceptions, they do less of

it.

When coercion is essential, spin dictators like Fujimori try to camouflage

it. They prefer to get their way with regulatory pressures or business

maneuvers. In Peru, one television magnate, Baruch Ivcher, turned against

the government in 1997. His Channel 2 aired embarrassing exposés of

Montesinos and the SIN. Montesinos first tried bribery, offering Ivcher $19

million to hand over control of the station’s news shows, according to

Ivcher. But he refused. Montesinos then defeated him with a legal ploy. He

had Ivcher, a naturalized citizen of Israeli origin, stripped of his Peruvian

citizenship. By law, only citizens were allowed to own a television station. A

pliant judge was therefore “forced” to reassign Ivcher’s shares to more loyal

holders.77

An old-school autocrat might have turned to violence. But not

Montesinos. One of his aides suggested making death threats against Ivcher.

“Remember why Pinochet had his problems,” Montesinos shot back. “We

will not be so clumsy. And, besides, what’s the purpose of ordering the

death of anybody? This is madness.” He was not averse to a little blood. A

few years earlier, fighting Sendero Luminoso, Montesinos had shown few

scruples about sending death squads to intimidate peasants.78 But he saw

that in this case violence would backfire. As it was, the maneuver against

Ivcher proved quite costly. In Lima, demonstrators protested his

mistreatment. The Catholic Church called his loss of citizenship “illegal and

dangerous.” The U.S. Congress and the Inter-American Court of Human

Rights both denounced the move.79

Elsewhere, other spin dictators engineered similar takeovers when co-

optation failed. In Russia, the NTV television network attacked Putin and

his Unity Party during the 1999–2000 election campaigns. Once in office,

the new Kremlin chief detained the station’s owner and pressured him to sell

out to the state gas company Gazprom. With similar hardball tactics, Putin

recovered another oligarch’s shares in the main state channel. Eventually,



Gazprom’s media assets, including NTV, ended up in the hands of Yuri

Kovalchuk, an old friend of Putin’s, whose media empire was by 2016

worth around $2.2 billion.80 NTV, the channel that had attacked Putin in

1999–2000, became known for documentaries smearing the president’s

opponents.

In Hungary, the role of media consolidator fell to one of Prime Minister

Orbán’s old friends, Lörinc Mészáros. A former small-town gas pipe fitter,

Mészáros quickly amassed a fortune of $1.3 billion, according to Forbes, a

feat he attributed to “God, luck, and Viktor Orbán.”81 Together with two

other government-linked businessmen, he snapped up all eighteen of

Hungary’s regional papers in 2016–17.82 A company tied to Mészáros

bought and closed the country’s largest opposition newspaper,

Nepszabadsag.83 In Singapore, the company Singapore Press Holdings

(SPH) owned almost all of the island’s daily newspapers. After Lee Kuan

Yew passed a law entitling the government to reassign voting power among

members of SPH’s board, loyal executives monitored the content

themselves.84

The old fear dictators felt obliged to censor any criticism to avoid looking

weak. Spin dictators, by permitting some independent media and pretending

not to censor, free themselves from this trap. Tolerating limited challenges

actually makes them look stronger. So long as they remain popular with the

general public, they can safely ignore the carping of low-circulation outlets.

Still, tolerating a small, independent press does not mean welcoming it.

In Peru, Montesinos found ways to quietly make life difficult for opposition

media. At the same time, he sought to interfere with reception of their

messages. Again, his favored techniques turn up in many other spin

dictatorships.

One powerful weapon is to sue journalists for libel or defamation. This

ties the victims up in court proceedings and burdens them with crippling

fines—or even short jail spells where criminal penalties apply. It also casts

them as politically motivated liars. Montesinos, for instance, sued the editor

of the opposition magazine Caretas in 1991 over an article depicting him as

a “Rasputin,” influencing Fujimori from the shadows. A judge sentenced the

editor to one year in jail (suspended) and ordered him to pay the security



chief $40,000.85 Ecuador’s Rafael Correa charged four journalists from the

daily El Universo with criminal defamation for referring to him as a

“dictator.” After a trial that lasted less than twenty-four hours, the judge

sentenced each journalist to prison for three years and fined the newspaper

$40 million.86

In Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew repeatedly sued his critics for libel and

defamation. As one analyst put it: “forsaken profits and stiff legal penalties

have been more effective in fostering self-censorship than earlier methods of

intimidation.”87 Turkey’s Recep Tayyip Erdoğan sued dozens of individuals

for insulting him; in just his first two years in office, he took home $440,000

in damages from the twenty-one cases he won.88 In Putin’s Russia,

thousands of defamation lawsuits were filed each year, many against

journalists.89

Short of such suits, spin dictators harass critical media with enforcement

actions and regulatory fines. In Venezuela, Chávez’s investigators peppered

Globovisión with accusations. It had failed to pay taxes, they said (fine: $4.2

million).90 It had “fueled fear in the citizenry” (i.e., covered a jail riot:

penalty: $2.1 million).91 It had “incited panic and anxiety” by reporting on

an earthquake (threatened penalty: seventy-two-hour closure).92 Its president

had illegally stored twenty-four Toyota vehicles to manipulate prices

(penalty: up to five years in prison).93 Government agents searched his house

for evidence of illegal hunting but found none.94 In 2009, Erdoğan’s tax

ministry slapped a mind-boggling $2.5 billion fine for alleged tax evasion

on the Dogan Yayin media group, whose outlets had criticized the

government.95

Besides fines, regimes sometimes punish publications by restricting their

circulation. By avoiding a complete ban, they deflect accusations of

censorship. In Singapore, after Time, the Asian Wall Street Journal, and the

Far Eastern Economic Review published articles that cast the government in

a bad light, it capped their circulation in the country—reducing sales by

more than 80 percent in each case.96 This shrank the companies’ advertising

revenue. But since some copies still circulated, Lee wrote later, the

newspapers “could not accuse us of being afraid to have their reports

read.”97



Regulations are often presented as serving legitimate goals.98 Russia’s

authorities filter Internet content to protect citizens from pedophiles and

terrorists.99 To weaken the oligarchy’s grasp over the press, Correa amended

Ecuador’s constitution to prohibit banks from owning media outlets.100 To

fight monopoly, he forbade media owners from holding stock in other types

of business. This, of course, prevented cross-subsidization. The owners of

El Universo had to sell off their highly profitable travel agency.101

Such examples suggest an important point. Dictators need not always use

illegal tools to monopolize power. Often it is enough to misuse legal ones.102

Libel and defamation laws, judicial discretion, emergency powers,

redistricting procedures, voter registration laws, and media regulations can

all enhance and preserve democracy—or, in the wrong hands, weaken it. To

resist unscrupulous leaders, one needs not just well-crafted laws but citizens

with the capacity to monitor, organize, and fight back—in our terms, a

robust stratum of the informed.

Another, even subtler tactic is to camouflage interventions as the

operation of free markets. When Russia’s opposition TV station Dozhd

angered the Kremlin, its private cable providers suddenly canceled

contracts, shutting off access to 80 percent of its subscribers.103 The station

was reduced to Internet broadcasts. In Kazakhstan under Nazarbayev,

mysterious paper shortages materialized when opposition newspapers

sought a printer. The shortages disappeared when the journalists placed

orders for an otherwise identical literary publication.104 In Venezuela, too,

paper shortages do the censor’s work. From 2003, Chávez imposed arcane

currency controls that made it hard to get dollars to import vital newsprint

and ink. In 2007, some papers had to miss issues or cut pages. The shortages

affected primarily publications critical of the government.105 But the

political pretext was hidden in a tangle of technicalities.

Besides harassing opposition media, spin dictators interfere with

reception of their messages. One tactic is to disguise censorship as technical

constraints—or, in the terms of political scientist Margaret Roberts,

“friction.”106 If a blockage can be blamed on technology, governments can

avoid political backlash. Roberts studied how Chinese Internet censors

slowed down the loading of certain websites. But friction also occurred on



pre-Internet media. In Peru, during the 2000 presidential election campaign,

one cable channel broadcast embarrassing footage of a hostile crowd jeering

Fujimori. Suddenly, that channel’s transmission was interrupted by

“technical problems.”107

Another way to neutralize hostile messages is to discredit the source. If

one can prime readers to distrust a report, there is no need to censor it.

Montesinos used the chicha tabloids to smear opposition journalists. These

bombarded writers with sexist, racist, or homophobic insults. One was a

“mental midget,” another a “she devil”; others were an “undercover

terrorist,” a “paid coup provocateur,” “communists,” “traitors,” and “rabid

animals.”108 The abuse played on the gap between the street culture of the

masses and the snobbery of the elite.

Where Montesinos used the tabloids to insult opposition reporters, others

did so directly. Ecuador’s Rafael Correa called hostile correspondents “ink-

stained hit men” and one well-known newsman a “big fake, a swine, a

professional defamer, and a bank employee”—a low blow in a country

supposedly run by a grasping oligarchy.109 Chávez labeled journalists “white

collar terrorists” and one media executive a “madman with a cannon.”110

Yet another tactic is to divert attention. To distract the public at critical

moments, Montesinos’s agents developed a repertoire of sensationalistic

stories for tabloids and TV. Among other wonders, the SIN’s psyops

wizards reported on “a statue of the Virgin Mary that cried real tears, an

apparition of Christ,” and “a shadowy monster roaming the sand hills of the

shanty towns, sowing terror.”111 Chávez was a master of changing the

subject. When the facts were unhelpful, he could make the story about his

words—as when he called President Bush “Donkey” or “Mr. Danger.”112 His

old army friend Francisco Arias Cárdenas marveled at Chávez’s ability to

trick people into changing their focus:

On his TV show, he might pick up a carrot and call it a beet. His

opponents will begin laughing at him: “What an idiot! He can’t even

distinguish a carrot from a beet.” But after the show, I guarantee you

Chávez will be the one laughing. He’ll think to himself, “I can’t believe I

fooled them into talking about carrots and beets all week.”113



Besides diverting attention, spin dictators sometimes drown unwelcome

messages in a flood of pro-government content.114 The opposition needle

then disappears inside a propaganda haystack. Chávez barraged the public

with information. Every Sunday, for up to eight hours, he hammed it up in

his unscripted television show, Aló Presidente. “He would sing, dance, rap;

ride a horse, a tank, a bicycle; aim a rifle, cradle a child, scowl, blow kisses;

act the fool, the statesman, the patriarch,” wrote the journalist Rory Carroll,

who appeared in one episode at the comandante’s invitation.115 But mostly

he just talked. When he needed still more time, Chávez commandeered the

airwaves for urgent announcements or “chains.” By the end of a decade,

these had taken up 1,300 hours. Still not satisfied, he launched a new

website and newspaper column: “I’m going to put a lot of information there.

It’s going to be a bombardment,” he announced.116 He was not kidding.

Chávez’s “excessive verbalization” puzzled his biographer, Alberto

Barrera. All those wasted hours, full of repeated jokes and banalities,

seemed a “terribly ineffective strategy for governing the country.”117 But

there was a point. Chávez occupied the news space so thoroughly, it was

hard for much else to sneak in. Correa proved an avid disciple. He would

preempt national broadcasting on all channels for his impromptu addresses,

known as cadenas—observers counted 1,025 of these in less than five years.

A close parallel of such flooding is the practice of requiring private media to

publish long rebuttals by the government. Correa demanded time on TV

channels’ news shows to counter their claims.118 Lee Kuan Yew insisted that

foreign publications print unedited replies from the prime minister’s office

pointing out their mistakes.119

In Peru, all these techniques worked for Fujimori for a long time. But he

was eventually brought down after the single cable television channel that

Montesinos had neglected to neutralize, Canal N, broadcast an explosive

piece of footage. The channel screened a leaked video that Montesinos had

made of himself paying off an opposition congressman with stacks of

dollars. After this bombshell, the other channels—ignoring their agreements

with Montesinos—played the video as well. Soon the regime began to

implode.



What undermined Fujimori was not the independence of Canal N per se.

Leaving one, low-circulation channel was, after all, quite consistent with the

spin dictatorship playbook. Canal N had only been launched in July 1999

and, charging a high subscription fee, it had only tens of thousands of

viewers.120 But two things made a difference. First there was the explosive

material that Montesinos had, unintentionally, prepared for the channel

when he videotaped his acts of corruption. To read in the paper about

crooked politicians was one thing. But to see the country’s spy chief on

screen counting out stacks of dollars and boasting about his influence was

something else.121 To let this material leak was spin dictator malpractice on

a legendary scale.

The second key point is that the regime was already weakened. The

video was the last straw. Fujimori’s liberal economic reforms were seen as

failing to create jobs for his poor supporters and economic growth had

turned negative in 1998–99. The president’s approval ratings had fallen to

44 percent.122 He was coming under pressure from the United States and

some domestic allies to fire Montesinos.123 The video provoked a final split.

Had the duo stuck together, they might have managed to bury the scandal in

a long, fruitless investigation, as the team’s PR advisor, Daniel Borobio,

proposed.124 But Fujimori lost his nerve, announcing on TV that he would

step down early and two months later fleeing to Japan, from where he

resigned the presidency by fax.

COMMAND + DELETE

As the Internet took root, some thought it would empower citizens to

overthrow dictatorships. However, authoritarian regimes quickly learned

how to censor online. Worse, the anonymity of the web enabled them to

infiltrate and disrupt opposition groups. All types of dictators turned new

information technologies into tools of control. But spin dictators were

among the most inventive.

Is the Internet a game changer when it comes to authoritarian

manipulation? Does online censorship differ significantly from the

traditional kind? Or have dictators merely updated the techniques they

developed on twentieth-century media? We see more evidence of the latter.



As with newspapers and TV, spin dictators do not seek total control over

the Internet. Although they ban some websites, they tolerate other

opposition platforms. Political influence—like that over old media—is often

covert and indirect. Where possible, rulers pressure or bribe sites to censor

themselves. And they arrange for friends to occupy the online commanding

heights. In Russia, the country’s largest social network, Vkontakte, helped

publicize the 2011–12 mass anti-Putin protests. In 2014, its brilliant but

eccentric founder, Pavel Durov, was pressured into selling out to a Kremlin-

linked oligarch.125 When censorship does attract attention, spin dictators

pretend to be restricting not political speech but obscenity, extremism, or—

most apolitically—copyright violations. Rafael Correa forced documentaries

about him off the web by threatening lawsuits for the unauthorized use of

his image.126 He even used a controversial U.S. law to do so.127

As in their persecution of print journalists, spin dictators try to avoid

violent repression. They do occasionally arrest online activists, but the

detentions tend to be rare and short. More often, they tie up their critics

with regulations and fines. Since 2014, Russian bloggers who attract more

than 3,000 readers a day have had to register with the state Internet oversight

agency, publish their names and contact information, and obey all mass

media regulations. They can be sued for misinformation posted in

comments sections on their websites. Even pro-Kremlin lawmakers have

called the rules confusing and difficult to enforce.128 In Singapore, one

blogger was sued for merely sharing an article on Facebook.129

Fujimori and his peers interrupted unwelcome TV broadcasts, radio

programs, and even phone conversations with “technical problems.” Online,

spin dictators disrupt with DDoS attacks and hacks.130 Or they just slow the

website down, letting the audience’s impatience do the rest.131 Analog-era

leaders commandeered television and radio to bombard viewers with their

ramblings. Internet-savvy ones use bots to flood platforms with pro-

government messages and distractions. After Russia’s 2011 parliamentary

election, some 26,000 fraudulent Twitter accounts unleashed a storm of

hundreds of thousands of tweets from all around the world. These hijacked

the hashtags used by Putin’s critics, making it harder to organize protests.132



On most days in 2014, more than half the tweets about Russian politics

posted by active users originated from such bots.133

In the past, anonymous phone calls harassed opposition journalists.

Montesinos used the chicha tabloids for character assassination. Nowadays,

government-paid trolls post abuse on the websites of critical journalists and

denounce them on social media. In Latin America, the master of such

methods was Rafael Correa. His state-funded troll centers savaged

opponents, circulating photographs of their children and publishing their

hacked emails.134 Since Twitter reached mostly the educated opposition,

Correa could intimidate critics without revealing his brutality to his mass

followers.

The early Internet giants—Google, Facebook, and Twitter—are all

Western. Some hoped that might prevent authoritarian governments from

using them against their citizens. But these companies are vulnerable to

losing lucrative markets. According to the newspaper Vedomosti, Google

began blocking access to websites on the Russian government’s blacklist in

2019.135 Governments pressure such firms to help them with surveillance.136

As with old media, China occupies a strange middle ground. On the one

hand, it allows some semi-independent content providers, and its censors

often hide their fingerprints. On the other hand, some of their interventions

are strikingly public. Shenzhen province’s Internet censors even have their

own endearing cartoon mascots: smiling miniature male and female figures

in police uniforms.137 Under Xi, writes legal scholar Eva Pils, “the Party-

State seems intent on advertising its repression.”138 And, at times, its

censorship.

CHECKING THE EVIDENCE

As spin dictatorship spreads, we should expect to see overt media controls

replaced by less visible ones. Some evidence on this comes from the V-

DEM network of experts. For each country and year, they assess whether

government censorship was direct or indirect and routine or limited. If our

argument is right, recent decades should show a decrease in direct, routine

censorship—as favored, for instance, by Kim Il-Sung in North Korea—and

an increase in indirect, limited methods—as occurred under Eduard



Shevardnadze in Georgia. And we do. The proportion of nondemocracies

with direct, routine censorship falls from 68 percent in 1980 to 45 percent in

2018. In the same years, the share with indirect, limited censorship rises

from 3 to 19 percent.139

Spin dictators’ preference for unobtrusive methods extends to control of

the Internet. The NGO Freedom House publishes an annual rating of the

extent of Internet censorship in about 65 countries. In its 2016 report, the

average score for the democracies surveyed was 32 on a scale from 0 (no

Internet censorship) to 100 (complete Internet censorship). We use the rules

of thumb of chapter 1 to break down the world’s nondemocracies into the

various types. Spin dictatorships averaged a score of 52; hybrids 59; and

fear dictatorships 67. As with other media controls, spin dictators are rated

somewhat more restrictive than democracies but much less restrictive than

fear dictatorships.140

We also claimed that spin dictators are less prone than fear dictators to

use violence against journalists. The Committee to Protect Journalists,

another NGO, collects information on media workers killed in countries

around the world. Since 1992, when the records start, its experts report a

total of 892 murders that occurred “in direct reprisal for the journalist’s

work.” (Almost 500 more died in crossfire on battlefields or covering

dangerous events such as riots.)141 In 280 of these murders, agents of the

state—government officials, military officers, or paramilitary groups

associated with the regime—appear to have participated. Other possible

perpetrators include antigovernment parties, insurgents, terrorists, criminal

groups, or mobs.

Again using the chapter 1 rules of thumb, we can see how frequently

journalists are murdered by state agents under different types of leaders. We

calculated the average number of such murders per year under each leader

who came to power since 1992—when the data start—and then compared

the different types. Both fear dictators and hybrid dictators averaged one

such killing every 10 years. Democratic leaders had one every 21 years.

(These concentrate in violence-prone democracies such as Turkey in the

1990s, the Philippines, and Colombia.) Spin dictators experienced one such



killing every 42 years.142 Consistent with our argument, state murders of

journalists are rare under such leaders.143

The goal of manipulating information is to boost the leader’s popularity.

But does it work? Are spin dictators more popular than other types of

leaders? Some evidence on this comes from Gallup, which surveys around

1,000 people every year in more than 120 countries for its World Poll

(GWP). We focused on results for 2005–15.144 Gallup’s broad coverage

means the sample includes 51 authoritarian states, including both spin and

fear dictatorships, as well as more than 90 democracies.

A first, rough cut at an answer is simply to see how leaders’ average

approval ratings vary with the type of political regime. Each year, Gallup

asks respondents: “Do you approve or disapprove of the job performance of

the leadership of this country?” Respondents can answer “yes,” “no,” or

“don’t know.” Averaging the percentages answering “yes” across available

years for each leader, we get a measure of that leader’s average approval. For

spin dictators, this averaged 55 percent in 2005–15. For hybrid dictators, it

was 52 percent, and for fear dictators, 51 percent. Democratic leaders, on

the other hand, averaged only 41 percent.145 Of course, this is a very basic

test, but it is consistent with the idea that spin dictators tend to be more

popular than their democratic counterparts.

But can we believe such polls? Interpreting surveys in free societies is

hard enough, but in unfree ones the challenges are huge. Gallup has many

decades of experience and its World Poll is widely respected. Still,

respondents in authoritarian settings might be afraid to answer surveys

frankly, especially on sensitive topics like the performance of the

government. The results could suffer from sensitivity bias. Fearing

repercussions if they complain, respondents might pretend to be happier

than they really are with their self-imposed leader.

One way to check this is to look at how many respondents evade the

question. We might expect people who are nervous about expressing

negative views to refuse to answer or take the option of saying “don’t know.”

It would be a red flag if such evasions turn out to be more common in

authoritarian states than in democracies—and especially common in the fear

dictatorships. In fact, that is not the case in the GWP. The percentages



saying “don’t know” or refusing to answer the leader approval question were

9 percent in spin dictatorships, 7 percent in hybrid ones, 8 percent in fear

dictatorships, and 9 percent in democracies—all roughly the same.

Scholars have used a technique called the “list experiment” to assess the

extent of sensitivity bias in different settings. Essentially, they slip the

sensitive survey question—for example, “Do you think your president is

doing a good job?”—in among several other innocuous ones—for example,

“Do you prefer tea to coffee?”—and ask respondents to say only to how

many of the list of questions they would answer “yes.” No one can tell from

a given respondent’s reply whether or not that respondent approves of the

president—those with fewer “yes” answers might just be coffee addicts! But

if the researchers have information about respondents’ average beverage

preferences, they can deduce the average level of presidential approval.

Comparing this to the results when respondents are asked about approval

directly, they can also estimate the extent to which respondents typically

“inflate” their support for the leader when asked straightforwardly.

In 2014–15, scholars conducted eight versions of a list experiment to

gauge President Putin’s popularity in Russia. The estimates of how much

people inflated their approval vary—from 6 to 43 percentage points, with an

average boost of 18 points.146 Clearly, we should take the possibility of

sensitivity bias seriously. But the main takeaway for our purposes here is

that even adjusting for such distortion, Putin’s “true” popularity was still

very high. Subtracting out the sensitivity bias and averaging across the eight

polls, his average approval remained 66 percent.

In spin dictatorships, we have said, violent repression is

counterproductive. It undermines the dictator’s image as a competent

democratic leader. Is there evidence for this in the opinion polls? Note, first,

that even if we are right, evidence could be hard to find. Violent repression

might scare respondents into giving glowing reports even if it alienates

them. In fact, the GWP results suggest that respondents’ indignation over

state brutality tends to outweigh any anxiety about answering frankly. We

used our own data on state political killings to measure violent repression

here. Except for those who served during ethnic civil wars—at such times,

leaders can get away with considerable brutality against ethnic foes—those



with more political killings tended to have lower approval.147 The popularity

of less violent dictators ranged widely—after all, there are many other ways

to become unpopular. But, except in one case of ethnic civil war, there were

no very popular dictators in this period who presided over many state

political killings. This is far from conclusive evidence. But it is consistent

with the idea that recent dictators have faced a choice between governing

through fear or popularity. The two do not go well together.148

We already saw evidence that spin dictators tend to be more popular than

democratic leaders. We suggested that their high ratings result from

manipulation of the media. Again, the GWP offers a source of evidence on

this. Every year, Freedom House estimates the extent of media freedom in

countries around the world. Using its ratings, we explored whether greater

censorship goes along with higher leader approval.149 Since the GWP

contains data for multiple years, we were able to abstract from any factors

that are constant over time in a given country and focus on how changes in

censorship relate to changes in the leader’s popularity.150 We also controlled

for other influences on approval such as economic performance, the

electoral cycle, and the level of political repression.

As expected, nondemocratic leaders were more popular when the media

was more restricted. To take one example, in Ecuador, Freedom House’s

estimate of censorship rose by 23 points on a 100-point scale between 2007

and 2014, as Rafael Correa entrenched his control over the country’s press.

Our statistical model predicted a 9-point rise in Correa’s approval because

of this—and that was exactly the increase that Gallup registered. We cannot

say for sure that censorship increases leaders’ ratings; perhaps more popular

leaders tend to censor more, so popularity drives censorship rather than the

reverse. But the result is consistent with our argument.

We also suggested that spin dictators need to hide their censorship. Their

claim to be competent and democratic falls apart if people see them

silencing their critics. So they camouflage media controls—and we expect

their popularity to fall if citizens nevertheless become aware of them. We

use another question in the GWP to check this. It asks whether respondents

think the media in their country has “a lot of freedom.” From this, we

constructed a measure of perceived censorship. Holding constant the actual



level of censorship as measured by Freedom House, it turns out that

approval of the leader falls as more people come to believe the media are

restricted. For every 10-percentage-point increase in perceived censorship,

the leader’s rating drops by about 3 percentage points. To boost a leader’s

popularity these days, media restrictions do need to be unobtrusive.151

Internet censorship is also meant to boost the dictator’s appeal. We found

some evidence that this works. Internet companies like Google and Twitter

report how often foreign governments ask them to take down content from

their websites. In 2019, for instance, Google received 30,000 such requests.

We took the frequency of these as a measure of the requesting government’s

effort to censor online materials. In recent years, increases in a

nondemocratic government’s censorship effort were associated with

increases in the leader’s approval.152 Since the data on Internet restrictions

are limited, we interpret this cautiously, but, again, it is consistent with our

argument.

Other studies have also found that censorship correlates with higher

support for incumbents. Political scientists James Hollyer, Peter Rosendorff,

and James Vreeland report that less transparent autocracies, which provide

little information about economic performance, face fewer mass protests.153

Political scientists Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart studied this question

using a different measure of censorship and a different survey. Like us, they

found that confidence in the government was higher in countries with more

restricted media, such as China and Vietnam, than in those where the press

was freer, such as France and Germany.154

Some more indirect evidence comes from a study Sergei conducted with

the economists Ekaterina Zhuravskaya and Nikita Melnikov.155 This

explored the way that 3G technology—which first brought broadband

Internet to mobile phones—was rolled out across countries and subnational

regions in 2007–18. The relevant point here is that easy Internet access

allowed people to check the claims of the mainstream media. If censorship

previously inflated support for the country’s leadership, that support should

have fallen as high-speed Internet spread. And, indeed, it did. Moving from

no 3G coverage to full coverage led to a drop in government approval of 6

percentage points.156 Since the geographical reach of 3G technology within



countries was unconnected to other politically relevant factors, it seems

likely that the increased access to uncensored information neutralized the

regime’s media manipulation.157 Indeed, the effect of access to mobile

broadband on government approval was stronger in countries with censored

media—and was absent when the Internet was itself censored.

Studies of individual countries also confirm that media controls can help

incumbents. Economists Ruben Enikolopov, Maria Petrova, and Ekaterina

Zhuravskaya examined the effect of the opposition-minded NTV channel in

the early Putin era.158 Recall that NTV’s owner was pressured to sell out to

Gazprom in 2001, and its editorial line then changed to a pro-Putin position.

This study focused on the 1999 parliamentary election, when NTV strongly

opposed Putin and supported his main rivals. It found that the Putin-linked

Unity Party polled about 9 percentage points lower in areas where NTV was

able to broadcast. Access to NTV at that point depended not on censorship

but on technology—its signals were only transmitted in certain places. But

this gives a sense of the likely impact of subsequent Kremlin censorship of

the channel.

In Venezuela, economists Brian Knight and Ana Tribin found that

closing the opposition TV station RCTV in 2007 boosted President

Chávez’s ratings—but only when viewers could not switch to Globovisión,

another opposition channel. Losing one critical TV station helped the

incumbent—so long as no other was available.159 In Peru’s 2000 election,

citizens who reported having watched television coverage of the campaign

every day were much more likely to report having voted for Fujimori than

those who did not watch it at all—although in that case it is hard to tell

whether Fujimori supporters chose to watch more TV or the TV coverage

prompted previously undecided voters to support Fujimori.160

A final implication of our argument concerns the informed. In spin

dictatorships, we suggested, this college-educated, politically savvy segment

of society sees through the dictator’s lies and opposes him. But a skilled

spin dictator’s manipulations secure him support among the general public.

Is there evidence that dictators are less popular among the informed than

among the masses? As a rough proxy for membership in the informed set,

we use higher education. It turns out that in all kinds of dictatorships—spin,



fear, and hybrid—those with college degrees tend to like the leader less than

those without degrees. This is also true of lower-quality democracies (those

with Polity2 scores of 6–9.) However, in high-quality democracies—those

with perfect Polity2 scores of 10—the highly educated tend to be slightly

more favorable toward the incumbent than the less well-educated. In flawed

political systems, the informed appear more critical of the government than

others, while in highly democratic countries they are less critical than the

general public.161

To sum up, in contrast to the fear dictators of the twentieth century,

today’s spin dictators restrict the press in a way that is deliberately partial,

mostly covert or camouflaged, and—although there are exceptions—

generally nonviolent. They harass independent media with lawsuits,

arbitrary regulations, commercial pressures, and pseudo-technical problems.

Rather than ban critical messages outright, they divert viewers from them,

drown them in floods of confusing or distracting information, and discredit

their sources. They use similar techniques to disrupt online political

discussions. Although this approach cannot endlessly offset objectively poor

performance, the evidence suggests it can work for a while, sapping the

ability of opposition elites to mobilize citizens against the regime. The

dictator’s goal throughout is to sustain high popularity among the masses,

thus isolating and disempowering the informed, who see through the

media’s lies.

Some see similar tactics at work in flawed democracies.162 That is not

surprising. As we argued in chapter 1, real-world political regimes exist on a

spectrum with many shades of gray. Politicians such as Néstor and Cristina

Kirchner in Argentina and Silvio Berlusconi in Italy have used some of the

same spin techniques to manipulate public opinion. The Kirchners wooed

newspapers with state advertising, apparently trading contracts for softer

coverage of corruption.163 On their watch, spending on such advertising

exploded from $16 million in 2000 to $919 million in 2013.164 Cristina

Kirchner’s attack on the Clarín media group—with trumped-up tax

investigations, personal abuse, and a reelection slogan of “Clarín lies!”—

came right out of the spin manual.165



In Italy, Berlusconi controlled six out of seven national TV channels for

much of his tenure as prime minister—three state owned, and three from his

own media empire.166 A leaked wiretap in 2010 recorded him yelling at the

broadcast commissioner and demanding that state TV cancel shows about

his corruption cases.167 When the switch to digital TV suddenly gave

viewers access to many independent channels, the vote for Berlusconi’s

parliamentary coalition fell by 5.5 to 7.5 percentage points—a sign of the

impact the Berlusconi-controlled media’s slant had been having on public

opinion.168 In the United States, Donald Trump repeatedly tried to discredit

the mainstream media in order to undermine its credibility. He verbally

assaulted journalists, accusing them of spreading “fake news,” and labeled

them “enemies of the people.”169

Still, in democracies—even imperfect ones—disabling the media is

harder than in a spin dictatorship. Some attribute this to stronger

constitutional protections or norms. Of course, these matter—but they do

not act on their own. Journalists, lawyers, judges, and politicians must fight

to defend against a destructive populist. Such battles require organizational

skills, legal acumen, communication networks, and—usually—financial

resources. In addition, there has to be a large enough demand for objective

news and media freedom. In short, what is needed is a sizable informed

stratum. It helps, too, if there are international organizations and NGOs to

add their support. Without such capable and determined defenders, press

freedom and all the other institutional features of liberal democracy remain

words and diagrams in civics textbooks. But with them, the institutions

come to life. Neither the Kirchners nor Berlusconi managed to entrench

themselves securely. Both ultimately lost power—in elections.



 



CHAPTER 5

DEMOCRACY FOR DICTATORS

During the night of February 3, 1992, Lieutenant Colonel Hugo Chávez

Frías, a stocky paratrooper in a red beret, began his revolution. With a few

tanks, his men surrounded Venezuela’s Miraflores Palace, headquarters of

the country’s president, and opened fire. Yet, within hours, the operation

had collapsed. The president, Carlos Andrés Pérez, slipped through the

conspirators’ fingers and made it to a television studio to broadcast to the

nation, still in crumpled pajamas underneath his suit.1 By midmorning,

Chávez had surrendered.

It was a bitter defeat. How could the mutineers have failed? Pérez, a

veteran political insider, was deeply unpopular, a symbol of partisan

scheming and corruption. When three years earlier, abandoning his electoral

promises, he had launched an IMF-backed austerity program, Caracas had

exploded into deadly riots. Inflation surged as strikes and protests escalated.2

Support for change was overwhelming. Yet, the young lieutenant colonel

had blundered in his choice of method. His head full of romantic stories of

the anticolonial revolutionary Simón Bolívar, he had misread the era,

overestimating the power of a few armed men to take and hold a state in the

late twentieth century. Pérez’s command of TV had trumped the rebels’

guns.

Seven years later, Chávez stormed the Miraflores Palace again. This time,

he was backed not by tanks but by voters. Running against an assortment of

professional politicians and minor celebrities, the charismatic comandante

swept through to win the presidency with 56 percent of the ballots. He had

found his most powerful weapon. Over the next fourteen years, he would, in

the words of Enrique Krauze, a leading historian of modern Latin America,

use “democracy to undermine democracy.”3



Chávez’s transformation had not been immediate. After two years in a

sewage-ridden prison, he had emerged still dreaming of revolution.4 Luis

Miquilena, a veteran leftist who became Chávez’s mentor, set out to

disabuse him. If he insisted on armed revolt, Miquilena warned, he would

end up just “one more loudmouth yelling on the street corners of Caracas.”5

When Chávez surveyed his supporters, he found Miquilena was right. Most

“did not want violent movements.” Yet, the same surveys contained a

positive message: if he ran for office, he could count on significant support.6

Chávez “came around to the idea of participating in elections for a simple

reason,” Miquilena recalled. “He believed that he could win.”7

First, though, his image had to change. From military fatigues, Chávez

switched to what he called some “more or less typical Western-style suits.”

(With time, his taste would progress to Brioni and Lanvin.)8 Simultaneously,

he retuned his rhetoric. “Chávez often sounded extremely aggressive when

he made speeches,” wrote his biographers Cristina Marcano and Alberto

Barrera. “He also had a tendency to use a confrontational, macabre

vocabulary—the word ‘death’ frequently popped into his speeches, which

led people to think of his candidacy as something frightening.”9 His advisors

pressed Chávez to adopt a lexicon of hope.

Rafael Céspedes, a Dominican political consultant, was in charge of

softening the candidate’s rough edges. “His hair was very short, military

style, and his face was battered,” Céspedes recalled. “He … did not know

what it means to smile.”10 He got Chávez to appear on the TV show of a

female presenter who had been savaging the comandante’s record. Instead of

the gruff paratrooper she had expected, the host was met by a chivalrous

charmer who handed her a bouquet of flowers on air and called her “young

lady” (doñita). Her barbed questions ricocheted back.11

Had he become a democrat? Hardly. “If I get to Miraflores,” Chávez had

told one friend after leaving jail, “nobody is going to take our power

away.”12 And he stuck to this plan after he got there. “The opposition will

never return to power, by fair means or foul,” he insisted.13 He spoke of

remaining in office “until 2030.” The election of 1998 had offered a

“tactical window,” but he had never intended to “end up with some deputies,

some governors, negotiating.”14



Rather, he used his initial popularity to dynamite the checks and balances

of Venezuela’s constitutional system. Chávez took office with approval

above 90 percent.15 Aware this could fall, he invested his stratospheric

ratings into more durable institutional advantages, networks of supporters,

and control over the media. Within three months, a popular referendum had

authorized him to call a constituent assembly. Voters gave 93 percent of the

seats to Chávez loyalists.16 Dissolving Congress, this new assembly drafted a

constitution that lengthened the president’s term to six years, removed the

ban on immediate reelection, allowed military servicemen—likely Chávez

supporters—to vote, and abolished the Senate, which had previously

checked presidential power.17

Having elected a pliant new Congress, Chávez used it to expand the

Supreme Court from 20 to 32 members and pack it with admirers. At the

start of the 2006 session, the robed justices rose “to sing a favored chant of

their benefactor: Uh, ah, Chávez no se va (‘Uh, ah, Chávez is not

leaving’).”18 His men took over the national oil company, PDVSA,

Venezuela’s golden goose. Chávez used its revenues to attack poverty with

politically targeted patronage schemes. By 2006, four of the five members of

the National Electoral Council were Chávistas, as were the comptroller and

the attorney general.19 To silence critics, Congress passed laws prescribing

prison for those who showed “disrespect” to government officials and

permitting suspension of media that “promote, defend, or incite breaches of

public order or that are contrary to the security of the nation.”20

When questioned about his commitment to democracy, Chávez was

always ready. “I’ve been elected one, two, three, four times,” he said. “Every

year, we have elections in Venezuela.” Indeed, in the ten years from 1999 to

2008, the country held eight national votes and three regional or local

elections.21 (Chávez suffered only one significant defeat, on a 2007

referendum.) His friend Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, Brazilian president and a

more traditional democrat, even spoke of “an excess of democracy” in

Venezuela.22 Yet, far from constraining the leader, these ballots were

weapons he used to re-fire his appeal and discredit opponents.

As for violence, he now recognized its deceptive allure. Rather than

employ force himself, he used the aggressiveness of the opposition against



it. When in 2002 opponents staged a coup that ousted Chávez for forty-

seven hours, the gamble exploded in their faces, as angry crowds demanded

the president’s release. Chávez emerged empowered. He often baited his

critics, almost daring them to radicalize and discredit themselves. “He never

answers the way his enemies expect him to … with violence,” his

biographer, Alberto Barrera, explained. In both 1992 and 2002, “Chávez

gave up; he gave in. But in giving up, he wins.”23

ELECTING THE PEOPLE

It is not just Chávez who has used democracy “to undermine democracy.”

Today’s spin dictators are masters of subversion from within. In this chapter,

we describe how they use polls and ballots to entrench themselves and

consider why, despite high ratings, they typically choose to win their

elections with some fraud. We document the trend toward a more

sophisticated faking of free government. But first, let’s recall the practices

that preceded them.

The old fear dictators sometimes claimed to be democratic. To Goebbels,

the Nazi regime was “the most ennobled form of a modern European

democracy.”24 Fascism, said Mussolini, was an “organized, centralized, and

authoritative democracy.”25 Stalin insisted that the Soviet Union had “the

most democratic constitution in the world.”26 This document had emerged

from a marathon of public consultation. An amazing 623,334 meetings—

attended by 80 percent of the electorate—had been held to discuss the

draft.27 Kim Il-Sung even inserted “democratic” into his country’s official

name.

Yet, what such leaders had in mind was not pluralist democracy, in which

different parties represent different groups and ideas and compete in

elections. They scorned the “decadent” popular governments of the West.

Hitler derided “parliamentary democracy, in which everyone has a voice and

nothing can be decided.”28 Chile’s Augusto Pinochet mocked the “classic

liberal state, naïve and spineless.”29 António Salazar, the long-time

Portuguese leader, was, he said, “profoundly antiparliamentarian.”30 “We do

not believe in government through the voting booth,” scoffed Spain’s

General Franco.31



What they favored was something else: the democracy of unanimity. Like

Carl Schmitt, the German legal theorist who attacked liberalism in the

1920s, they rejected the association of democracy with any particular way of

electing governments. To them, it meant simply identity of purpose between

a leader and his followers.32 Democracy required a dictator to discern the

people’s “true” will—and impose it on them.

Some autocrats held no national elections at all. Like Franco, Mao

Zedong did not much care for the voting booth. “Revolution has no time for

elections,” Fidel Castro quipped—although he did later allow one-party

ballots for the legislature.33 Others held votes without competition: only one

candidate contested each seat. In the Soviet Union, dissenters could refuse

to vote or cross out the candidate’s name. Few chose to do so, at least

according to official results. In elections to the country’s legislature between

1946 and 1984, the single slate received between 99.16 and 99.95 percent

on turnout of 99.74 to 99.99 percent.34 Stalin, running in 1947 for the

Moscow City Council, did even better, winning 131 percent after voters

from neighboring districts “added their unauthorized support.”35 Elections

involved so little uncertainty that the Politburo once approved the

communiqué announcing results two days before the polls opened.36

Doing one’s “civic duty” was not supposed to require much thought. In

one joke from the Brezhnev era, an election official scolds a citizen who has

stopped to read the ballot paper. “I just wanted to know for whom I’m

voting,” the voter explains. “Don’t you realize,” the official retorts, “this is a

secret ballot!”37 Saddam Hussein was shocked to learn that only 99.9

percent had supported him in a referendum he called in 1996. He blamed

his party’s campaigners for failing to win over the few thousand Iraqis who

had voted no.38

Such elections had nothing to do with choosing leaders. They had other

purposes. First, they served, like parades and rallies, to celebrate the regime.

They acted out the unity with the people that dictators asserted. Soviet

elections were carnivals, occasions for “fireworks, flypasts and festivals.”39

In the provincial city of Rybinsk on election day in 1963 voters could attend

no fewer than 135 concerts.40 In Gabon, the presidential vote quite literally



merged with celebration of the incumbent: President Omar Bongo scheduled

the election every seven years on his birthday.41

Elections also served as propaganda, especially for the regime’s more

gullible foreign sympathizers. Leading Western intellectuals praised Stalin’s

1936 constitutional reforms that introduced universal suffrage and secret

voting.42 To British socialists Sidney and Beatrice Webb, these created “the

most inclusive and equalized democracy in the world.”43 Tanzanian leader

Julius Nyerere ruled his country for twenty-one years, running four times for

president in uncontested, one-party elections, while hundreds of political

prisoners languished in his jails.44 Despite this record, President Bill Clinton

called Nyerere “a pioneering leader for freedom and self-government in

Africa.”45

Reversing the democratic logic, phony elections became a way to control

citizens. In democratic ballots, the voters grade their country’s leaders. In

dictatorships of fear, the leaders grade the voters. A citizen who rejected the

people’s “unanimous choice” became an “enemy of the people” subject to

“arrest or annihilation.”46 Surprisingly, a few Soviet voters did scrawl

uncomplimentary messages on their ballots such as “You swine,”

“Bootlicker,” “Croak like a dog,” and “We want meat, not deputies.” Such

deviants were tracked down by the KGB’s handwriting experts.47 Later,

penalties were reduced, but even under Brezhnev students who failed to

register to vote were expelled from university, closing the path to elite

careers.48

Phony elections could also identify incompetent state agents.49 They

showed how effective local officials were at getting out the vote. Of course,

holding an election is an odd and potentially risky way to evaluate

bureaucrats. If this were the only goal, we suspect dictators would instead

employ nonpolitical competitions. The Chinese, for instance, use regional

growth rates and other indicators to rate officials and scan posts on Weibo

(the Chinese Twitter) for reports of corruption.50 Still, if dictators held

elections for other reasons, the light they shed on local agents was a bonus.

Whether by accident or design, this sometimes gave citizens temporary

leverage. In the communist world after Stalin, voters used pre-election

periods to plead for consumer goods, housing renovations, and other



services.51 In some places—Kenya in the 1970s, Egypt under Mubarak—

multiple members of the ruling party were allowed to compete against each

other in legislative elections. This incentivized candidates to spend on the

campaign—including from their own pockets—in order to access the rich

fruit higher up the political tree.52 Even opposition parties were sometimes

permitted a token presence in the parliament. Adventurous regimes—for

instance, those of Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines and Mexico’s Partido

Revolucionario Institucional (PRI)—went one step further and let outside

candidates run for president, on the condition that they lose.

Indeed, allowing an opposition candidate or party to run and then

crushing them in a landslide helped to demoralize elite rivals. Even if all

recognized the incumbent’s fat thumb on the scale, the spectacle remained

powerful. As political scientist Beatriz Magaloni argues, Mexico’s PRI

leaders—with their colorful campaigns, massive rallies, and supermajorities

—sought to cultivate a “public image of invincibility.”53 Ambitious regional

bosses would see that backing the party was the only game in town. Rivals

in the military would also think twice about disloyalty. Dictators who hold

semi-competitive elections face fewer coup attempts, as Barbara Geddes and

her collaborators have shown.54

Old-school dictators had no intention of surrendering power. “We are not

going to give up our country for a mere X on a ballot,” Zimbabwe’s dictator

Robert Mugabe warned in 2008. “How can a ballpoint fight with a gun?”55

Still, some—including Mugabe—occasionally took real risks, allowing

credible opposition parties to run. Some did so out of desperation, to avert a

cutoff of Western aid. Another motive was to forestall rebellion. To

opponents planning armed revolts, multiparty elections offered a peaceful—

if narrow—alternative path to power. The odds of victory were slim given

the incumbent’s command of intimidation and fraud. Still, upsets happened.

And if challengers faced low penalties for losing at the ballot box, while a

failed revolution meant death, the electoral route might seem worth trying.56

Like other political phenomena, elections under fear dictators were tied

to violence. Stalin’s “Great Terror” in the 1930s “proceeded under the

slogan of ‘expanding democracy.’ ”57 As we saw in chapter 2, executing

counterrevolutionary “fiends” and “monsters” was considered good for voter



morale.58 Mugabe kept his gun loaded in case the ballpoint pen acted up.

Forced into a runoff presidential election in 2008, he launched a campaign

of “electoral cleansing” that killed more than 100 opposition officials and

supporters.59 His opponent withdrew.

Most of the time, though, the violence was comfortably under the

surface. Elections “anaesthetized” the public, as Philippe Schmitter wrote of

Portugal’s Salazar dictatorship.60 The pageant played out, the drinks were

drunk and concerts attended, and then everyone went home.

SPINNING THE BALLOT

For spin dictators such as Chávez and Putin, elections took on a new

significance. No longer just rituals to honor the ruler or tune the machinery

of terror, they became devices to transform popularity into other forms of

power. They served as ratings banks, registering the dictator’s mass appeal

and converting it into institutional and political advantages. For leaders

eager to seem nonviolent, the ballot box even replaced coups and

revolutions as the preferred route to the presidential palace. Once there, they

cultivated their support and harvested it in voting urns.

Hitler, Stalin, and their like had set out to build “new orders”—

communism, Aryan empire, corporatist dictatorship, or something else. Spin

dictators claim to be committed to democracy. They just seek to adapt it to

local conditions or advance toward it gradually. “Full democracy is for us

not the start of the road but the end of the road,” Kazakhstan’s Nazarbayev

explained in 2013.61 Russia, said President Putin, would “decide for itself

the pace, terms, and conditions of moving towards democracy.”62 Indeed,

they often seem to be saying, as in Saint Augustine’s prayer for chastity:

“Lord, give me democracy—just not yet!” Unlike their predecessors, spin

dictators feign deference toward parliaments and pretend to await election

results in suspense. When challenged, they attack the hypocrisy of Western

critics, who act liberal purists while suppressing minority voters and rough-

handling protesters. Since Gandhi’s death, Putin noted acidly, he had found

no other leaders pure enough to talk to.63

Rather than admitting their authoritarian ways, recent autocrats have

stuffed their constitutions full of political rights. Two legal scholars, David



Law and Mila Versteeg, set out to measure this. They counted how many of

15 key liberal rights were featured in the constitutions enacted by 188

countries since 1946. These rights included freedom of the press, freedom

of assembly, the right to vote, freedom of movement, gender equality in

labor relations, and the right not to be tortured. In 1981, the average

constitution in a non-military dictatorship contained 7.5 of these; by 2008,

the figure had risen to 11.2.64 Needless to say, these rights are rarely secure

in practice. But abusive dictators can point critics to their liberal-sounding

commitments.

And, more than their predecessors, spin dictators try to make their

elections look competitive.65 The classic fear dictators banned opposition

parties and candidates. By contrast, spin dictators allow some to run. And

they sustain the fiction that the outcome is uncertain. Old-school autocrats

typically romped home with close to 100 percent of the vote. Spin dictators

prefer less implausible landslides, usually in the 60–75 percent range.

According to political consultant Vyacheslav Nikonov, the real challenge in

Russia’s 2004 election was “not to get too much.” Too high a Putin vote

would tarnish the result. “Seventy-five would be too much,” Nikonov

explained. “Seventy-two was just right.”66 President Alexander Lukashenka

of Belarus claimed to have adjusted down the true level of his 2006 victory

from 93 to around 80 percent “because more than 90 would not be perceived

well psychologically [psikhologicheski ne vosprinimaetsya].”67 He called the

new, lower result a “European” figure.68

Such large—but less extreme—victories strengthen leaders’ control in

several ways. In parliamentary elections, landslides can push government

seats above the threshold for constitutional amendments. Often a two-thirds

vote is needed. Big parliamentary majorities also help fast-track other

legislation. At the same time, sweeping victories produce a temporary

psychological effect. They mobilize support behind the dictator’s projects

and allow him to claim a mandate, while demoralizing the opposition.69

In democracy, the mandate winners claim is to enact policies. In spin

dictatorship, victors often claim voter backing to remove checks on their

power. Time and again, elections have opened the door to constitutional

reform. Chávez, elected in 1998, immediately called a constituent assembly



to expand presidential authority. His left-wing admirers, Rafael Correa and

Evo Morales, did the same. After his 2010 victory, Hungary’s Viktor Orbán

reshaped the constitutional court, retired hundreds of judges, and—one year

after his election—adopted a new constitution.70 His second reelection, in

2018, conferred what he called a “mandate to build a new era,” reshaping

culture and society.71 His team took over hundreds of newspapers, rewrote

school curricula, and hounded the Central European University, founded by

George Soros, out of Budapest.72

In Russia, Putin’s landslides heralded repeated power grabs. After his

2004 reelection, he abolished gubernatorial elections. In 2008, term limits

prevented Putin from running and voters elected his alter ego, Dmitri

Medvedev. Within months, the president’s term had been lengthened by two

years and the parliament’s by one.73 Putin’s 2012 victory triggered a barrage

of laws to restrict opposition.74 After his 2018 reelection, anger over an

increase in the retirement age forced a delay. But in early 2020, Putin

pushed through constitutional amendments that permit him to run again in

2024 and 2030. (Without the amendments, he would have had to step down

in 2024.)

Tyrants like Stalin and thugs like Mugabe linked elections to violence.

Spin dictators know visible repression undercuts their claim to popularity.

Especially around elections, they try to keep their hands clean. Indeed, as

noted in chapter 2, they accuse their opponents of violence. Chávez milked

the memory of the 2002 coup against him. Putin portrayed his critics as

stone-hurling revolutionaries who assaulted policemen and sought to plunge

Russia into chaos.75 When they do use force, the new dictators pretend to be

defending free government. Fujimori’s 1992 autogolpe was, he insisted,

“vital to assure a legitimate and effective democracy.”76

Rejecting violence, they rely on various alternatives. For spin dictators,

election campaigns are, to quote Russian political consultant Gleb

Pavlovsky, “special operations using media technologies.”77 Propaganda and

censorship, carefully managed at all times, shift into high gear as a vote

approaches. Pavlovsky and his colleagues employed many of the dirty tricks

developed in Western democracies and added new ones of their own.78 Still,

where possible, they used legitimate methods to avoid provoking opposition.



As Sergei Markov, another Kremlin advisor, explained: “those problems that

can be solved democratically are solved democratically. Those problems that

cannot … are resolved by other means.”79

From the presidential palace, spin dictators first set the rules and then

exploit them. While allowing safe opposition politicians to run, they exclude

popular candidates on technicalities. Just as they allow some critical press

outlets and then harass them, spin dictators register some opposition

candidates and then disrupt their canvassing. They pressure media to ignore

them and businesses to withhold venues for meetings, while spreading

rumors and misinformation to discredit them.

And they gerrymander shamelessly.80 Through judicious rule-crafting,

Chávez transformed 66 percent of the vote for his constituent assembly into

93 percent of the seats. Singapore’s electoral system had a similar effect.

Even as the ruling PAP’s vote share fell to 60 percent in 2011, it still won 93

percent of parliamentary seats.81 In Hungary, Orbán’s bloc got 90 percent of

the single-district seats in 2014 with just 45 percent of the vote.82

(Combined with party-list results, Orbán’s alliance received 67 percent of

seats on a 45 percent vote share.)83

Almost all electoral systems show some disparity between votes and

seats. But the gaps in Singapore, Russia, Malaysia, and Hungary are among

the largest in recent history.84 To secure and preserve such advantages,

dictators continually overhaul the procedures. In Russia, every

parliamentary election from 2003 to 2016 was held under a different set of

rules. The only thing that did not change was the victory of Putin’s party.

Orbán also pioneered another ploy: padding the electorate with

supporters from the diaspora. After he enfranchised Hungarians in

territories lost after World War I, more than 90 percent of the new voters

gratefully plumped for his bloc.85 In 2020, Putin offered citizenship to 10

million ethnic Russians in neighboring countries, perhaps hoping for a

similar bonus.86

Rather than deal with real opposition politicians, dictators sometimes

clone their own. In Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew’s successor, Goh Chok Tong,

appointed “nominated members” to impersonate a parliamentary

opposition.87 The kind of representatives the voters might have chosen, Goh



said, were “not the kind of people I wanted to do the check and balance.”88

He did not believe, he added, “in constant bickering and struggling for

power.”89

Other spin dictators have co-opted or simply hijacked existing opposition

parties. In Kazakhstan, Nazarbayev’s people quietly arranged for a loyalist

to take over the previously critical Ak Zhol party in 2011. Ak Zhol’s former

head moved on to a “cushy government job.”90 In Putin’s Russia, the co-

opted parties even have a special name: the Communists, the Just Russia

Party, and the nationalist Liberal Democratic Party are called the “systemic

opposition” to distinguish them from oppositionists who actually oppose the

government rather than merely pretending to do so while often voting for its

legislation.91

The power of spin dictators depends on their popularity. So they monitor

it closely. Unlike old-school autocrats, who at most dabbled in sociology,

the new ones pore over polling data. Each week, for instance, Putin’s

Kremlin commissions broad-ranging, national surveys from two firms.92 It

periodically adds regionally representative surveys and secret polls on

particular topics.93 At the same time, the Kremlin’s security agency, the FSO

(Federal Guards Service), conducts its own heterodox soundings of public

opinion—roughly five hundred a year, some with as many as fifty thousand

respondents.94 Like Putin, Fujimori developed an “addiction for polls.”95 His

secret police, the SIN, conducted numerous “expensive and sophisticated”

surveys and hired an Argentine consultant, Saul Mankevich, to do focus

groups. Less formally, Fujimori’s security chief, Vladimiro Montesinos, sent

teams of SIN agents to pose as taxi drivers and gather insights from chatting

with their clients.96

As with elections, spin dictators use poll results to justify power grabs.

When respondents back some undemocratic or illegal move, leaders act.

Putin surveyed both Crimea and Russia before deciding to annex the

territory in 2014.97 Polling also informed Fujimori’s 1992 autogolpe.

Surveys had revealed disenchantment with the Congress, judiciary, and

opposition parties.98 When the troops moved in, pollsters were right

behind.99 The widespread support they uncovered became an instant PR

weapon. He had not staged a coup, Fujimori insisted, he had acted



democratically. Democracy, he said, meant “respect for public opinion.”100

Many bought it. In later polls, “a majority of Peruvians expressed the view

that the Fujimori government was ‘democratic.’ ”101

Like opposition newspapers or bloggers, independent pollsters can be

exploited for their credibility. Fujimori’s critics attacked the methodology of

surveys showing his ratings surge, but their efforts “fell flat.”102 Alfredo

Torres of the Apoyo firm denounced Fujimori’s action. But he “insisted on

the accuracy of his polling” that documented the coup’s popularity.103

Rafael Correa also spun the data expertly. Catherine Conaghan marveled

at how quickly Ecuador’s leader “mastered the art of mobilizing public

opinion via polls, the media, and the streets in order to disorient,

demoralize, and disorganize political opponents.” Ecuadorians had never

“seen a president so obsessed with, and so skillful at, communications and

public relations.”104 Like American presidents, Correa boasted that he was

running a “permanent campaign.”105

That spin dictators invest so much in polling suggests they take results at

least somewhat seriously. Of course, they pretend to be statesmen focused

on the national interest, not populists with a finger to the wind. But

occasionally they admit to monitoring their ratings. “Of course, they bring it

to me,” Putin confessed in 2013. “I take a look, and—in general—I pay

attention to it.”106 For several years after coming to power, Putin expected

his soaring approval to crash at any moment, according to Pavlovsky, his

Kremlin advisor.107 He did not think it would last. Yet, thanks to good

economic performance early on, and manipulation and the Crimean

annexation later, he kept his rating above 60 percent for twenty years.

In democracies, politicians use polls to determine what policies the

public favors and tailor their programs accordingly. Spin dictators

occasionally do the same. After seeing how unpopular it was, Russia’s

leaders repeatedly declined to remove Lenin’s embalmed body from the Red

Square mausoleum.108 But the main way the new autocrats use polls is quite

different: to test the effectiveness of their manipulations. According to

Aleksei Chesnakov, another former Kremlin consultant:

When the media are under control, polls can only show how effectively

that control is working. It is as if you have a sick person and you infect



him with new viruses and take his temperature. The thermometer reveals

how the viruses are affecting him. Polls don’t provide a reason to change

policy. They just show how many people received your signal.109

When popular, spin dictators often permit broad publication of polls. But

when their ratings fall, they face a dilemma. Allowing reports of this would

threaten their image. But if they restrict publication, citizens may infer that

their popularity has dipped. Indeed, they may think the decline bigger than

it actually is. The best strategy—as always—is to censor in a way that does

not look like censorship. The Kremlin-connected Public Opinion

Foundation stopped publishing Putin’s electoral rating in early 2020

because, it said, it was not yet clear who would challenge Putin in the next

election.110 Strangely, that had never bothered the pollster before. The

change came at a moment when other surveys showed Putin’s approval

falling to a historic low.111 In 2019, the other Kremlin-connected agency,

VTSIOM, had changed its methodology in a way that raised its estimate of

public trust in Putin, following Kremlin complaints.112

In the run-up to Putin’s 2020 referendum on a series of constitutional

amendments, well-known pollsters mostly avoided publishing anything on

voting intentions, or else reported misleading summaries. For instance, one

agency announced that 61 percent of respondents favored the amendments,

when in fact that figure included 31 percent who were neutral. After the

leading business newspaper, Vedomosti, was taken over by a Kremlin ally, it

stopped printing survey results. In an act of defiance, two individual

pollsters managed to finance independent polls by crowdsourcing.113

FRAUD AND ABUSE

Interpreting surveys in unfree societies is tricky, as we discussed in chapter

4. But spin dictators like Putin and Chávez were clearly popular—at some

moments extremely so. Even their political opponents admitted it. To quote

one critic of the Venezuelan president: “Chávez was beloved—genuinely

beloved—of millions of poor Venezuelans, and won election after election

for a decade and a half … his power rested not on violence but on genuine

popular affection.”114 Or, as the experts on Russian public opinion Samuel



Greene and Graeme Robertson wrote in 2019: “Vladimir Putin is a popular

man.”115

With their high ratings, these leaders could have won elections honestly.

And yet, they almost always chose to do so with an element of fraud,

sometimes barely hidden.116 This has puzzled observers. It seems perverse.

Chávez, Putin, and the others wanted to be considered democratic,

legitimately chosen by the public. They invited international observers to

certify their victories. So why stuff ballots, massage the count, and engage

in other tricks?

Clearly, the purpose was not just to win. Often they won by large

margins. As noted already, while avoiding the 99 percent shutouts of past

dictators, the new ones still tend to chalk up impressive victories. Political

scientist Alberto Simpser examined all elections in nondemocracies between

1990 and 2007 that appeared to have been manipulated. In half, incumbents

defeated their closest rival by 30 percentage points or more.117 In such cases,

fraud was not used to win; rather, it magnified the dictator’s lead.118

Did they rig as an insurance policy? Dictators might not completely trust

the polls that showed them ahead. Such surveys had lulled Nicaragua’s

Daniel Ortega into overconfidence in 1990 before the voters threw him

out.119 And there were other examples. As one Kremlin advisor said of Putin

in 2003: “In his mentality every risk should be minimized to zero.”120

This could contribute in some cases. But in general it seems implausible.

Again, dictators do not use fraud just to win close elections. And fraud often

increases risk. From the Philippines in 1986 to Yugoslavia in 2000, dirty

elections have triggered uprisings that ousted incumbents.121 If security were

the goal, surely dictators would cover their tracks. In fact, the patterns of

voting that Russia’s officials reported in 2011 were so bizarre that they

became an Internet meme. Protesters put pictures of the statistical

distributions on their banners to show how mathematically implausible the

announced results were. The head of Russia’s electoral commission,

Vladimir Churov, was nicknamed “The Magician” for his “ability to make

votes appear and disappear.”122 Before every election, credible newspapers

reported the Kremlin ordering up high votes from its agents. In 2018, for



instance, Putin’s top political aide assembled the governors and demanded

70 percent of the vote and 70 percent turnout.123

Another possibility is that dictators would prefer to win by a respectably

narrow margin. Yet, their agents compete to report high votes for the boss,

producing a fraudulent landslide. Evidence confirms that overenthusiastic

agents have played a role in Russia.124 Still, if leaders wanted to reduce their

margin, they could easily penalize those who stole “too many” votes. In fact,

underachievers are the ones punished.125 And, as noted, orders for large

landslides often come from the Kremlin itself. Fraud might aim to convince

bureaucrats that the incumbent will win for sure—and will therefore be in a

position to reward or punish them later.126 But when incumbents are known

to be very popular, there is little mystery about the election’s outcome.

Many scholars believe that dictators commit fraud—and do so blatantly

—to demoralize potential challengers. If elections appear free and fair,

opponents have an incentive to try to broaden their support and run. But if

the incumbent makes clear he will use fraud to cling to power, mounting a

campaign may seem pointless to the opposition and its donors. Similarly,

anti-regime voters may not bother to vote when they are sure they cannot

change the outcome.127 And, completing the circle, if opposition voters do

not bother to vote, then in the end the incumbent does not need to use much

fraud.

This may be the explanation at times. Yet, a popular incumbent should

not need fraud to demoralize the opposition. Its own low poll numbers

should suffice. And, as noted, fraud can itself trigger protests. Surveys

confirm that Russian voters dislike vote-rigging.128 Putin survived the

demonstrations against falsification that rocked central Moscow after the

2011 parliamentary election. But the scale of these protests clearly alarmed

the Kremlin.129

If these arguments are at most partly convincing, why do spin dictators

resort to fraud? We have already mentioned one possibility: inflated margins

help incumbents monopolize power. For instance, they may provide the

supermajority needed for constitutional amendments. A clear victory, even

if padded by ballot-stuffing, can also reduce the bargaining power of the

dictator’s backers. After a close result, each could claim to have made a



crucial difference—and demand more in return. Even the opposition elite

and media may be easier to co-opt after a large victory. Rousing the public

to revolt will seem harder to them than if the incumbent had just squeaked

in, so they may be readier to settle.

A second reason is more paradoxical: even if believed to be partly

fraudulent, large victories can still increase the incumbent’s legitimacy. That

might sound strange. Fraud would seem to undercut the dictator’s claim to

rule. But, in fact, that need not be the case. On the contrary, fraud may

actually increase confidence in the election’s outcome.

To see this, consider the following example. Suppose people expect the

incumbent to inflate his vote by 10 percentage points. If he uses no fraud at

all and wins with 55 percent of the vote, citizens may believe he really got

only 45 percent and stole the victory. But if he adds the expected 10 percent

to his total and reports 65 percent, the public will be sure he is, in fact, the

true winner.130 Bizarrely, fraud in such cases strengthens faith in the

reported result. And that may decrease the odds of a voter revolt. This is not

because fraud intimidates the voters by demonstrating the regime’s

determination to win at all costs.131 It is because the fraud reassures voters

that the “right” candidate won.132

At the same time, signs of cheating may not undermine incumbents’

claims to be democratic because many citizens in autocracies believe that

fraud is common in democracies too. Spin dictators often take power after

periods of chaotic popular government with their own dodgy elections.

Compared to these, the dictator’s abuses may look normal or even moderate.

And his propaganda will claim that Western leaders also manipulate.

Western politicians, themselves, sometimes help sell this message. President

Trump repeatedly warned of voter fraud in the United States, to the delight

of Russia’s pro-Kremlin media, which eagerly reported his statements.133 On

its website, Russia’s Central Electoral Commission asserts that in American

elections the Pentagon ensures “up to 100 percent turnout of military

troops,” who vote “under the supervision of commanders.” Venezuelan

officials also like to advertise Washington’s weak points. In the 2000 U.S.

Florida recount, according to Venezuela’s foreign minister, “the whole world

could see how a fraud of colossal magnitude was conducted.”134



Many citizens in dictatorships seem at least partly convinced. Back in

October 2000, pollsters asked Russians whether they thought it possible that

the next U.S. presidential election would be rigged. (Note that this was

before the Bush vs. Gore fiasco.) Excluding the 28 percent who answered

“don’t know,” about as many thought rigging definitely or probably could

happen as thought it unlikely.135 In Venezuela in 2011, the average

respondent graded democracy in the United States lower than that in

Venezuela.136 Citizens may recognize the flaws in their own countries’

practices and yet assume that similar problems occur everywhere.

Fraud is often seen as dangerous to a dictator’s international position. It

risks provoking condemnation by international observers and sanctions by

foreign governments. But, at least when the rigging is moderate, such

dangers are probably exaggerated, as we discuss in chapter 6. In fact,

monitors often take a soft line for fear of sparking violent protests or

because of their countries’ strategic interests.137 And Western governments

tend to avert their eyes so long as leaders go through the motions. For most

of them, around the turn of the twenty-first century “the new standard was

multiparty elections, not democracy.”138

Fraud can certainly be dangerous to unpopular leaders. The perception

that desperate incumbents had stolen elections in Georgia, Ukraine, and

Kyrgyzstan set off the so-called “colored revolutions” in the 2000s.139 But

dictators who are popular, having successfully manipulated public opinion,

face lower risks. Those who could win an honest election are rarely

punished for inflating the margin. Indeed, the conventional wisdom on

electoral fraud seems to have the logic backward. Such fraud is generally

thought useful to unpopular dictators and superfluous to popular ones. In

fact, it is useful to popular ones and often dangerous to unpopular ones—

who might be better-off negotiating with opposition forces than risking a

coordinated revolt.

CHECKING THE EVIDENCE

As usual, various statistics confirm the shift from fear to spin. To start with

elections, these have spread steadily across all types of autocracies over the

past two hundred years. In 1820, only one in five nondemocracies had held a



legislative or presidential election in the previous decade. By the 1870s

more than half had, and on the eve of World War I this had risen to two-

thirds. By the late 1930s, the figure was up to three-quarters. After dipping

during World War II, the share resumed its climb, reaching 85 percent of

nondemocracies in 1961 and 93 percent in 2018.140

Of course, this includes the kind of ritual elections held by many fear

dictators. But the profile of elections was also changing. Multiparty

elections spread across the authoritarian world in parallel with the three

waves of democracy, which we mentioned in chapter 1. The proportion of

nondemocracies that had held at least one legislative or presidential election

in the previous ten years in which an opposition party was allowed to run

rose steadily from 14 percent in 1820 to two-thirds in 1933. The share

dipped in World War II, recovered a little in the postwar “second wave,” but

then crashed through most of the Cold War, bottoming out at 37 percent in

1983. Finally, multiparty elections surged again in the age of spin, reaching

78 percent of autocracies in 2018.141

We argued that while fear dictators like to report vote shares close to 100

percent, spin dictators prefer victories that look less implausibly one-sided.

So, as fear gave ground to spin in recent decades, we should see a fall in

extremely high results. And we do. In the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, more

than half of the national elections held in nondemocracies were won with

more than 90 percent of the vote. But the frequency of such lopsided

victories then plummeted. By the 2000s, winners were pulling in more than

90 percent of the votes in fewer than one-fifth of the presidential elections

and fewer than one-tenth of the legislative elections in nondemocracies.142

Using our rules of thumb, we can check that spin and fear dictators do

differ as suggested in the scale of their victories. They do. Across all

presidential elections since 1946, fear dictators won with more than 90

percent of the vote in 57 percent of cases. Spin dictators did so in 26 percent

—most of them early on—and democratic leaders in 1 percent. In legislative

elections, the winning party won with more than 90 percent of the vote 55

percent of the time under fear dictators, 16 percent of the time under spin

dictators, and not once in democracies.143 While many fear dictators do not

wish to make the result seem credible, spin dictators generally do. The



average vote for the winner in presidential elections was 85 percent in fear

dictatorships and 72 percent in spin ones.

Do spin dictators manage to fool their citizens? Some evidence on this

comes from the Gallup World Poll, which we used already in chapter 4. One

question asks: “In this country, do you have confidence in the honesty of

elections?” Respondents can answer “yes,” “no,” or “don’t know.” We

averaged the results across all available polls for each country in 2005–15.

A first striking feature of the results is that skepticism about elections is

strong even in democracies. Only 46 percent of respondents in the average

democratic country (with a Polity2 score of 6 or higher) said they had

confidence in the honesty of their country’s elections. Even in the highest-

rated democracies (with Polity2 of 10), the share was only 58 percent.

Recall our point earlier that citizens in autocracies often believe that fraud

also occurs in democracies. It seems many in democracies agree.

This skepticism is pretty evenly spread across all types of regime—from

36 percent with confidence in the honesty of elections in the average fear

dictatorship to 46 percent in the average democracy. Spin dictatorships are

right in the middle, with 41 percent expressing confidence in their country’s

elections.144 This is slightly higher than the 39 percent confidence recorded

in imperfect democracies (Polity2 of 6–9). In a skeptical world, spin

dictators manage to sell their elections to citizens about as well on average

as democratic incumbents do in countries like Malawi (Polity2 of 6),

Georgia (Polity2 of 7), Mexico (Polity2 of 8), and Estonia (Polity2 of 9).

We mentioned a number of ways spin dictators manipulate elections to

ensure their dominance, while still appearing somewhat democratic. One

technique is gerrymandering constituencies to magnify the impact of

victories. A simple measure of malapportionment—which includes

gerrymandering and other procedural tricks—is the gap between the shares

of parliamentary seats and of votes that the largest party won in the last

election. If the dictator’s party gets 60 percent of the seats after winning 60

percent of the votes, there is no gap. If it gets 80 percent of the seats, there

is malapportionment of 20 percentage points.

We expect more gerrymandering under spin dictators than under fear

dictators, who achieve their one-sided victories through more



straightforward exclusions and intimidation. So we should see an increase in

the average gap in recent decades. And, indeed, the average

malapportionment in nondemocracies, after falling between the 1930s and

1960s, ticks up, surging in the 1990s. Since the 1990s, the average gap

between the largest party’s seats and votes has been around 10 percentage

points.145 Spin dictators take the prize for gerrymandering. Over the whole

period 1946–2015, the average gap for fear dictators is only 1 percentage

point. Democratic leaders gerrymander somewhat more, averaging a 6.6-

percentage-point gap. But spin dictators come out on top with a gap of 11.1

points. Their prowess in malapportionment leaves even the imperfect

democracies in the shade.

As they cut back on force, we argued, spin dictators manipulate the

media to ensure popularity and electoral victories. Data compiled by

political scientists Susan Hyde and Nikolay Marinov cast light on this.146

They recorded whether in elections worldwide since 1945 the media had

been accused of pro-government bias in the run-up to the vote. As expected,

alleged pro-government media bias increases in recent decades—from about

30 percent of elections in nondemocracies in the 1980s to more than 60

percent in the 2010s. Such allegations are common against fear dictators—

after all, they publicize their censorship, so it is not surprising it gets

noticed. But, as suggested, such media manipulation is also common among

spin dictators: in 40 percent of the multicandidate elections they held, media

bias was alleged. This is far higher than the 10 percent of democratic

regimes that faced such allegations.147

In sum, spin dictators pretend to be dedicated democrats, although

sometimes defending their system as a work in progress. Like almost all

autocrats these days, they hold elections, and they allow some opposition

parties to run. They tend to win by landslides, but not the implausible

shutouts that fear dictators favor. These landslides are supported—and

magnified—by media manipulation, gerrymandering, and a dose of electoral

fraud. When such fraud is expected, fulfilling the expectation may—

counterintuitively—enhance confidence that the “right” candidate won. In

an age of political skepticism, many in all systems doubt the integrity of



their country’s elections. But the citizens of spin dictatorships are no more

skeptical than those in most imperfect democracies.

At first sight, it seems that apparently competitive elections should

reduce the longevity of autocracies. But, in fact, rulers who hold them tend

to last at least as long as those who do not.148 Spin dictators turn the ballot

box into a source of strength. They learn how to control the voting, rather

than letting votes control them. Imitating democracy reduces the danger of

having to accept the real thing. With their domestic position secure, such

leaders face one additional key challenge: what to do about the world

beyond their borders.



 



CHAPTER 6

GLOBAL PILLAGE

In 1948, Stalin decided he had had enough of Josip Broz. Four years earlier,

the Yugoslav partisan, known by the nom de guerre “Tito,” had driven the

Nazis out of his country. So far, he had been dependably loyal to the big

man of world communism. But he was showing hints of independence—

pushing Yugoslav interests in Albania and Greece and resisting Soviet

efforts to infiltrate agents into Belgrade’s ruling circles.1 “All I have to do is

wiggle my finger, and Tito will be no more,” Stalin boasted.2

But he must have been wiggling the wrong finger. Despite multiple

assassination plots, Tito survived. One plan aimed to mow down the entire

Yugoslav Politburo with automatic rifles in the billiard room of Tito’s villa.

Another involved poisoning him with pneumonic plague.3 Stalin seems to

have considered a military invasion but decided against it.4 Moscow

expelled Yugoslavia from the Cominform, Stalin’s club of communist allies,

and imposed an economic blockade.5

Cut off and dodging the assassins, Tito had to find a new strategy. He

settled on a daring form of openness. Although still committed to

communism, he appealed for help to his ideological foes in the West. As the

Cold War deepened, the United States was eager to block Soviet expansion

and happily backed the renegade. Tito’s defiance of Stalin won him

everything from heavy artillery to fighter jets.6 By 1955, Western aid to

Yugoslavia totaled $1.5 billion.7

But Tito did not stop there. Forced into a gray zone between East and

West, he sought allies among the postcolonial states of the “Third World.”

Together with President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt and Prime Minister

Jawaharlal Nehru of India, he forged the “Non-Aligned Movement” of

countries that refused to line up behind either Moscow or Washington.8



Now an international celebrity, he toured the globe, posing in a tribal

headdress in Ethiopia and parading through Tunis under clouds of confetti.

As he reached out to the world, Tito opened his country’s borders. To

earn hard currency and cut unemployment, he let his citizens work in the

West. From the late 1950s, thousands of Yugoslav Gastarbeiter took the

train to Germany, Belgium, or Sweden and returned several years later in

cars bought with their earnings.9 At home, Tito welcomed European tourists

to newly built resorts along his country’s stunning Adriatic beaches. The

number of vacationers rose from 40,000 in 1950 to 3.6 million in 1967.10 By

the end of the 1960s, they brought in 10 percent of Yugoslavia’s foreign

currency earnings.

With people flooding across the borders, Tito did not bother to erect the

usual communist barriers to information. Kiosks in the capital sold the

Frankfurter Allgemeine and the New York Times.11 Movie theaters played

French, British, Italian, and even Hollywood films.12 Tito, himself, became a

kind of kitsch icon.13 He appeared in a white safari suit and silk cravat and

strolled with a pet leopard on a chain.14 A luxuriously decadent “Blue

Train” transported him among his seventeen villas, palaces, and hunting

lodges, where he entertained everyone from Charles de Gaulle to Queen

Elizabeth.15 Sofia Loren and Gina Lollobrigida visited him on the island of

Brioni, where he made wine and picked tangerines to send to the country’s

orphanages.16 Every year, on Tito’s birthday, pristine schoolchildren relayed

a baton from his birthplace to a packed Belgrade stadium to present to the

patriarch on live TV.17

It was all great theater. For the young, he allowed in Western rock music.

The Jugoton music label released records by the Beatles, David Bowie, and

Deep Purple. When, decades later, a popular uprising overthrew the Serbian

strongman Slobodan Milošević, a young Serb named Srdja Popović was

among the organizers. Growing up, Popović wrote, he and his friends had

“barely felt the yoke of dictatorship, busy as we were with great music from

around the world.”18

In some ways, Tito remained a traditional fear dictator. After breaking

with Stalin, he sent tens of thousands of Yugoslav Stalinists to be tortured

and “reeducated” on the island of Goli Otok.19 Back in Moscow’s good



graces in the 1960s, he became a master of anti-Western conspiracies,

stealing military and industrial secrets, importing banned technology, and

training PLO terrorists.20 The celebrity shtick sometimes morphed into a

full-fledged personality cult. But most of the time, his act was more Michael

Jackson than Mao Zedong. Tito did not abandon the violence that underlay

old-school autocracy. But he mixed in elements that twenty-first-century

spin dictators would recognize.

WORLD WARY

Any autocrat’s top priority is security at home. But to achieve that, he must

heed dangers and opportunities abroad. This chapter explores how spin

dictators approach the outside world. In this they are less distinctive than in

their domestic strategies. After all, they face the same global realities as

overt autocrats. Still, they bring different skills and techniques to bear. We

trace how spin dictators manipulate, deceive, and co-opt their way around

the international arena, ending, as usual, with a glance at some statistical

data.

To twentieth-century fear dictators, the outside world posed a

complicated challenge. It could not be controlled like their own countries.

Yet, it could not be ignored. To some, the globe was a battlefield. When

feeling confident, they might invade their neighbors, seeking territory or

prestige. To others, it was an arena of ideological contest. Enlisting allies,

they showed the universal appeal of their model. Still others saw the world

as a source of contaminants. Their instinct was to build a fortress and pull

up the drawbridge. The most ambitious entertained both expansive and

defensive impulses at once. Stalin spread Soviet power westward and into

Asia. But he locked his citizens tight inside the bloc.

Openness had its advantages. As the world integrated and growth became

more international, a closed economy was doomed to fall behind. It was not

just a matter of trade. More and more profit was associated with flows of

people. Tourism exploded as cheap charter flights cut costs. Between 1950

and 2016, global tourism revenues soared from $2 billion to $1.2 trillion.21

As Tito realized, sending workers abroad could also generate hard currency.

Global remittances of migrant laborers rose from $2 billion in 1970 to $656



billion in 2019.22 And the emerging world media offered new ways to

project a positive image.

Yet, at the same time, openness was dangerous. Allowing foreigners in

and one’s own citizens out could reveal secrets. The world might see the

emptiness of the tyrant’s boasts and the squalor of life in his supposed

utopia. Porous borders could also let in subversive ideas. And migrant

workers might refuse to come home. Besides the embarrassment, that could

mean a drain of man- and brain power, slowing development.23

The old-school dictators struggled with this dilemma. Few went as far as

Tito. When it came to letting people out, policies varied. Some rulers

opened their borders to expel “enemies.” In their first five years, the

Bolsheviks encouraged 1.5–2 million opponents of the revolution to flee.24

They chartered German steamers to ferry the cream of the intelligentsia into

exile.25 For a while, before settling on their “Final Solution,” the Nazis

pressured German Jews to emigrate.26 The downside was that such policies

strengthened communities of “enemies” abroad.27 The Bolsheviks soon

began to restrict exit visas; by 1922, it was “all but impossible” to get out.28

The Nazis found their own horrible alternative.

The question was hard to resolve. Was it better to let opponents “exit,” to

use Albert Hirschman’s language, and exercise their “voice” abroad? Or

should the dictator lock them in and silence them at home?29 In the postwar

period, many chose the second course. In communist Eastern Europe,

attempted emigration was treason. Albania and Romania punished it with

death; East German border guards shot those spotted racing to freedom.30 In

Africa, Equatorial Guinea’s deranged dictator destroyed fishing boats to

prevent his citizens fleeing by sea. He dug hidden trenches on the land

borders filled with wooden spikes.31 Cuba’s authorities also regulated fishing

boats to prevent “illegal emigration.”32 In Burma under General Ne Win,

agreement of the entire cabinet was required for a citizen to obtain a

passport.33 By the mid-1980s, twenty-one dictatorships had tight exit

restrictions, according to scholar Alan Dowty. These included most of the

world’s communist states as well as Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. Another thirty-

six imposed partial or occasional restrictions.34



There were four main exceptions. First, some in Latin America, Africa,

and the Middle East continued to let their enemies “exit.” A powerless

opponent in a distant capital could make a handy scapegoat. He could be

cast as a treacherous extremist, conspiring against his homeland. Some

dictators followed the Bolsheviks’ early practice and expelled their critics.

Pinochet sent many left-wing Chileans on one-way trips across the border.35

Others just lacked the capacity to police all crossing points.

Second, some regimes allowed short-term travel for propaganda

purposes. Khrushchev, in his early, confident phase, sent carefully vetted

“tourists” to improve the Soviet Union’s image abroad. In the late 1950s,

small groups of elite Russians strolled the boulevards of Naples and Capri.36

Their true mission was not to admire ruins and consume gelati but to serve

as “ambassadors of socialism.” As the Intourist agency’s manual put it, each

was expected to “talk about … the achievements of his great country with

love and warmth.”37

By this point, Moscow was broadcasting 287 hours of radio

programming a week to Western Europe, in seven languages.38 The tourists

added a human touch. But it was all a bit comically overdone. As historian

Anne Gorsuch describes, the visitors “literally performed on behalf of

Soviet socialism: they played the piano, sang opera, read poetry, and

danced.”39 Western guides had to rustle up venues for impromptu lectures

and recitals.

The third exception was the granting of exit visas for temporary work

abroad. Besides Tito’s Yugoslavia, authoritarian regimes in Mexico, Tunisia,

Morocco, and later Portugal and Spain signed guest worker agreements with

rich democracies.40 Migrants’ hard currency remittances financed the

purchase of advanced industrial equipment from the West. Opening the

gates to labor also helped avoid unemployment, lowering the risk of unrest.

The fourth exception also had a mercenary motivation. Communist

leaders learned that some of their citizens could command a ransom. From

the 1960s, East Germany effectively sold thousands of would-be émigrés to

Bonn for around $2,500 a head. By the 1980s, East German technocrats

were said to factor such payments—now made in bartered copper and oil—

into the country’s five-year plans.41 Romania sold off its own German and



Jewish citizens. “Oil, Jews, and Germans are our most important export

commodities,” Ceaușescu crowed, according to his security chief, Ion

Pacepa.42 In the 1970s, the Soviet Union began letting Jewish citizens

emigrate to Israel. Emigrants were charged an “exit tax,” supposedly to

cover the cost of their education. For those with college degrees, the tax

could be as high as 12,000 rubles—about $16,000 at the official exchange

rate or eighty times the average monthly wage.43

The question whether to let foreigners in was just as tricky. Visitors

could also serve propaganda purposes. The Nazis welcomed tourists to the

Third Reich, hoping they would take home positive impressions. Until

Hitler’s military preparations were complete, convincing “foreigners that

Nazi Germany posed no threat to world peace was vital,” writes historian

Kristin Semmens. To Goebbels, hosting tourists was “peace work in the

purest sense.”44 For Franco too, catering to visitors was “a form of

propaganda” that could demonstrate the “legitimacy of the Spanish

economic model.”45 Guests were expected to report to their friends back

home on “the progress, order, and tranquility of Franco’s Spain.”46

From early on, Soviet leaders sought to turn visitors into advocates.

Sympathetic writers, intellectuals, and other fellow travelers were invited to

Moscow for charm sessions with Stalin. A list of luminaries—from George

Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells to Pablo Neruda and W. E. B. DuBois—left

spouting praise for the dictator and his system.47 For Soviet citizens, contact

with such foreigners almost always meant arrest during the purges of the

1930s.48 Stalin’s fear of contamination was so intense that, after the Nazi

defeat in 1945, more than 1.5 million repatriated Soviet prisoners of war

were either shot or sent to the Gulag.49 Given heavy wartime losses, the

executions were a bizarre sacrifice of manpower that could have helped in

economic recovery.

Khrushchev allowed in some Western tourists, and under Brezhnev the

flow increased. The main goal was, again, propaganda—to undercut hostile

portrayals of Soviet life. Trips were carefully planned. In each city, the KGB

trained teams of Young Communist League activists to interact with young

visitors.50 The number of tourists rose from 486,000 in 1956 to more than 6

million in 1988, although two-thirds of these were from other Soviet bloc



countries.51 Yet, fear of foreigners did not disappear: for example, a mass

circulation book published in 1963 was titled Spies Disguised as Tourists.52

The West, Brezhnev reminded Soviet youth in 1966, “was and still is a

treacherous and dangerous predator.”53

Besides propaganda opportunities, Western tourists brought profits. Most

dictators in warm countries held their noses and admitted rich holiday-

makers while defending against ideological or cultural contamination. The

conservative colonels who seized power in Greece in 1967 banned

miniskirts and sociology lectures.54 Yet, eager for cash, they tripled the

number of inbound tourists between 1966 and 1973. Still, there were limits.

Regulations barred entry to “any foreigner, dirty and ragged or wearing long

hair.”55

Besides tourists, another kind of border-crosser was the foreign student.

In 1968, fewer than half a million were studying abroad worldwide. By

2017, the number was 5.3 million—and about half were from

nondemocracies.56 Here, too, dictators faced a dilemma. Study in the West

meant access to Western technology, knowhow, and even political secrets.

Research suggests that countries that send more youngsters to college in

advanced economies tend to grow faster, especially if students major in

technology-oriented fields.57 But such students could be turned into

revolutionaries or even recruited by foreign intelligence. Back home, they

might spread dangerous ideas. Such fears were not unreasonable. Economist

Antonio Spilimbergo found that dictatorships that send more young people

to study in democracies become more likely to democratize.58

Admitting foreign students also had costs and benefits. With well-

designed courses, a dictator could shape the thinking of future political

elites around the world. The friendships such visitors forged with their hosts

could be exploited later. However, students from democracies might spread

liberal ideas. And, with their knowledge of the outside world, they could

expose the dictator’s lies.

In the Soviet Union, Stalin’s xenophobia won at first. Fewer than 900

foreigners were studying in the USSR in 1947, the vast majority from North

Korea and the Balkans.59 But later Moscow aspired to educate the

postcolonial elite. Khrushchev built the People’s Friendship University and



named it after Patrice Lumumba, an assassinated Congolese independence

leader. Soviet embassies handed out scholarships throughout Africa, Asia,

and Latin America. By 1988, there were more than 80,000 foreign students

in the USSR.60 For those who could not come, Moscow helped open

universities in Guinea, Mali, Ethiopia, Tunisia, and elsewhere, sending

Soviet professors to teach. In 1980, there were 935 such professors working

in Algeria alone.61 Washington, alarmed, stepped up its own efforts.

As he was wooing Third World students, Khrushchev also negotiated an

agreement on exchanges with President Dwight Eisenhower in 1958. Under

it, Americans were accepted to programs in Soviet universities. But the

numbers were small. Even in 1988, only about 1 percent of foreign students

in the USSR came from capitalist countries.62 In return, a few Soviets got to

study in the United States. They were all KGB-vetted and often KGB

officers themselves. One, Boris Yuzhin, became a double agent for the FBI.

Others—including Aleksandr Yakovlev and Oleg Kalugin—later surfaced

among reformist supporters of political change under Gorbachev and

Yeltsin.

Other authoritarian states also sent students to the United States. In the

late 1970s, OPEC dictatorships, flush with oil dollars, invested a few of

them in overseas education. The number of Saudis at U.S. universities grew

ninefold between 1970 and 1980. The number of Iranians grew even faster,

to more than 50,000.63 However, it was the Iranian students who stayed

home who had a bigger impact on their country’s history, participating in

the 1979 revolution that brought Ayatollah Khomeini to power. Under the

Islamic regime, few students made it to the United States.

While ambivalent about foreign tourists and students, almost all fear

dictators shared an aversion to foreign media. Most blocked intrusions when

they could.64 The Soviets worked to jam the broadcasts of Radio Liberty, the

BBC, and others that beamed programs over the Iron Curtain. They had

limited success: by the end, surveys suggest 50 percent of Soviet citizens

were listening to Western broadcasts at least once a week.65 In Spain, Franco

jammed the signals of Radio España Independiente, a station established

outside the country by the communist resistance. Pinochet’s government in

Chile blocked programming from Moscow and Havana. Cuba did its best to



drown out Florida radio stations from across the straits.66 Up until his death

in 2016, Uzbekistan’s dictator Islam Karimov banned foreign media.

Authoritarian rulers reacted with horror to the satellite TV revolution of

the 1980s. Soviet foreign minister Andrei Gromyko threatened to shoot

down any Western satellites that tried to broadcast into Soviet territory.67

(Fifteen years earlier, the KGB had raised alarms about propaganda crossing

the border on hot air balloons.)68 Cuba banned the homemade receivers that

were sprouting across Havana in the early 1990s.69 Iran and Saudi Arabia

prohibited satellite dishes in 1994, but enforcement proved difficult. By

1998, 60 percent of Saudis had receivers.70 Iran managed to slow

penetration but could not stop it. In 2003, there were almost 150,000 illegal

dishes in just Tehran.71 But by then the threat from satellite TV had been

overtaken by that of the Internet.

Cross-border flows of people and information were of huge concern to

twentieth-century dictators. But their most important interactions with the

outside world were, of course, military. Some started devastating wars.

Hitler marched into Poland; Mussolini invaded Ethiopia; Kim Il-Sung

attacked South Korea; Saddam Hussein sent troops against Iran and later

Kuwait. Others, however, avoided major external conflicts. For instance, the

Duvaliers in Haiti, Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe, and Augusto Pinochet in

Chile did not attack their neighbors. They focused their brutality on their

compatriots.

Short of direct military action, powerful dictators fought proxy wars,

either supporting other states in aggression or aiding insurgencies.72 Stalin

backed Kim’s war in Korea. Later, Moscow helped the North Vietnamese

invade the South and Arab states attack Israel. Soviet aid financed insurgents

such as the African National Congress in South Africa and the Sandinistas

in Nicaragua. Starting under Mao, Beijing championed anti-Western

guerrillas around the globe, training an estimated 20,000 insurgents from at

least nineteen African countries between 1964 and 1985.73 Fidel Castro also

sent Cuban troops to help guerrillas in Africa.

Another way dictators struck at their enemies was by supporting

terrorism. Tito and Ceauşescu both befriended Arafat’s PLO. One top KGB

general, Aleksandr Sakharovksy, even claimed to be the inventor of airplane



hijacking.74 Moscow and its allies financed, trained, and advised Marxist

groups such as the Red Brigades and the German Red Army Faction that

attacked Western targets. East Germany, according to its last interior

minister, was “an Eldorado for terrorists.”75

SPINNING THE GLOBE

Compared to their predecessors, spin dictators are much more comfortable

with a world of porous boundaries. In fact, that is also true of most

remaining fear dictatorships. Apart from North Korea and Eritrea, few still

cling to isolation. But spin dictators turn their openness into a weapon.

Most today embrace international travel. In 2019, 61 million foreigners

visited Hungary, 26 million Malaysia, 24 million Russia, 19 million

Singapore, and 9 million Kazakhstan.76 And their citizens toured the world:

Russians made 45 million trips, Hungarians 25 million, Kazakhstanis 11

million, and Singaporeans 11 million.77 Spin dictators are also open to

foreign study. In 2018, 84,000 Kazakhstanis, 62,000 Malaysians, 58,000

Russians, 24,000 Singaporeans, and 13,000 Hungarians were enrolled in

universities abroad.78 Meanwhile, foreign students poured in. In 2018, there

were 262,000 of them in degree programs at Russian universities. There

were 101,000 in Malaysia and 52,000 in Singapore.79

These days, blocking foreign information at the border is extremely hard.

Some remaining fear dictators still try, at least to some extent. North Korea

does its best to jam radio broadcasts from the South.80 Access to the Internet

is tightly restricted and short-wave radios banned. China blocks the websites

of leading Western publications such as the New York Times, the Economist,

the BBC, Le Monde, and Yomiuri Shimbun.81 It is also thought to jam

incoming Chinese-language radio broadcasts.82 Iran tries to block Persian-

language satellite programming.83

By contrast, spin dictators treat foreign media much as they do domestic

publications. They usually tolerate those that appeal only to the intellectual

fringe. Rather than ban them, dictators limit their audience. We saw in

chapter 4 how Lee Kuan Yew handled Western newspapers and magazines.

When these “misreported or slanted stories” about Singapore, he demanded

that they publish his reply verbatim. If editors refused, the government



capped the number of copies they could sell in the country.84 “We have to

learn to manage this relentless flood of information so that the Singapore

government’s point of view is not smothered by the foreign media,” Lee

wrote in his memoir.85 In poorer countries, expense or language barriers

could ration access to foreign news services as effectively as censorship,

without reflecting badly on the government. In richer countries, friction—

making access to foreign news channels inconvenient—often did the trick.

When it comes to military conflict, some spin dictators have an

aggressive image. When the economy falters, they adopt a nationalist tone.

Some—including Putin and Chávez—berate the West and portray their

country as a “besieged fortress.” Yet, with one or two exceptions, data on

wars and military disputes suggest the bluster is for show. Most of the wars

and military disputes fought in recent decades were initiated by the

remaining fear dictators or democracies. We return to this toward the

chapter’s end.

The relative peacefulness of spin dictators might seem surprising. An

external crisis can rally a ruler’s base behind him. And such leaders do

engage in frequent brinkmanship. Hugo Chávez kept tensions simmering on

the border with Colombia, periodically escalating and de-escalating for

dramatic effect. He broke off relations with Bogotá four times, only to

quietly resume them in return for “very soft concessions.”86 Yet, for obvious

reasons, actual military conflict is dangerous. It can end a dictator’s rule as

easily as prolong it.87 Militarism also clashes with the technocratic image

spin dictators seek. As Putin shows, spin dictators can use old-fashioned

military force at times. But Putin is the exception that proves the rule. With

a massive nuclear arsenal, he knows no country will risk invading to

overthrow him. At the same time, sensitive to the rules of spin, he has kept

official Russian casualties in Ukraine and Syria low, using proxy forces and

mercenaries where possible, and has declared all military deaths a state

secret.88 Most other spin dictators do worry about the risk of defeat and

prefer other, less dangerous methods of exploiting the outside world.

What methods? Dictators adapt homegrown techniques of manipulation

and deception to the international arena. They try to shape public opinion

abroad with the kind of modern propaganda they use on their own citizens.



And they recruit and corrupt Western elites much as they co-opt their own

educated class. They have two key aims: to strengthen their regime at home

and to defend against threats from abroad.89 Let’s consider these in turn.

FOREIGN ASSISTANTS

To spin dictators, the outside world is a source of allies, expertise, and other

resources to help build their image and spin the news at home. They tap into

these in a number of ways.

Collect foreign endorsements. Signs of international respect reinforce the

ruler’s claim to competence. So spin dictators collect foreign endorsements

and display them proudly to their citizens. Lee Kuan Yew’s Western visits

became occasions for fawning reportage. Straits Times correspondents

mined dinner speeches and toasts for nuggets of praise. To U.S. president

Lyndon Johnson, the paper’s readers learned, Lee was “a patriot, a brilliant

leader, and a statesman of the new Asia.”90 To British prime minister

Margaret Thatcher, he was a “uniquely outstanding” politician with a

“supremely fresh approach.”91 To President Reagan, Singapore under Lee

was a “dazzling success.”92 “The simple fact is that when you think about

Singapore,” New Zealand prime minister David Lange was quoted as saying,

“you think about Lee Kuan Yew.”93 To drive the point home, Singaporean

journalists milked anonymous sources for flattering gossip. “You don’t

know how glad these people are to talk to a visiting leader like your Prime

Minister,” one “journalist who covers foreign relations” confided during

Lee’s 1985 Washington trip. Unlike other leaders, Lee was ready to “go

right into the heart of issues.”94 In the Internet age, dictators use websites to

advertise such endorsements. That of Nazarbayev’s Presidential Library, for

instance, displays complimentary comments from a roster of presidents,

prime ministers, and UN secretaries-general.95

Another way to show the world’s respect is by hosting summits. Putin

spent almost $400 million chairing the 2006 G8 meeting in St. Petersburg.96

The results awed his country’s state-controlled TV anchors. The summit

was the most important held in Russia since Stalin, Churchill, and Roosevelt

met at Yalta, said Channel One. “It is Russia that is setting the economic

agenda,” NTV gloated.97 Nazarbayev lobbied hard for Kazakhstan to chair



the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)—and

eventually won. He then used this as validation at home. “Our achievements

are being recognized around the world,” he told a crowd of students and

workers in 2008.98

Besides the praise of foreign leaders, dictators seek the approval of

international experts. Nazarbayev had a particular penchant for Nobel prize

winners. By 2018, twenty laureates had trekked to the Kazakh capital for

discussions.99 Their tactful words were eagerly quoted by domestic media.

In 2010, Finn Kydland, an economics laureate, praised Nazarbayev’s

reaction to the global financial crisis, calling Kazakhstan’s situation “much

better than in most countries.” Fellow prize winner Robert Mundell said

Nazarbayev’s countermeasures had been “absolutely correct.”100

A third source of endorsements is celebrities. Of course, many politicians

are drawn to entertainers. But spin dictators skillfully cultivate and harvest

such relationships. Appearing at rallies or sports events with Western actors

and athletes, they deflect criticisms aimed at them by the celebrities’ home

governments. The message is simple. Western officials might seek to bully

the dictator and his country. But the Western public—and its most

glamorous representatives—rejects their leaders’ attacks.

Tito had hobnobbed with movie stars. Richard Burton and Elizabeth

Taylor visited his Adriatic villa. The Welsh actor even portrayed Tito in a

World War II adventure film.101 Today’s spin dictators do the same. Putin

befriended French actor Gérard Depardieu and action hero Steven Seagal.102

Hugo Chávez won visits from actors Sean Penn, Danny Glover, Tim

Robbins, and Kevin Spacey, as well as model Naomi Campbell.103 Singer

Harry Belafonte announced in one of Chávez’s broadcasts that “not

hundreds, not thousands, but millions of the American people … support

your revolution.”104 Diego Maradona, the Argentinian soccer star, appeared

in a Caracas stadium amid red balloons and fireworks to urge Venezuelans

to let Chávez remove term limits and run again.105 Even Hungary’s Viktor

Orbán found his own action movie star, Chuck Norris.106

Besides presiding at summits, dictators show their international clout by

winning the right to host sports events such as the Olympics. As Orbán’s

global reputation dimmed, his athletics diplomacy went into overdrive. In



2019, Hungary hosted the world championships of table tennis, fencing,

canoe sprinting, pentathlon, and Formula 1 racing. “It was one of our main

goals to bring as many international sporting events to Hungary as

possible,” Orbán’s foreign secretary explained.107 As in other overseas

endeavors, dictators use corruption to get their way. U.S. prosecutors

accused Russia and Qatar of paying millions of dollars in bribes to FIFA

officials to secure the 2018 and 2022 World Cup soccer tournaments. Putin

later awarded one FIFA official, Gianni Infantino, Russia’s Order of

Friendship.108

Get help from abroad in faking democracy. Having manipulated public

opinion, spin dictators hold elections to register their popularity, as we saw

in chapter 5. Foreign election observers help to legitimize these votes. But

how to keep them from denouncing the fraud that frequently accompanies

the balloting?

Sadly, it often does not take much. On various occasions, Western

election observers have pulled their punches despite evident irregularities.109

They may disregard red flags because of a country’s geostrategic importance

or because they believe it is moving in the right direction. Or observers may

be misled by sophisticated deception.

Still, with independent monitors incumbents always face some risk. In

the last two decades, dictators have developed a convenient workaround.

They create what political scientist Alexander Cooley calls “zombie”

election-monitoring groups.110 The mission of these is precisely to

legitimize flawed elections. With official-sounding names and international

membership, these groups appear at election time in countries with dubious

reputations.111 After the balloting, they appear on state media certifying the

dictator’s victory.

The Commonwealth of Independent States-Election Monitoring

Organization (CIS-EMO) was founded by a far-right activist, Aleksei

Kochetkov, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, in 2003. Since then, it has

observed dozens of votes in the former Soviet republics plus a few in

Turkey, Poland, and France. Its reports almost always endorse the elections

of Russia’s allies and contradict criticisms of the OSCE observers when

both are present.



Some incidents suggest less than total impartiality. Before the 2004

Ukrainian presidential election, one of the group’s “observers” spoke at

rallies for the Kremlin-favored candidate.112 In 2005, Kochetkov was

arrested in Moldova, where he had gone to observe another election, after he

reportedly got into a fight with a local citizen.113 (He said the case against

him was fabricated.) In August 2008, Kochetkov followed Russian troops

into Georgia to set up an international press center in occupied South

Ossetia.114

Kochetkov’s group managed to persuade a number of European political

bigwigs to serve on its missions, including former prime ministers of Poland

and Slovakia and European Parliament members from Italy, Poland, Latvia,

France, and Germany.115 This gave its pronouncements a credibility with

domestic audiences that an exclusively Russian team would have lacked.

The missions also offered the organizers opportunities to befriend members

of the European elite—another tactic we return to below.

Latin America has its own Council of Electoral Specialists of Latin

America (CEELA). A shadowy organization, without a website and with

unclear funding, CEELA was created in the mid-2000s as a “leftist

counterpart to electoral observation agencies sponsored by the Organization

of American States (OAS),” in the words of the Nicaraguan publication El

Nuevo Diario.116 It was staffed by former electoral officials and judges from

various Latin American countries, mostly those with left-wing governments.

The group has monitored national elections in Venezuela under Chávez and

now Maduro, pronouncing them legitimate.117 When the Sandinista leader

Daniel Ortega rejected OAS observers in 2008, he welcomed those of

CEELA, calling them among “the most suitable we could count on.”118 The

Nicaraguan opposition disagreed. CEELA, the Liberal Constitutionalist

Party charged, was “an instrument of the electoral fraud that the ruling

Sandinista National Liberation Front is forging.”119

Get help from abroad in arresting dissidents—for “nonpolitical”

offenses. At home, spin dictators prosecute opposition leaders for

nonpolitical offenses to conceal their true motivation. In much the same

way, they exploit Interpol—the international police organization—asking it

to issue “Red Notices” against their enemies abroad. Circulated globally,



these notices request all states to arrest the target and extradite him to the

source country.120

Interpol’s rules require it to reject applications that have a “political

character.”121 So, just as they do at home, dictators accuse their enemies of

nonpolitical crimes. Hugo Chávez pursued numerous individuals on

trumped-up charges. Patricia Poleo, a prize-winning investigative journalist,

was granted asylum in the United States after facing threats in Venezuela.122

Yet, on a trip to Peru she was detained because of a Red Notice charging her

with murder. The main witness later confessed he “had been paid to

fabricate his evidence.”123 Poleo’s father, Rafael, also a well-known

journalist, received his own Red Notice for comparing Chávez to Mussolini

and suggesting he might share the latter’s fate. As the communications

minister saw it, Poleo Senior had “asked for an assassination”—a serious

crime.124

Russia under Putin also exploited this process, hounding opposition

members for supposedly nonpolitical offenses.125 One political activist, Petr

Silaev, received a Red Notice for “hooliganism.”126 Another democratic

campaigner, Anastasia Rybachenko, was accused of “participating in mass

riots,” apparently for marching in a pro-democracy protest.127 Putin also

used Red Notices against troublesome foreigners like the investor William

Browder, who lobbied Western governments to punish the Kremlin for the

death in custody of his lawyer, Sergei Magnitsky.128 Although Interpol does

often reject politicized requests, it may arrest the target first before

evaluating such arguments, thus enabling dictators to harass and intimidate

their opponents on a global scale.

Cooperate with the West—while denouncing and exploiting it. Tito was a

master of playing both sides. For a while, he sold his “communist renegade”

image to the United States for generous helpings of military and economic

aid. But at the same time he sent spies to pilfer Western intellectual property

and help terrorists like Italy’s Red Brigades.129 By the 1970s, he was not so

much nonaligned as a double agent, and one dependent on borrowing and

stealing from the West. “Without Western money and technology,” he told

Romania’s Nicolae Ceaușescu, “there wouldn’t be any Communist society

in our countries.”130



Today’s spin dictators turn Tito’s double game into an art. They

participate in Western institutions in order to extract benefits, exploiting the

design flaws and weaknesses of these bodies. They trade with Western

countries, while denouncing them. They recruit networks of corrupt

partners in the West, simultaneously pursuing concrete goals and eroding

Western cohesion. At the same time, they make hypocritical speeches about

the West’s hypocrisy.131

Take Hungary’s Viktor Orbán. In the 2010s, he was simultaneously

among the European Union’s biggest beneficiaries and its harshest critics.

As of 2018, only Poland received larger net payments from the European

budget.132 That year, Brussels sent Hungary about 5 billion euros—around 4

percent of the country’s GDP.133 These funds helped Orbán entrench

himself. He used the money, according to the New York Times, to build a

“patronage system that enriches his friends and family, protects his political

interests and punishes his rivals.”134

One pot of cash was tied to land. Brussels allocated agricultural subsidies

on the basis of acreage. So the Hungarian leader sold thousands of acres of

state land to friends and associates in “cut-rate deals.” The owners then

received tens of millions of euros in subsidies.135 One beneficiary was

Lörinc Mészáros, the old friend of Orbán’s turned billionaire media baron

whom we met in chapter 4. Mészáros and his family ended up with more

than 3,800 acres of state land.136 Other EU money made its way to Orbán’s

cronies “via overpriced procurement contracts.”137

Yet, even as the funds flooded in, Orbán heaped abuse on his fellow

European leaders. Faced with an influx of migrants, they were “like an old

woman who is shaking her head in shock.”138 All he heard from Brussels

was “European liberal blah blah.”139 The continent was “staggering towards

its own moonstruck ruin.”140 Billboards throughout Budapest urged: “Let’s

stop Brussels.”141

For a long time, the EU hardly responded. Having grown from a small

club of like-minded West European states, it had few procedures to restrain

disruptive members. In the European Parliament, Orbán could exploit his

party’s importance to the center-right coalition, the European People’s Party

(EPP). Although Orbán’s party, Fidesz, accounted for only 5–7 percent of



EPP seats, it could make a crucial difference in close votes.142 In the

European Council, Orbán could simply threaten to veto—as he did in late

2020, blackmailing his colleagues by blocking the continent’s vitally needed

post-pandemic recovery package until they weakened a proposal to

discipline countries like his that abused the rule of law.143 Defying the EU’s

principles, Orbán removed democratic checks on his power while deriding

the Western politicians who failed to stop him. And he did this with the help

of EU money.

In Venezuela, Chávez used the Organization of American States (OAS)

as a backdrop for his international grandstanding—while calling for its

dissolution. The OAS, he said, was “a corpse that must be buried.”144

Despite the organization’s commitment to defending democracy, it did little

to oppose Chávez’s monopolization of power in Venezuela until 2010, when

its Commission on Human Rights issued a critical report.145 In part, OAS

inaction reflected Chávez’s use of petrodollars and cheap oil to co-opt a

phalanx of small Caribbean island states. These constituted a “diplomatic

shield … against international criticism” and made it hard to assemble the

two-thirds majority necessary to suspend an OAS member for “interruption

of the democratic order.”146

With the United States, Chávez played a similar double game. He baited

President Bush pitilessly for the amusement of his base. Bush was a

“donkey,” “an ignoramus,” “a coward,” “a killer” “a drunk,” “a liar,” “a

psychologically sick man,” or simply “Mr. Danger.” He was “more

dangerous than a monkey with a razor blade.”147 At the UN in New York in

2006, Chávez claimed to detect a lingering smell of sulfur the day after the

U.S. president had spoken.148 One might get the impression Venezuela’s

dictator hated the yanquis. And yet, throughout Chávez’s tenure, it was trade

with the United States that kept his country afloat. American importers

bought most of Venezuela’s oil, paying Caracas billions of dollars.149 Most

of the country’s imports came from the United States.150 As journalist

Francisco Toro put it, Chávez “railed against gringo imperialism all

morning, then spent all afternoon selling those same gringos oil.”151

Turkey’s President Erdoğan relied on NATO for ultimate deterrence

against Russia and Iran. He welcomed NATO Patriot missile batteries along



the border with Syria in 2012 to defend against a possible chemical weapons

attack.152 Yet, knowing that the alliance has no mechanism for excluding a

member state, he openly defied it, buying an S-400 air defense system from

Russia that was incompatible with NATO hardware.153 He violated the UN’s

arms embargo against Libya.154 And he used the right of all NATO members

to veto proposals to blackmail his partners, threatening to block the

alliance’s plans to defend the Baltics and Poland unless it backed his

offensive against Kurdish fighters in Syria.155

Putin used Russia’s seat in the OSCE to try to neuter that organization’s

pro-democracy mission. The organization’s consensus rule-making gave

each member leverage. At the organization’s 2011 summit in Vilnius, for

instance, “Moscow vetoed all the significant year-end documents.”156

Together with Nazarbayev and the leaders of five other former Soviet states,

Putin introduced a proposal in 2007 to end the autonomy of the OSCE’s

election-monitoring group. He threatened to veto proposed OSCE

protections for human rights advocates and pro-democracy NGOs.157 In the

end, the Western powers only deflected this challenge by co-opting

Nazarbayev with the 2010 OSCE chairmanship.

Get international help with political dirty tricks. A sad fact about spin

dictators is how many of the tricks they use originated in Western

democracies.158 Gerrymandering, for instance, got its name from a

nineteenth-century governor of Massachusetts, Elbridge Gerry, who

approved a peculiarly shaped voting district in 1812. The political use of

libel suits surfaced during the U.S. civil rights struggles of the 1950s, as

southern leaders deployed them to silence critics.159 Indeed, the U.S. South

was a hotbed of innovation. Long before Putin or Erdoğan, officials there

were harassing activists with ostensibly nonpolitical prosecutions. They

charged Martin Luther King Jr. with tax evasion and perjury and arrested

others for disturbing the peace, trespass, and disorderly conduct. The state

of Virginia pursued the NAACP for alleged violations of legal ethics.160

The world’s sleazy operators continue to look to the West for inspiration.

As the Kremlin’s political gurus set about recrafting constituencies for their

2016 election, they studied recent U.S. practice.161 In the early 2000s, the

Kremlin smeared Putin’s rivals by claiming they took money from Jews,



homosexuals, and a famous Russian Ponzi scheme organizer.162 Sound

familiar? In the 1972 U.S. race for the Republican nomination, Roger Stone,

a young aide to Richard Nixon, donated to Nixon’s rival, Pete McCloskey, in

the name of the “Young Socialist Alliance” and then used the receipt to

paint McCloskey as a left-wing stooge.163

In Singapore, British colonial practices prefigured much of Lee Kuan

Yew’s system, from its severe libel law to its Internal Security Act, which

permits indefinite preventive detention on national security grounds. The

island’s Sedition Act, based on a 1948 colonial ordinance, makes it criminal

to attempt any act that would “have a seditious tendency,” to utter any

“seditious words,” or to distribute or import any “seditious publication”—

all without defining “seditious.”164

Not just techniques but also expertise often comes from abroad. Orbán’s

idea to seek votes with vicious attacks on the émigré philanthropist George

Soros was the brainchild of two Washington consultants. One of them,

Arthur Finkelstein, was a legend in U.S. conservative politics, having started

out advising Nixon. Opponents called him the “Merchant of Venom.”165

Finkelstein also worked for a string of Israeli Likud politicians including

Ariel Sharon and Benjamin Netanyahu, as well as postcommunist leaders

from Albania to Ukraine.

Dictators seeking help with “black operations” can buy assistance from

firms based in rich democracies. Hollywood movie mogul Harvey Weinstein

hired an Israeli private security firm founded by former Mossad agents to

investigate a woman who accused him of rape.166 Orbán reportedly hired

this same firm, Black Cube, to discredit Soros’s NGOs. It secretly recorded

conversations with Soros employees and leaked misleading excerpts to the

press.167 Two Black Cube employees were arrested in Romania in 2016 for

allegedly staging cyberattacks against that country’s anticorruption

prosecutor.168

Of course, most dictators in economically developed countries have their

own, homegrown political tricksters. Putin has gone through a series of

them without having to resort to Americans. Indeed, he sends his own

“political technologists” or propagandists to help allies fight their own tough

elections or protests; recent beneficiaries include Viktor Yanukovych in



Ukraine in 2004 and Alexander Lukashenka in Belarus in 2020.169 Russian

political operatives have also been spotted advising candidates throughout

Africa.170 Chávez and Correa hired the best on the Latin American

market.171 And most dictators use their own security services rather than

retired Mossad agents to surveil domestic opponents. Still, when they need

to, autocrats can find a range of eager helpers in the West.

MAKING FRIENDS AND INFLUENCING

PEOPLE

Besides enlisting foreigners to help dominate their own countries, spin

dictators adapt homegrown techniques to fend off threats from abroad. The

greatest danger is that trigger-happy Western powers might intervene to

restore democracy. As the world modernizes, human rights organizations

and liberal groups in the West grow more insistent, as we will see in the

next chapter. A robust defense requires military preparation and economic

resilience. But, at heart, the battle is over ideas. To fight it, spin dictators

take their manipulation to the international arena. They work to reshape

global public opinion and co-opt Western power brokers.

Shaping global opinion. Most autocrats know Western elites would like

to remove them. But leaders in democracies depend on their citizens. They

must get public support for military or economic actions to oust a foreign

ruler. Spin dictators work to prevent this.

But how? One way is to win over Western publics. If dictators can do

that, governments will hesitate to attack. That can be a tall order, especially

in well-informed, educated societies. Despite hobnobbing with global

celebrities and topping polls at home, most dictators win few Western fans.

In 2007, Pew surveyed respondents in 47 countries about their opinions of

selected leaders. Among dictators, China’s Hu Jintao did best, with 42

percent expressing “some” or “a lot” of confidence in him in the median

country. Hugo Chávez came next with 36 percent, then Vladimir Putin with

32, and Iran’s Mahmoud Ahmadinejad with 19. In each case, far more

respondents expressed “not much” or “no confidence.” For comparison, 50

percent had confidence in Germany’s Angela Merkel.172



A second option, almost as effective, is to turn Western publics against

their own governing elites—in particular, those tempted by foreign military

action. That means supporting anti-elite movements. Russia’s Putin has

become the guardian angel of right-wing populists across Europe, providing

moral and sometimes financial support.173 Hugo Chávez also had his

network. Three of his former advisors helped set up Spain’s left populist

Podemos party.174

At home, dictators can co-opt or censor critical media, while

broadcasting their own messages on state-controlled TV. They have fewer

levers to influence public opinion abroad. Although certain ambitious fear

dictators attempt to censor media in the West—more on that later—spin

dictators are more realistic. What they can do is use their propaganda skills

on an international scale. One way is to create their own global TV channels

to compete with the BBC and CNN.

In 2005, Putin launched the international station Russia Today, later

shortened to RT. It aimed, the Russian president said, to “break the Anglo-

Saxon monopoly on … global information streams.”175 RT’s programming

brought together anti-Western gadflies (Julian Assange of Wikileaks had his

own show for a while) with established Western journalists (like the former

CNN heavyweight Larry King) along with young, bilingual recruits.176

These included embittered former journalists for Western networks who had

been laid off as Western media cut back foreign coverage.177 By 2015, the

channel claimed an audience of 700 million people in 100 countries,

although some accused it of inflating its figures.178

RT simultaneously seeks to boost Putin’s image and to fan populist

sentiment in the West. It portrays Putin as a responsive, popular leader. And

it exaggerates—and, where possible, inflames—tensions between Western

publics and elites, who are portrayed as cynical and bellicose. Besides

targeting Western viewers, the channel also appeals to those in non-Western

countries who are angered by U.S. interventions. Its presenters specialize in

a kind of anti-imperial pathos.

The station does not pretend to be independent. RT’s CEO has a phone

on her desk with a direct line to the Kremlin, used, in her words, to “discuss

secret things.”179 But the channel enhances its credibility with relatively



objective and detailed reporting on matters in which Russia’s authorities

have no stake. By 2010, the Kremlin claimed to be spending $1.4 billion

annually on international propaganda, much of this via RT. Electronic

media, Putin said in October 2014 with surprising frankness, had become “a

formidable weapon that enables public opinion manipulations.”180

Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez founded his own network, Telesur, with

Cuban, Uruguayan, and Argentine backing.181 By 2015, it was “the largest

24-hour television news channel in Latin America.”182 According to its

disillusioned former director, Aram Aharonian, Telesur quickly became a

“political instrument,” providing “propaganda as rolling news” to serve

Chávez’s agenda.183 The central point in that agenda was limiting U.S.

intervention in South America. Chávez’s communications minister, Andrés

Izarra, who later headed Telesur, described the network as resisting

“imperialism in any of its expressions.”184

Telesur sought to cultivate a region-wide, left-wing public opinion that

could combat U.S. influence and discourage right-wing coups. The network

proved itself when Chávez’s ally, President Manuel Zelaya of Honduras, was

overthrown in 2009. Telesur broadcast the protests of his supporters and

interviewed the deposed leader, helping rally international opinion against

the junta.185 The next year, when protesting police officers imprisoned

Ecuador’s President Correa in a hospital, killing five people, Telesur filmed

Chávez urging Ecuadorians to “neutralize the coup attempt” and the army to

rescue Correa.186 Ecuadorian troops later came to the president’s defense.187

Unlike the propaganda organs of old-school dictators, these channels do

not push an ideological, clearly distorted version of events. Rather, they

imitate modern Western programming, with high-quality production and

catchy formats.188 Instead of indoctrinating, they suggest alternative

narratives, distract from awkward truths, and spread doubt about the West.

“Question more,” is RT’s marketing slogan.189 In style, they also differ from

the global TV stations of modernized fear dictators such as China’s CGTN

(formerly CCTV) and Iran’s Press TV. Both of these suffer from the

censorship and cruder propaganda that characterize these countries’ official

media at home. A repressive undercurrent mars their patriotic message.

Both have broadcast confessions of prisoners extracted through torture.190



Spin dictators back up their international programming with other public

relations efforts. To buff his image, Chávez set up a Venezuelan Information

Office in Washington, headed by Deborah James, an experienced anti-

globalization activist.191 The office placed ads in popular magazines, fielded

a “rapid response team” of writers to challenge articles critical of Chávez,

and sent employees to conferences, demonstrations, and college campuses to

hand out literature.192 They educated grassroots sympathizers, James said,

on “ways they can work against US intervention.”193 Other leaders bought

PR services on the market. After Kazakhstan’s police killed fourteen

striking workers in the mining town of Zhanaozen, President Nazarbayev

hired former British prime minister Tony Blair to advise on handling the

press.194 Acknowledge the human rights issue, Blair told him, but insist on

the need to go “step by step.”195 Between 2000 and 2016, the Russian

authorities spent an estimated $115 million on foreign PR contracts,

according to PRWeek.196 Spending increased after the Russian annexation of

Crimea and interference in the 2016 U.S. election blackened Putin’s image.

To exploit the reputations of Western publications, dictators like to place

disguised advertisements in them. Kazakhstan paid CNN International to

run infomercials that glamorized the country. In style and format, these

were hard at first to distinguish from CNN’s own reports.197 An insert titled

“Russia beyond the Headlines” and paid for by the Russian government

appeared in Western newspapers such as the Daily Telegraph, Le Figaro,

Süddeutsche Zeitung, La Repubblica, and the Washington Post.198 In each

country, it mimicked the language and design of the host paper.199

Another homegrown tactic later used abroad is the manipulation of social

media. Russia’s Internet Research Agency (IRA) first surfaced in 2013 with

a brief to support the pro-Kremlin Moscow mayor, Sergei Sobyanin, and

attack his challenger, Aleksei Navalny.200 In 2016, its trolls used similar

techniques on U.S. voters. They posted messages online, set up tens of

thousands of bots, bought political ads using invented or stolen identities,

and even organized rallies in the United States.201 In Europe, too, the IRA

sought to influence elections, posting in German, French, Spanish, Italian,

Estonian, Bulgarian, and Romanian.202



Yet another way to influence Western opinion—and foreign policymakers

—is to fund think tanks. According to the New York Times, Kazakhstan,

Hungary, and Singapore have all contributed to the Washington-based

Atlantic Council.203 Kazakhstan also contracted with the Institute for New

Democracies, a partner of the Washington-based Center for Strategic and

International Studies.204 The U.S. State Department recently urged U.S.

think tanks to “disclose prominently on their websites” any funding received

from foreign governments or state-owned companies.205 Sometimes dictators

set up their own deceptively named think tanks in the West. Kazakhstan

established a Eurasian Council on Foreign Affairs in Brussels.206 A Russia-

linked Institute of Democracy and Cooperation appeared in Paris in 2008,

and another office with the same name opened in New York (it closed in

2015). These denied direct Kremlin involvement but were founded by a

Moscow lawyer, Anatoly Kucherena, who served on the public council of

the Russian Interior Ministry.207

Co-opting Western elites. At home, spin dictators try to co-opt their elite.

In a similar way, they set out to win friends in foreign capitals. The methods

range from personal charm to financial incentives and operate at multiple

levels.

Throughout his career, Lee Kuan Yew worked to befriend influential

foreigners. In 1968, while serving as prime minister, he took a “sabbatical”

for a month at Harvard. There he got to know opinion makers such as

political scholars Richard Neustadt and Henry Kissinger and economists

John Kenneth Galbraith and Paul Samuelson.208 The association lasted all

his life. In 2013, Harvard’s Belfer Center published a book of deferential

interviews with the “grand master.” Kissinger wrote an admiring

foreword.209

Lee appealed with his intellect and good manners. Others offer additional

inducements. Putin has actively cultivated present and former European

leaders. After Gerhard Schröder stepped down as German chancellor, the

Russian president quickly found him a job on the Nordstream gas pipeline

consortium. Later, Schröder added the chairmanship of the Russian state oil

company Rosneft.210 Putin offered positions in Russian energy companies to

former Italian prime minister and EU Commission president Romano Prodi,



former French president Jacques Chirac, and former U.S. commerce

secretary Donald Evans, although all declined.211 The Russian president

vacationed in Sardinia with Silvio Berlusconi, the former Italian prime

minister. Various members of the British House of Lords had connections to

Russian circles.212 In 2020, the London Times reported that fourteen

ministers in the British Conservative government and two members of the

Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee, charged with

investigating Russian political interference, had themselves “accepted

donations linked to Russia.”213

Such highly placed friends helped Putin in various ways. Berlusconi

stood up for him when he was attacked over human rights and the war in

Chechnya and even proposed admitting Russia to the EU.214 Later, he

defended Putin’s seizure of Crimea and sampled wine with him at a

Crimean vineyard—to the outrage of the Ukrainian government.215 While

still Italian prime minister, Prodi helped normalize the scandalous

expropriation of the oil company Yukos and the jailing of its owner, backing

the purchase of Yukos assets by the Italian energy companies ENI and

ENEL.216 Schröder, who claimed to view Putin as an “impeccable

democrat,”217 helped Gazprom’s CEO lobby the German economics

minister.218

To boost Kazakhstan’s image, Nazarbayev formed an International

Advisory Board of European political VIPs in 2010. They met in Astana,

the Kazakh capital, several times a year.219 The board included “four former

presidents, two former prime ministers, six former foreign ministers

(including from the UK, Germany, and Italy), a former European

commissioner (Benita Ferrero-Waldner), and other politicians and

prominent public figures.”220 According to the German magazine Der

Spiegel, each was paid an annual fee “in the seven figures.”221

Another way to buy influence abroad is by funding Western political

parties. Generally, this is not legal—which actually makes the contributions

more effective: the dictator earns not just gratitude but blackmail material.

Such funding is not new in itself. The Soviets, for instance, secretly

funneled money to communist politicians and parties in the West. What is

new is the non-ideological, opportunistic way dictators enlist political allies.



A number of Europe’s right-wing parties have been accused of taking

Russian funds. In 2014, a small bank with links to the Kremlin loaned 9

million euros to the French National Front party of Marine Le Pen.222

Shortly afterward, Le Pen publicly endorsed the referendum in which

Crimea residents approved Russian annexation. In 2018, an aide to the

leader of Italy’s populist Lega party discussed with Russians a deal to

channel tens of millions of dollars to his party via discounted fuel sales.223

The deal apparently fell through, but Italian prosecutors opened a corruption

investigation. Putin later praised the Lega leader, Matteo Salvini, with whom

he claimed to be in “constant contact.” Salvini frequently denounced EU

sanctions against Russia.224 An associate of Putin’s reportedly pledged 1.5

million euros to Edgar Savisaar, the leader of Estonia’s Center Party, in

2010.225 Savisaar said the contribution was to renovate a Russian Orthodox

church.

Short of paying them directly, the simplest way to influence Western

politicians is to hire lobbyists. This is completely legal and nothing new. In

2018–19, authoritarian governments spent up to $172 million on lobbying

and PR in the United States alone.226 Putin hired the Washington firm

Ketchum, whose staffers, according to Reuters, “urged the State Department

to soften its assessment of Russia’s human-rights record.”227 Chávez’s image

was protected by the law firm Patton Boggs.228 Even as he insulted the

yanqui imperialists and sheltered Julian Assange in his London embassy,

Ecuador’s President Correa paid a boutique PR firm $6.5 million to

ingratiate him with Washington insiders.229 The firm’s activities included

paying “protestors to wave signs and shout slogans” during a shareholders

meeting of the oil company Chevron, with which Correa had a dispute.

FEAR VS. SPIN

Many of the techniques spin dictators employ abroad are also used by

today’s fear dictators—and even by democrats. Indeed, in many ways,

foreign affairs have themselves become more a matter of spin, and less of

fear, than in the past. The ultimate decider remains military force. But it is

used less often. And deception, manipulation, and image—although always

important—have become more central.



These days, almost all states have porous borders, crossed each month by

staggering flows of people, products, and data. Leaders of all descriptions

hire PR firms and lobbyists to protect their interests and reputation in the

West. Even during the Cold War, some fear dictators had their man on K

Street. Republican operative Paul Manafort hit the news for helping the

thuggish leader of Ukraine in the 2000s. But before that he represented so

many African strongmen—from Sani Abacha of Nigeria to Mobutu Sese

Seko of Zaire—that rivals called his firm the “torturers’ lobby.”230

China, Libya, and most of the Gulf monarchies donate to Washington

think tanks.231 And fear dictators also cultivate foreign leaders, current and

former. The Advisory Council of China’s sovereign wealth fund counts

among recent members one former prime minister of Pakistan, one former

Canadian foreign minister, and one former German chancellor—the

globetrotting Gerhard Schröder, who, as we saw, has also graced the boards

of Russia’s state-owned companies.232 Like spin dictators, high-tech fear

mobilizers such as Saudi Arabia’s MBS use trolls and Twitter bots to

infiltrate social networks and promote their global image.233

Still, there are differences. Most follow from the aim of spin dictators to

blend in with democracies rather than define an alternative model. Abroad

as at home, they act the part of ordinary, democratic leaders. As noted, they

tend to be less bellicose than fear dictators. But they are dangerous in their

own way. They participate in predominantly Western institutions such as

NATO, the EU, and the OECD and exploit these from inside, eroding their

cohesion. As “good democrats,” they enroll in international forums that

promote free government. In Warsaw in 2000, for instance, 106 countries

signed a charter to advance democracy worldwide. Almost half the then-

existing spin dictators enlisted in this Community of Democracies,

compared to only 12 percent of fear dictators. With such a diverse

membership, it remained largely inactive.

Some fear dictators try to censor press coverage of themselves

worldwide. MBS seems to aspire to this. The murder of Washington Post

journalist Jamal Khashoggi and the 2017–21 blockade of Qatar, in part to

squeeze Al Jazeera, both appear aimed at that goal.234 Earlier, Iran’s clerics

asserted global censorship power with the fatwa against Salman Rushdie.



China, under Xi Jinping, has used economic leverage to punish tweets about

Hong Kong and Tibet and to pressure the publisher of China Quarterly to

purge articles from its online archive.235 North Korea hacked into Sony’s

computers to block the release of an unflattering comedy about its leader.236

By contrast, spin dictators do not obsess over foreign coverage.

Nazarbayev’s team was flustered at first by the 2006 release of Sacha Baron

Cohen’s comedy Borat, which portrayed Kazakhstan as an anti-Semitic,

misogynistic backwater. But they soon recovered. As one Astana-based PR

specialist put it, officials quickly refocused on “how to exploit such an

unexpected spotlight on the country.”237 The foreign minister later thanked

the film for boosting tourism: visa applications, he said, had jumped

tenfold.238

CHECKING THE EVIDENCE

We mentioned that spin dictators fight wars and initiate military disputes far

less often than do fear dictators. This is based on data on interstate wars

from the Center for Systemic Peace’s Major Episodes of Political Violence

(MEPV) data set and on militarized interstate disputes from the Correlates

of War (COW) project. Let’s consider these in turn.

Between 1980 and 2015, the only spin dictatorships to fight wars were

Russia, which invaded Georgia in 2008, and Azerbaijan, which fought

Armenia in Nagorno-Karabakh in the early 1990s.239 During the same

period, seven fear dictatorships fought a total of five wars.240 While the

average fear dictator was at war in one out of every 33 years, the average

spin dictator was at war in only one out of every 164 years. The rate for spin

dictators was actually lower than that for democracies (one out of every 114

years).241 In some of these wars, a dictator was attacked and so had to fight

back. But if we include only wars the country initiated, the frequency for

spin dictators is an even smaller fraction of that for fear dictators.242

What about military conflicts short of war? Here, we use COW’s

measure of “militarized interstate disputes,” which are defined as “all

instances when one state threatened, displayed, or used force against

another.”243 Examples include harassing another country’s planes with



fighter jets, firing warning shots, placing troops on higher alert, violating

borders, and threatening military actions.

Between 1980 and 2014, the last year in the data, spin dictators initiated

63 such military disputes, averaging one every 7.7 years. In the same period,

fear dictators initiated 421, or one every 2.9 years. Again, the rate was lower

for spin dictators than for leaders of democracies, who initiated one dispute

every 5.6 years.244 Putin turns out to be an exception. He initiated more

military disputes—21 in all—than any other spin dictator in our data.245

We should note one important issue. We are classifying dictators in part

by the extent of their domestic repression. But what if it is external military

conflict that makes autocrats more repressive at home? In that case, we

might see this pattern of results for the opposite reason. Rather than fear

dictators adopting aggressive strategies abroad, it might be that autocrats

who get drawn into wars, for whatever reason, tend to rule by fear at home.

In fact, a quick look at the seven fear dictators who fought wars during

this period suggests this was not generally the case. Six of them—Isaias

Afwerki, Ayatollah Khomeini, Deng Xiaoping, Le Duan, Meles Zenawi, and

Saddam Hussein—were well-known for repressive policies before their

countries became involved in the given war, not always at their choosing.

The remaining one—Hun Sen—came to power after war had already begun.

Still, even if we drop him, that changes the results only very slightly: the

average fear dictator was at war in one out of every 35—instead of every 33

—years, a rate more than four times higher than that of the average spin

dictator.

In short, the evidence suggests that dictatorships have changed not just in

how they maintain control at home but also in how they deal with the

outside world. As the balance has shifted from fear to spin, dictators have

become less bellicose and more focused on subtle manipulation. They seek

to influence global opinion, while co-opting and corrupting Western elites.

Rather than threatening Western alliances and institutions with frontal

attacks, they exploit them from inside. But what explains this global

change? We turn to that question in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

THE MODERNIZATION

COCKTAIL

If dictatorship has been changing, that prompts the question why. What has
led strongmen around the world to dress up in suits and act like democrats?
Why have most stopped executing their rivals in football arenas, packing
dissidents by the thousands into prison camps, and terrorizing the public
with loyalty rituals and personality cults?

The shift from fear to spin fits into a broader historical trend. For
centuries, as Steven Pinker has shown, violence has been receding.1

Statistics on everything from wars, homicides, and torture to animal abuse
show long-term declines. Most explanations focus on slow-moving forces.
Sociologist Norbert Elias credited what he called “the civilizing process.”
From the Middle Ages, as population density rose and commerce spread,
norms emerged to reduce interpersonal friction. Pinker, citing historian
Lynn Hunt, emphasized Enlightenment ideas and a broadening of empathy
fueled by the growth of printing, literacy, and the reading of novels.2

All this makes sense. But the reshaping of dictatorship since the 1980s
requires a more proximate explanation. In the preceding decades,
autocracies had been becoming, if anything, more violent.3 As we saw in
chapter 2, the share of dictators with more than ten political killings a year
peaked in the cohort that took power in the 1980s. Then something changed
to reverse the dynamic.

One possibility might be the falloff in wars. Both interstate and civil
conflicts have become rarer in recent decades.4 Military conflict has a
brutalizing effect, so that could in theory be part of the story. But, in fact,



we find a sharp drop in state political killings even among dictators who
were not involved in any wars at home or abroad.5

So what triggered the shift in forms of autocracy? We think the answer
lies in a cocktail of interconnected forces related to economic and social
modernization combined with globalization. For short, we call this the
“modernization cocktail.” It makes life harder for violent dictatorships and
nudges some into democracy. But others find ways to adapt and survive,
substituting deception and manipulation for terror.

The modernization cocktail has three ingredients: the shift from
industrial to postindustrial society, the globalization of economies and
information, and the rise of a liberal international order. The end of the
Cold War—itself partly a result of these forces—catalyzed the process. We
will use the rest of this chapter to spell out the details. But first, a note on
how the cocktail works.

It operates both within countries and at the international level. The shift
to postindustrial society occurs within countries. Work, education,
information technology, and social values all change. Sometimes this
internal dynamic prompts a dictator to replace terror with manipulation. But
as more and more countries modernize, the effect of the cocktail leaps to the
international level. It becomes an emergent property of the system. Trade
and investment flows knit economies together, while global media link their
news cycles and informational fields. International movements and
coalitions of states form to promote the new values—most importantly, the
respect for human rights. Sometimes these global influences drive even
dictators with less advanced economies to replace fear with spin.6 Table 7.1
summarizes the cocktail’s elements.

Our argument adapts—and revises—the “modernization theory”
prominent in Western social science since the 1960s. We agree that
economic development promotes political change.7 But we add two key
points. First, the global dynamic causes some dictatorships that are less
modern to democratize “early” because of pressures generated by
modernization elsewhere. The level of development matters not just within
countries but worldwide. And, second, the same forces that lead some to
democratize prompt others to adapt and preserve their dictatorship in a new



guise. Although economic development creates pressures for genuine
democracy, some autocrats manage to delay the transition by faking it.
Eventually, further modernization undermines even this option. But,
expertly executed, spin dictatorship can delay this reckoning for a while. As
a result, although the link from development to democracy still holds, it is
less obvious and immediate than simple versions of modernization theory
suggest.

TABLE 7.1. The Modernization Cocktail

Shift from industrial to postindustrial society

Increased role of creative, information-rich work

Spread of higher education

Replacement of “survival” by “self-expression” values

Rise of new communications technology

Economic and informational globalization

International integration of trade and finance

Emergence of global media

Rise of a liberal world order

Growth of international human rights movement

Spread of international law and institutions promoting human rights and democracy

Evidence of the modernization cocktail at work can be found in statistical
data, historical patterns, and in what dictators themselves have said about
the challenges they faced. We turn to these now.

POSTINDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

The first ingredient in our modernization cocktail is the postindustrial

transition. Since the start of the Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth
century, economic life has changed—and, with it, society and politics.
People sometimes imagine this as a single, sweeping transformation that, in
one blow, turned traditional communities into modern ones. But that is not
how it actually happened. In fact, change came in two phases.

In the first, people moved from the countryside to cities, leaving farms
and workshops for factories. Subsistence agriculture and crafts gave way to



mass production of standardized goods. Societies of small, mostly self-
sufficient villages linked up into complex, interdependent systems. The
second phase began after World War II in the more economically advanced
countries. In this period, a “postindustrial society” replaced “industrial
society,” as manufacturing lost ground to services and—most importantly—
to creating and processing information.

Many writers—from sociologist Daniel Bell to business analyst Peter
Drucker and futurist Alvin Toffler—have described how this second phase
changed life in Western democracies. But fewer have considered its
influence on authoritarian states. Those who did usually assumed
modernization would lead straight to democracy. As we have said, it does
push in that direction. Yet, rather than simply giving in, dictators can adapt.

But before getting to that, let’s consider what goes into the postindustrial
transition. This consists of several elements. First, the nature of work

changes. By the late twentieth century, industry was running out of steam as
a driver of economic growth in the West. Further advance required not just
more factories with longer assembly lines. It required inventing smarter
machines and smarter ways to use them, along with new products that no
one yet realized they needed. In short, it called for innovation.

Industry’s share in output was shrinking. By the 1970s, service-sector
jobs outnumbered working-class ones in the United States.8 In what
remained of industry, fewer worked in factories.9 Robots were taking over
the rote tasks. Those humans still employed used mostly brain, not muscle.
They were computer operators and technical analysts, process engineers and
programmers, designers and marketers, accountants and managers.10 They
experimented, problem-solved, gathered data and interpreted it.

Meanwhile, the growing service sector demanded ever more creativity.
Of course, there were plenty of janitors and hamburger cooks. But they
worked alongside hordes of consultants, architects, engineers, doctors,
academics, artists, designers, entertainers, athletes, and journalists—
occupations that fall within what urbanist Richard Florida calls the “creative
class.”11 By 2015, this class had 52 million members in the United States—
about one-third of the workforce.12 In Western Europe, the share ranged
from 26 percent in Portugal to 54 percent in Luxembourg.



From financial products to health treatments and musical performances,
the things these professionals produced required deep knowledge and
original thinking. Their value came from the information they embodied
more than from the materials embodying it. With digitization, informational
goods could be reproduced without limit and transported at virtually no
cost. That meant enormous economies of scale.13

For authoritarian leaders, the changing sources of growth posed a
dilemma. In the old days, Stalin and Mao could double GDP by forcing
peasants into factories, at great human cost. In that phase, the coerced
reallocation of labor was a brutal but effective way to raise output. Despite
the inefficient organization of Stalinist industry, labor was still more
productive in the factories than on peasant farms.14 But once progress
required imagination, Stalin-style coercion no longer worked. You could not
order people to have ideas.15 Bureaucratic discipline stifled innovation,
which almost by definition requires breaking rules. Ideology was even more
deadly.

The pioneer of spin dictatorship, Lee Kuan Yew, understood this already
in the 1990s. As he told an interviewer:

With today’s high technology you just can’t squeeze the maximum
productivity out of advanced machinery without a self-motivated and
self-governing work force. What is the point of having $100 million
worth of machinery in a factory if you can’t get 95 percent productivity
or more out of it through the use of quality circles, involving engineers in
the productivity process, as the Japanese do? … One simply cannot ask a
highly educated work force to stop thinking when it leaves the factory.16

A highly educated workforce? That was another issue. As the nature of
work changed, so did the importance of education. In the industrial age,
capitalists had lobbied the state to set up primary schools.17 Factory owners
needed well-trained workers. Basic literacy and arithmetic came in handy,
but character and discipline mattered more. Peasant recruits had to learn to
sit still for hours, performing boring, repetitive tasks. They had to become
attentive, respectful, “punctual, docile, and sober.”18 Of course, those traits
were also politically useful. To please the government, primary school



teachers mixed in a dose of deference and patriotism. Even secondary
schools helped with socialization.

But higher education is something else. As countries leap to
postindustrial production, they need a new kind of human capital. For basic
industrial jobs, primary and secondary schooling are sufficient. But
competing with the advanced economies requires college-educated
workers.19

The problem for autocrats is that higher education is intrinsically linked
to freedom of thought. College courses are almost impossible to sanitize
completely. Critical thinking tends to slip out of control. Those who
examine electrodes on Monday may turn to electoral procedures on Tuesday.
Analytical, communication, and organizational skills can be used for many
purposes—including coordinating antigovernment protests.20 At the same
time, cutting-edge research is by nature international, which means it
contains hidden messages about the outside world. All this makes university
education much harder for dictators to manage.

Consider one example. The early 1950s in the Soviet Union was a time of
intense conformism. Stalin had unleashed a vicious “anti-cosmopolitan
campaign,” arresting Jewish doctors and executing them as spies. At
Moscow State University, the undergraduate course in law consisted mostly
of “massive ideological brainwashing,” as one alumnus later recalled.
Although an idealistic communist, this student found himself plagued by
questions about the party line. What sowed these doubts? Some dissident’s
pamphlet? In fact, the source was the classic texts of Marx, Engels, and
Lenin, each of which, he wrote, “contained a detailed criticism of their
opponents’ theses, a system of counter-arguments and theoretically
sustained conclusions.”21 These works did not turn Mikhail Gorbachev into
an anticommunist. But—perhaps more dangerous to the old order—they
taught him to think.

Why did clear-sighted dictators not simply close the universities? Mao
and Pol Pot tried this for a while. Pinochet reduced college admissions by a
third.22 But to others the economic costs seemed too high. To boost growth
and defend against military threats, dictators needed graduates—so they
churned them out. In 1950, almost no one in the average nondemocracy had



a bachelor’s degree. By 2010, 6 percent of those aged fifteen and older did.
In some authoritarian states, the rate exceeded that in the average
democracy (9.5 percent)—and even that in the high-income democracies
(14.6 percent).23 In Singapore by 2010, 30 percent of those fifteen and older
had completed higher education. Among Russians, the figure was 25
percent, and among Kazakhs, 14 percent. In all three countries, the
proportion in 1950 had been under 2 percent.24

As numbers rose, dictators sought to limit the damage. One possibility
was to restrict advanced study to technical disciplines. That had been the
Soviet plan. “Education,” Stalin told British novelist H. G. Wells, “is a
weapon the effect of which is determined by the hands which wield it.”25 He
and his successors sought to wield it in the interest of stability. Mathematics
and physics were developed to world standards, while social sciences were
replaced by Marxism-Leninism.26

Yet, even in the sciences something still went wrong. In the 1950s,
physicist Andrei Sakharov helped to develop the Soviet hydrogen bomb. In
the 1960s, he developed a conscience. Again, his doubts came not from
some freethinker’s pamphlet but from his work itself. In 1961, the Soviet
leader, Nikita Khrushchev, decided to resume atmospheric nuclear testing.
To Sakharov, that threatened a slide toward thermonuclear war, the horrible
consequences of which he understood. Exploiting his international
reputation, he published in the West a passionate plea for global
cooperation. In it, he warned against the “infection of people by mass
myths, which, in the hands of treacherous hypocrites and demagogues, can
be transformed into bloody dictatorship.”27 The “Father of the Soviet H-
bomb” became the father of the dissident movement.

Even for those who avoided politics, technical education provided skills
to circumvent state controls. The Soviet bosses frowned on Western rock
music, with its subversive lyrics. But bootleggers made records of foreign
hits by cutting grooves into discarded X-ray plates.28 In the 1970s and
1980s, Estonians bought microchips in Finland that enabled their TVs to
receive Finnish programming. A shortage of thermometers broke out after
someone found a way to improve TV antennae using mercury.29 The



knowledge that enabled technicians to serve the authorities also helped them
cut through censorship.

Old-style repression was ill-suited to these challenges. In the 1930s,
Stalin might have denounced Sakharov as a Japanese spy and executed him
in the basement of the Lubyanka Building. But then what breakthroughs
could be expected from the next generation of nuclear physicists?

In fact, it was even worse. Dictators had to contend with a third, related
challenge. The spread of higher education and creative work catalyzed
another disruptive development. This one had to do with the beliefs and

values of citizens.
Since the early 1980s, a team of researchers led by Ronald Inglehart, a

professor of political science at the University of Michigan, has been
studying how values evolve. Every five years or so, the team polls
representative samples of adults in close to 100 countries, containing almost
90 percent of the earth’s population. Their World Values Survey, which we
encountered already in chapter 1, asks about everything from sexual norms
and personality traits to religion and national pride. The results show
striking common patterns. As countries develop economically, their citizens
undergo dramatic shifts in values and beliefs. These come at somewhat
different times and income levels in different places—the onset and speed of
change reflect local religious and other historical legacies. Still, the same
evolution seems to occur everywhere.

A first change happens as countries industrialize. The traditional culture
of the village, centered on religion and customary family roles, gives way to
“secular-rational” values, based on man-made laws. Impersonal procedures
become more important than personal relationships, which no longer work
so well in a society of dense cities and large factories. This need not
threaten authoritarian rulers. They are, after all, the ones who make the laws
and procedures.

But a truly revolutionary shift occurs in the second phase. In the
agricultural and industrial eras, most people struggle to survive. But in the
postindustrial age, as affluence spreads, people think less about making ends
meet and more about the quality of life. They start to see their social
identity as a personal choice rather than an accident of birth—and as



something they should “express.” People become more tolerant and
individualistic, less deferential, and more eager to participate in civic and
political settings. In Inglehart’s terms, “survival values” give way to “self-
expression values.”30

This does not happen to everyone at the same time. Although industry
shrinks in the postindustrial age, it does not disappear. Indeed, for a while,
agricultural and industrial workers remain a majority. If their prospects
worsen, they may retreat to “survival” and “traditional” values. Often,
manual workers resent the information economy professionals with their
postmodern perspectives. The early postindustrial era is a time of culture
clashes. And these may intensify as the industrial-era majority shrinks
toward minority status.

A final aspect of the postindustrial transition concerns technology. The
new, information-rich work requires novel communications media. The most
dramatic example is the emergence of the Internet. To understand its impact,
consider how online messaging differs from earlier methods.

The key media of the mid-twentieth century—radio and television—were
“one-to-many.” A single source broadcast to a large audience. Such media
favor centralized politics, whether autocracy or elite-dominated democracy.
They helped old-school dictators project strength and spread fear. “It would
not have been possible for us to take power or to use it in the ways we have
without the radio,” Goebbels insisted.31 One-to-many media are also
relatively easy to censor. By controlling a few studios, one controls virtually
all broadcasting.

By contrast, the Internet is “many-to-many.” Many users can interact
simultaneously with many others. At almost no cost, they can create their
own content, effectively building their own media. At the same time, the
Internet is searchable. Thanks to Google and similar programs, needles leap
out of any haystack. And, for those with broadband connections, sending
and receiving messages (including photos and videos) is virtually costless
even over immense distances.

These features affect politics in several ways. The Internet’s many-to-
many interface, searchability, and low marginal transmission cost make it
uniquely suited to form networks of like-thinkers. Indeed, the networks form



themselves as individuals use the web. Meanwhile, the Internet makes
blanket censorship difficult. It is no longer enough to control a few central
studios. Besides facilitating creative jobs, the Internet incubates the creative
class. It is where the informed get to know each other. Fear dictators
triumph through divide and conquer, by isolating opponents and crushing
them. The Internet brings them together.32

These four changes—in the nature of work, education, social values, and
communication technology—make it harder for dictators to dominate
citizens in the old way. Harsh laws and bureaucratic regulations provoke
furious responses from previously docile groups. These groups have new
skills and networks that help them resist. At the same time, violent
repression and comprehensive censorship destroy the innovation now central
to progress. Eventually, the expansion of the highly educated, creative class,
with its demands for self-expression and participation, makes it difficult to
resist a move to some form of democracy.

But so long as this class is not too large and the leader has the resources
to co-opt or censor its members, an alternative is spin dictatorship. At least
for a while, the ruler can buy off the informed with government contracts
and privileges. So long as they stay loyal, he can tolerate their niche
magazines, websites, and international networking events. He can even hire
the creative types to design an alternative reality for the masses. This
strategy will not work against a Sakharov. But Sakharovs are rare. With a
modern, centrally controlled mass media, they pose little threat.

Co-opting the informed takes resources. When these run low, spin
dictators turn to censorship, which is often cheaper. They need not censor
everything. All that really matters is to stop opposition media reaching a
mass audience. And here the uneven dynamics of cultural change help. Early
in the postindustrial era, most people still have industrial-era values. They
are conformist and risk averse. The less educated are alienated from the
creative types by resentment, economic anxiety, and attachment to tradition.
Spin dictators can exploit these sentiments, rallying the remaining workers
against the “counterculture” while branding the intellectuals as disloyal,
sacrilegious, or sexually deviant. Such smears inoculate the leader’s base
against opposition revelations.33



As long as the informed are not too strong, manipulation works well.
Dictators can resist political demands without destroying the creative
economy or revealing their own brutality to the public. But as the informed
become numerous, accumulating skills and resources, developing their
media, and spreading their values deeper into the population, it gets harder
to prevail even with the help of expert spin. And then there are the cocktail’s
international effects, which can undercut even a successful domestic
strategy.

NETWORK EFFECTS

The second element in the modernization cocktail is economic and

informational globalization. As more and more countries make the
postindustrial transition, connections proliferate among their economies and
media. These elevate modernization from a process within individual states
to a global force. Contacts among the informed of different countries
generate networks of liberal opinion and activism.34 Such networks
coordinate pressures on the remaining dictatorships—including those that
are less modern. Old-style autocrats become increasingly vulnerable.

Economic integration has reshaped the world since 1945. Many
dictatorships were sucked into this process. As World War II ended, most of
these consumed almost all they produced. The median nondemocracy
exported just 10 percent of the goods it made and spent just 8 percent of its
income on imports. By the mid-2000s, it was exporting 43 percent of output
—about twice the pre-World War II peak—and spending 33 percent of GDP
on imports.35 The global production chains of multinational corporations
crisscrossed the continents. By 2019, such firms employed 82 million
people outside their home countries, many in autocracies.36

As they raced into product markets, dictators also plugged into the
circuits of global finance. Already in the 1980s, many were borrowing
mind-boggling sums. The OPEC oil price hikes showered hundreds of
billions of dollars onto a few oil-rich states, which deposited their winnings
in Western banks. These then loaned much of the money to developing
world dictatorships. Debts ballooned. Between 1971 and 1988, the Soviet
Union’s debt to Western creditors soared from $2 billion to $42 billion and



Poland’s from $1 to $39 billion.37 In the same period, Brazil’s foreign debt
surged from $8 to $118 billion, Mexico’s from $8 to $99 billion, and
Argentina’s from $6 to $59 billion.38 After 1990, it was foreign direct
investment (FDI) that soared. The stock of FDI in the median authoritarian
state increased from 6 percent of GDP in 1990 to 26 percent in 2010.39

Another integrating force was new communication technology. As the
Internet connected critics of the government within countries, it
simultaneously wove networks across state borders. To censor
comprehensively, dictators now had to either block off their country
completely or filter a barrage of data. And as the world economy built the
Internet into its infrastructure, a total boycott grew increasingly costly. By
2014, 12 percent of global goods trade occurred through e-commerce.40 In
2017, half of all services exchanged—worth $2.7 trillion—were delivered
digitally.41 By that time, international data flows were having a stronger
effect on growth than either trade or FDI, according to the consultancy
McKinsey.42 Old-school censorship—restricting citizens to a few
homemade, pro-government broadcasts—was less and less feasible.

As communication technology advanced, media globalized. A symbol of
this was the rise of CNN, the first truly international television news
network. Founded in 1980, the station had attracted 53 million viewers in 83
countries by 1992. Fifteen years later, it was reaching 260 million
households.43 Its success spawned imitators. In 1994, the BBC started a 24-
hour news channel, and the Qatar-based Al Jazeera launched its
international news coverage in 1996.44 In the 2000s, some spin dictators
founded their own international channels, as we discussed in chapter 6.

Globalization—in all its dimensions—inspired high hopes. Some
imagined international commerce would undermine dictatorship by
spreading political knowledge. As U.S. president George H. W. Bush put it
in 1991: “No nation on Earth has discovered a way to import the world’s
goods and services while stopping foreign ideas at the border.” Others
thought competition for investment would force autocrats to liberalize. The
information revolution prompted similar claims. President Clinton thought
freedom would “spread by cell phone and cable modem.”45 The Internet was
pronounced a “liberation technology” that would free oppressed societies.46



Some also thought global 24-hour news channels like CNN would expose
and isolate human rights abusers. UN secretary-general Boutros Boutros-
Ghali called CNN “the sixteenth member of the Security Council.”47

Such expectations proved exaggerated. The evidence that trade and
investment by themselves drive political change is weak.48 Businessmen are
too inconsistent, forgetful, and profit-oriented to act as political umpires.
Exporting countries whose trade partners respect human rights do tend to
respect them more themselves, but that probably reflects the pressure of
governments and human rights organizations rather than trade per se.49

Foreign direct investors seem to prefer humane democracies, perhaps
because they have more checks and balances, more transparent policies, or
more educated, innovative workers.50 Yet, there are glaring exceptions. In
the five years after troops massacred students in Beijing’s Tiananmen
Square, the stock of FDI in China more than quadrupled.51 It rose from
about $21 billion in 1990, the year after Tiananmen, to $1.8 trillion in
2019.52 When there is money to be made, memories of atrocities fade fast.
And banks do not seem to limit their lending on humanitarian grounds.

The Internet’s political effects also turned out to be complicated and
context-dependent. It both empowers anti-regime protesters and facilitates
state surveillance.53 As for global TV news, the immediacy of CNN footage
was offset by a trend after 1980 toward cost-cutting in international
reporting. By 2014, the share of international news across all U.S. media
was “at an all-time low.”54 And research has failed to find clear evidence for
the “CNN effect”—the idea that vivid media coverage prompts Western
governments to act.55

No single aspect of globalization proved a silver bullet. But they pack
more of a punch when combined and mixed with other elements of the
cocktail. Footage channeled from social media to global TV weakened
dictators at times, especially those already destabilized by economic
globalization and domestic modernization. Al Jazeera’s coverage of protests
in Tunisia in 2011 helped ignite the Arab Spring. Much of that coverage, in
fact, “came from cell phone videos, taken by the public on the spot and
communicated via Facebook.”56 Tunisia, which had grown richer and more



educated under the twenty-four-year rule of dictator Zine el Abidine Ben
Ali, tipped into tentative democracy.57

Or consider an early, celebrated case—that of Mexico’s Zapatista
uprising. In January 1994, a band of indigenous guerrillas emerged from the
jungle to seize four towns in the Chiapas mountains. For centuries, local
people had grown corn and coffee on the rocky hillsides. But the North
Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), just signed with the United States
and Canada, threatened to flood the market with cheap alternatives. As the
guerrillas’ spokesman—the ski-mask-sporting, pipe-smoking
Subcomandante Marcos—put it: “The free-trade agreement is a death
certificate for the Indian peoples of Mexico.”58

Mexico’s President Carlos Salinas sent in 15,000 troops with helicopter
gunships to bomb from the air. “We unleashed every possible measure to
annihilate the guerrillas,” he said later.59 But then, unexpectedly, he stopped,
announcing a unilateral cease-fire and sending a trusted colleague to
negotiate. This reversal surprised his supporters. One television tycoon
urged him to crush the rebels, just as a previous president had massacred
students in 1968.60 “I told him these were different times, and that instead
we had to listen to their valid demands for justice,” Salinas recalled.

Why were the times different? First, while past clashes between troops
and peasants had attracted little press coverage, this story exploded.
Suddenly, unrest in a remote corner of Central America was on the news in
capitals around the globe. “It was something new, unexpected, unheard of
that it had captured the world’s attention,” Salinas remembered.61 In Mexico
City, middle-class protesters waved signs that read “Stop the Genocide.”62

Demonstrations of sympathy erupted across North America and Europe.63

The rapid global response reflected in part the Internet’s new power. A
couple of years earlier, local NGOs in Chiapas had bought a web server
hoping to cut their fax bills.64 Soon they were connected to a worldwide
coalition of anti-globalists, environmentalists, union organizers, human
rights activists, feminists, and advocates of indigenous people. When
Salinas’s troops struck, this network was ready. As soldiers stormed the
villages, pictures and videos filtered out to partners around the world. News
stations picked them up.



A second reason for Salinas’s reversal was the timing. In 1994, as a
crucial presidential election loomed, Mexico’s economy was on a knife-
edge. A massive inflow of speculative money was boosting the spending of
the middle and working classes. Political violence threatened to send
investors fleeing. The economy, wrote one analyst, was “an enormous
confidence game.”65 Salinas could not risk bursting the bubble. U.S.
ambassador James Jones warned him that if he crushed the Zapatistas, Wall
Street would drop him “like a hot potato.” “About 24 hours of a CNN war”
is all it would take, he told the president.66

Had they acted earlier, the authorities could have cut the guerrillas’ web
connections, stemming the flow of news. But Salinas’s generals were still
fighting the last war. They thought they were up against a classic guerrilla
insurgency. In fact, they faced something new. As Mexico’s secretary of
foreign affairs, José Ángel Gurría, put it, this was not a battle of guns and
grenades but “a war of ink, written words, a war on the Internet.”67

Salinas’s regime, already halfway from fear to spin dictatorship, was
pushed into a low-violence strategy.68 What made the difference was the
combination of Internet communications, global news media, and financial
vulnerability produced by the country’s rapid integration into global capital
markets. That—and one other element to which we now turn.

THE RIGHTS STUFF

Our cocktail’s third ingredient is the rise of a liberal international order. An
important driver of this was the emergence of a global movement for human
rights. From around the world, small groups of educated professionals with
progressive values and often legal training linked up in the late twentieth
century into a network of liberal NGOs. They used the global media,
international law, and a range of innovative tactics to focus pressure on
brutal dictators. It was this network that turned the Zapatista rebellion into a
cause célèbre.

Such activists created a range of problems for the old-school autocrats.
“It’s difficult for us to make history,” one African strongman lamented in
2009. “We have to carry out our own French Revolution with Amnesty
International peering over our shoulder.”69 The strongman in question,



Laurent Gbagbo, had become president of the Ivory Coast nine years earlier.
In April 2011, a mix of rebels, French troops, and UN blue helmets would
pry him out of his presidential bunker. He had refused to accept defeat in an
internationally monitored election. Hunkering down in the capital of the
world’s leading cocoa producer, Gbagbo had clung to power as his
supporters rampaged outside the palace gates.70

Not so long before, he had been his country’s hope for a better future.
During the thirty-three-year rule of Ivory Coast’s postcolonial dictator, Félix
Houphouët-Boigny, Gbagbo had become a dissident demanding democracy.
But once elected president, he had changed. Nicknamed “the baker”—slang
for a crafty manipulator—Gbagbo had terrorized supporters of his northern
rival, Alassane Ouattara. He had canceled the 2005 election. But then in
2010 he had called a national vote, only to find his supporters outnumbered
by the northern opposition. Down to his last few million dollars, Gbagbo
retreated to the bunker as fighting killed thousands outside.

Back in 1999, Gbagbo had puzzled over the stubbornness of Slobodan
Milošević, the Serbian dictator who was defying NATO over Kosovo. “What
does Milošević think he can do with the whole world against him?” he had
asked his aides.71 But in 2011 it was Gbagbo that “the whole world” was
after. Indicted by the International Criminal Court for crimes against
humanity, he followed the Serbian strongman to the Hague and spent seven
years there in a prison cell. Unexpectedly, he was acquitted in 2019, after
the judge ruled the prosecutor’s evidence inadequate.72

Amnesty International (AI)—the group that makes it hard for modern-
day Robespierres to “make history”—was founded in 1961. A London
lawyer, Peter Benenson, read of two Portuguese students who had been
jailed for drinking a toast to freedom.73 Benenson’s idea was to recruit
volunteers to track all those imprisoned for their political beliefs worldwide
and barrage their jailers with letters.74 The organization has since grown to
include 5 million activists, along with 2 million members and supporters.75

The ideas behind the modern “human rights revolution” go back to the
Enlightenment.76 Writings of Locke, Hume, Voltaire, and Rousseau
informed the American and French revolutionaries, with their Bill of Rights
and Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.77 Similar language



featured in various nineteenth-century campaigns—against slavery and
colonial abuses, for women’s equality. But only after World War II was
much done to incorporate human rights into international law.78 The five
years after 1945 saw the UN created, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights adopted, the Nuremberg and Tokyo trials held, and the Genocide
Convention and Geneva Convention signed.

During the Cold War, anticommunism often overshadowed humanitarian
goals for Western elites. But the USSR’s disappearance lessened the appeal
of realpolitik. Human rights became “cool,” with artists and popular culture
celebrities embracing activism.79 The term itself invaded public debates. In
1980, the New York Times referred to “human rights” in 595 stories. By
2000, that had increased to 1,548 articles. This changed not just in the West.
In news programming from around the world monitored by the BBC,
“human rights” appeared in 838 stories in 1980, 1,809 in 1990, and 9,193 in
2000. Even China’s Xinhua state news agency mentioned human rights
more and more often—140 times in 1980 and 1,415 times in 2000.80

As more countries democratized, many created “truth commissions” to
document past abuses—28 countries had these by 2006.81 Some set up
museums to preserve and exhibit evidence. Meanwhile, lawyers took to
prosecuting former dictators and their agents.82 Some pressed for new
international courts and tribunals, while others used domestic courts. The
number of prosecutions rose from zero in 1970 to more than 250 worldwide
in 2007.83 Most trials were domestic, but a few notorious offenders faced
justice in international bodies. Milošević died in jail in 2006. Bosnian Serb
leader Radovan Karadžić, plucked out of a secret second life, was sentenced
to life in prison. Liberian rebel leader and president Charles Taylor is
serving fifty years.

Besides public opinion and law, human rights activism has influenced
international business. No CEO wants to be branded a friend of torturers or
an exploiter of penal labor.84 In the late 1990s, the oil companies Amoco,
ARCO, Petro-Canada, and Texaco all withdrew from collaborations with
Myanmar’s generals.85 More recently, companies sponsoring the 2021 World
Hockey Championship in Belarus pulled out after brutality against peaceful
protesters, forcing the tournament’s relocation.86 Firms including H&M and



Burberry boycotted cotton from Xinjiang after reports of mistreatment of
Muslim Uighurs.87 When activists publicize abuses in developing countries,
research suggests multinationals invest less in them.88

For dictators, all this has made overt repression riskier. Brutal violence
might discourage investors or halt economic and military aid. Even worse, it
could trigger “humanitarian interventions” by foreign armies or
international forces, like the UN-French joint operation that bombed
Gbagbo out of his bunker. International “shaming” could even embolden
rivals at home to challenge the incumbent.89

Do these considerations register? Some evidence suggests they do. Of
course, dictators are not turning into humanitarians. But they recognize the
incentives to reduce visible violence. Political scientist Darius Rejali notes
the spread since the 1970s of “clean” torture techniques. These include
methods such as forced standing, stress positions, and waterboarding that—
although excruciating—leave fewer scars. He attributes this to the global
human rights movement. The change has been most pronounced in
dictatorships more closely linked to the West—those, that is, with the
greatest reason to fear repercussions.90

Even Mobutu, Zaire’s bloodthirsty tyrant, worried in the 1980s that
reports from inside his prisons might offend his two main backers, France
and the United States.91 Efforts increased to conceal the evidence. In 1991,
one jailer beating a detainee was reproached by his superior: “It will leave
scars and we will get complaints from Amnesty International.”92 The
previous year, the U.S. Congress had cut $4 million from military aid to the
country to protest human rights abuses and corruption.93

Another example comes from Argentina’s military dictatorship in the
1970s. The junta hoped to preserve good relations with the United States.
But it also wanted to terrorize regime opponents. Street-level officers
focused on intimidation while, at the top, General Videla prioritized the
junta’s reputation. In 1976, to demoralize leftists, police dynamited the
bodies of thirty executed subversives in the town of Pilar, scattering body
parts throughout the neighborhood. According to a declassified CIA cable,
Videla became incensed at the carnage, which, he said, “seriously damages



the country’s image domestically and abroad.” Murdering leftists was fine in
his book, but such matters, he thought, “should be dealt with discreetly.”94

Fear of losing Western aid was apparently what prompted Jerry
Rawlings, Ghana’s military dictator, to hold competitive elections in the
early 1990s. Rawlings had come to office in a 1981 military takeover. No
sentimentalist, he had ordered three prior heads of state shot after a previous
coup.95 In the 1980s, he detained and tortured pro-democracy activists.96 An
odd candidate for democratic reformer. But Ghana at the time received the
World Bank’s biggest lending program in Africa.97 And Rawlings took
seriously—perhaps too seriously—hints that continued aid hinged on
political change.98 “We were forced by the State Department—oh yes,
forced—to adopt multiparty democracy,” he complained in 2009.99 He had
had to “force democracy down the throats” of his reluctant compatriots, he
told political scientist Antoinette Handley, because “the State Department
was saying that there’ll be no more IMF and World Bank facilities for us.”100

From the mid-1970s, Western governments had begun emphasizing
human rights in their relations with dictatorships. Cold War realism was still
usually more powerful. But from 1974, the U.S. Congress started banning
assistance to countries guilty of gross abuses.101 In his inaugural address,
President Carter declared that the U.S. commitment to human rights “must
be absolute.”102 And in 1978 he blocked loans to Guatemala and Nicaragua
to punish violations.103

Like Rawlings, various other African dictators were feeling vulnerable as
the Cold War wound down. Between 1970 and 1990, total non-military aid
to dictatorships grew from $4 billion to $38 billion.104 By that year, such
flows equaled 8 percent of GDP in the median autocracy. Political
respectability helped to keep the aid flowing. In 1989, the World Bank
pledged to consider “political barriers to economic development” when
reviewing programs in Africa.105 By the late 1990s “nearly 78 percent of
conditions imposed by international financial institutions in loan
agreements targeted legal reform and the promotion of ‘the rule of law.’ ”106

One such institution, the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, created in 1991, specified in the first article of its charter that
it would only operate in countries “applying principles of multiparty



democracy and pluralism.”107 Research shows that from the mid-1990s—
although not before—dictators who held multiparty executive elections
received more aid per capita than those who did not.108 Another study found
that countries denounced for abuses by the UN Human Rights Commission
suffered a fall in World Bank aid flows.109

Regional associations also began insisting on good governance. In 1989,
the European Economic Community, predecessor of the European Union,
added a clause on human rights to the Lomé Convention, which covers its
trade with developing countries. To join the European Union,
postcommunist states had to agree to democracy and human rights
protections. Commitment to democracy also became a criterion for NATO
accession. Further west, the Organization of American States (OAS)
pledged in 1991 to preserve democracy in its members. And the
Organization of African Unity, later renamed the African Union (AU),
agreed in 2000 to suspend any state whose government changed
unconstitutionally.110

The new focus on human rights and democracy had some success. When
Guatemala’s President Jorge Serrano dissolved parliament and the supreme
court in 1993, the United States, Japan, and the EU halted all non-
humanitarian aid and the OAS began discussing a trade embargo.111 The
military quickly forced Serrano out. In 1994, President Clinton sent U.S.
troops under UN authorization to depose Haiti’s dictator, Raoul Cédras.112

When a mutinous general tried to replace Paraguay’s President Juan Carlos
Wasmosy in 1996, quick pressure from the OAS, United States, and EU
helped Wasmosy prevail.113 In 2009, when the Honduran military ousted
President Manuel Zelaya, the OAS suspended it.114 Likewise, the AU
suspended ten of the fourteen African countries where coups occurred in
2000–14, often also imposing sanctions.115 Almost all quickly returned to
civilian rule.

Such embargoes and interventions do not always succeed. And Western
leaders have hardly been consistent in their protection of human rights. Still,
the calculus has changed. Violence and undemocratic behavior tend to be
costlier than before. In this new environment, some dictators end up
transitioning to genuine democracy. Rawlings, for instance, eventually



stepped down in compliance with term limits. Others have instead sought
salvation in spin dictatorship.

The first line of defense, as we have seen, is disinformation. Already in
the 1970s, Romania’s Nicolae Ceauşescu gleefully welcomed President
Carter’s campaign, telling aides: “If he wants human rights, let’s give him
human rights.” Romanian agents were told to plant the idea in Carter’s
circles that Romanians enjoyed more religious freedom than others in the
communist world.116

A second option is to imitate democracy but bend the rules. International
organizations may react to visible atrocities and blatant fraud. But they have
a harder time with subtler infractions.117 When the OAS faces evidence of
electoral rigging, two analysts write, it becomes “a matter of degree … how
severe is the fraud, and would a clean election have resulted in a different
outcome?”118 The AU, two others conclude, has shown an “inability to deal
with authoritarian backsliding.”119 A little simulation can go a long way.

COLD WAR AND AFTER

To recap, the modernization cocktail emerges over time. Its elements
interact. And it operates at two levels: inside countries and internationally.
Within countries, the growth of a postindustrial economy increases the
share of people with higher education, creative jobs, and basic income
security. Such people tend to be more individualistic, tolerant, and eager to
participate in public life.120 They also have greater organizational and
communication skills. While relatively small at first, this group is vital to
the innovation economy and expands over time. Authoritarian regimes must
accommodate its demands or accept slower development.

As this process spreads to more countries, it reshapes the global setting.
Societies become linked by complex economic flows and global media.
International movements form around the progressive values fostered by
modernization. “Boomerang effects” and feedback loops transfer
information and pressures for change across the levels. For instance, news
smuggled out of autocracies is broadcast back into them over the censors’
heads.121 Dictators’ abuses provoke indictments by judges in distant
democracies. International courts and tribunals penalize the governments



that created them. Stories ricocheting around the globe spark calls for
international interventions—even against strongmen in less developed states
that might seem poor candidates for liberal democracy. Opposition
movements learn to enlist diaspora members worldwide, attracting global
attention.122

What happens then depends on how sensitive an abusive ruler is to
Western pressure. The military context matters, but so do international trade
and finance. Dictators who depend on Western markets or owe billions to
Western banks are vulnerable—like Mexico’s Salinas in 1994. Those who
rely on foreign aid—like Ghana’s Rawlings—may be nudged from fear to
spin, or even further.

One momentous event—the end of the Cold War—both exemplified and,
later, catalyzed the cocktail’s effects. The Soviet collapse had complex
causes. It certainly did not follow from a postindustrial revolution; as the
West was crafting the first cell phones, Russian plants still cranked out
substandard tractors. But the spread of higher education was gradually
changing the culture. By 1990, the share of adults with a college degree in
Russia was higher than that in the UK or Germany. In Bulgaria, it was
higher than in France.123 Values were evolving. In Russia in 1990, 90 percent
of those polled said they approved of the human rights movement, the same
percentage as in the United States. Ninety percent of Russians said their
government “should be made much more open to the public.”124

Communist leaders faced these changes at a moment of international
weakness. To support living standards, they had borrowed recklessly from
Western banks, pushing right to the verge of default. By the late 1980s,
economic crisis, stirrings of dissent, and pressures from Western leaders on
human rights were inflaming tensions within rigid political systems.
Gorbachev’s responses combined political misjudgments, economic
misconceptions, and his own dose of progressive values. His rejection of
political violence—and denial of responsibility when it happened—was part
personal morality, part classic spin. Glasnost—Gorbachev’s liberalization of
media—was meant to be partial, letting off steam while eliciting useful
feedback. But the crisis was too severe and Gorbachev’s approach too
inconsistent for manipulation to save the regime.



The Soviet extinction accelerated the global trend toward less openly
violent politics. While locked in existential battle, Western leaders had
backed vicious strongmen so long as they were “on the right side.” Moscow,
in turn, supported brutal communist regimes. But that changed with the
collapse of Moscow’s empire. As Soviet aid to client states dried up, the
West had more room to condition its assistance on better governance. The
Berlin Wall came down just as the human rights movement in the West was
hitting its stride.

This might seem like a rosy view of recent history. Of course, the West’s
role has not always been benign. National interests sometimes hide behind
humanitarian appeals, and demands that authoritarian states reform often
involve some hypocrisy and posturing.125 The way these trends unfolded was
far from smooth. Still, the emergence of a global movement for political
freedom, with significant support in the richest countries and a growing
legal infrastructure to back it up, did change things. Compared to previous
eras, it is harder for dictators to continue as before.

Despite the momentum toward spin, some dictatorships of fear survive.
Their leaders seek to preserve the old model and prove us wrong. Among
these are Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran, and North Korea. China is a telling
case. In some regards, it resembles the Soviet Union in the late 1980s. Like
the USSR then, it is still hyperindustrialized, with 40 percent of GDP in
industry and construction, compared to an average of 23 percent for high-
income countries. But, also as in the Soviet Union under Brezhnev, higher
education has been surging, reaching 7 percent of the population aged
fifteen and over by 2019.126 That is still below the 13 percent recorded by
Russia in 1990 but close to that of some other Eastern Bloc states.

Xi Jinping’s obsession since taking power has been to avoid Gorbachev’s
fate. And China differs in important ways from the late Soviet Union. Where
Brezhnev presided over demoralizing stagnation, decades of explosive
growth have boosted the Beijing leadership’s support. So far, there is little
evidence of a broad cultural shift in China comparable to that in the Soviet
Union under Gorbachev.127 Asked which they would prefer if they had to
choose between freedom and security, 93 percent of Chinese respondents in
2018 opted for security. This far exceeds the worldwide average (70



percent), let alone the levels in postindustrial countries such as Australia (47
percent) and Germany (53 percent).128 The economic struggle continues for
many, and few have yet substituted self-expression for survival values. China
is not in an economic crisis and does not depend on Western banks or
government loans. Western economic leverage is offset by China’s own
leverage over the West. In short, any effect of the modernization cocktail on
China is still weak.

Facing neither strong internal nor external pressure to renounce violent
repression, China’s rulers need not give up—yet—on the dictatorship of
fear. Instead, they have set out to improve it. The last decade has seen rapid
innovation in surveillance technology. New tools allow Beijing to track
dissidents, both online and in the flesh. Xi’s policemen combine these with
traditional methods, locking up large numbers of ethnic minority members,
Hong Kong democracy activists, and mainland human rights lawyers,
among others. While selectively experimenting with elements of spin, they
remain committed to intimidation.

What will the coming decades hold for such upgraded regimes of fear?
And how will the spin specialists fare? We turn to these questions in the
final chapter.



 



CHAPTER 8

THE FUTURE OF SPIN

The rise of spin dictatorship is one of the most striking political phenomena

of the last half century. But will it last? Can the regimes ruling today in

Singapore, Russia, Hungary, and Kazakhstan survive into the mid-twenty-

first century? Will the violent autocracies that remain switch from terror to

deception? Or, conversely, will spin dictators revert to more bloody, overt

forms of tyranny?

Taking up the argument of the last chapter, we consider here what it

implies for the future of different kinds of political regimes. We explore

how the West’s approach to its authoritarian rivals changed in the late

twentieth century and how it needs to change again. We suggest a few

principles that might guide policy in an age of spin. Some make sense in

dealing with all types of dictatorship while others are more specific to the

newer form.

If our understanding is correct, the balance among autocracies in the

coming years will depend on whether modernization and globalization

continue. If they do, dictators will face growing pressure to replace violent

repression with spin. Some may fall to popular uprisings. However, if the

modernization cocktail weakens or even reverses, democracies may

backslide and autocracies become more openly repressive.

What happens to spin dictatorships will depend in part on how they

emerged. As we saw, these come about in two ways. Some rulers are driven

to spin by the modernization of their own societies. In Singapore and

Russia, at least one in four adults today has a college degree and many work

in creative jobs.1 In such places, internal factors cause dictators to replace

terror with deception. Others change because of pressure from abroad. In

Tanzania, the college-educated community is tiny. Two-thirds of the



workforce remains in agriculture.2 And yet, recent leaders have acted

democratic, slanting media to boost their popularity, while using—at least

until recently—less coercion.3 Such restraint aimed to please Western

governments and donors, on whom the country depends. In 2009, foreign

aid equaled 70 percent of central government spending.4 Let’s consider these

two routes—and types of spin dictatorship—in turn.

SPINNING UPWARD

In the first type, the driving force is domestic modernization. As the

informed stratum expands, it gets expensive to co-opt and difficult to censor.

Its members forge links with global human rights networks and foreign

governments. At the same time, its economic importance grows. All this

makes it harder to deny the informed a say in politics. At first spin dictators

just imitate democracy. But eventually some have to accept the real thing.

Lee Kuan Yew saw the logic. Already in 2000, he questioned how long

his handiwork could endure. “Will the political system that my colleagues

and I developed work more or less unchanged for another generation?” he

wondered in his memoir:

I doubt it. Technology and globalization are changing the way people

work and live. Singaporeans will have new work styles and lifestyles. As

an international hub of a knowledge-based economy in the information

technology age, we will be ever more exposed to external influences.

To survive, his successors would have to “respond to changes in the needs

and aspirations of a better-educated people, and to their desire for greater

participation in decisions that shape their lives.”5

Lee’s heirs have managed to keep the lid on—so far. But in neighboring

Malaysia, spin dictatorship seemed recently to cross into infant democracy.

Under Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad (1981–2003) and his successors,

Abdullah Ahmad Badawi (2003–9) and Najib Razak (2009–18), leaders

manipulated their way through elections. Yet, as they did so the country was

modernizing. Between 1980 and 2018, per capita income rose from under

$6,000 to more than $25,000. The share of college-bound school leavers

soared from 4 to 45 percent.6 Employment in industry, after peaking in



1997, fell as the postindustrial transition began. By 2019, Internet

penetration, at 84 percent, was higher than in France.7

For years, the ruling UMNO party successfully co-opted the elite. But

from the late 1990s, the Reformasi movement of young, educated

Malaysians began agitating for political reform.8 In the 2008 election—in

part due to growing access to the Internet, which by then featured a “vibrant

opposition blogosphere” and independent news outlets—UMNO’s coalition

lost its two-thirds parliamentary majority as well as control of five of the

thirteen state assemblies.9 Finally, in a stunning upset, the opposition won

the 2018 election, ending UMNO’s six-decade-long monopoly.10 The story

is not over: amid the 2020 coronavirus crisis, old-order politicians made a

comeback.11 But their grip is more tenuous than before.

Other spin dictators have also faced challenges as their countries

developed. In Russia, the 2000s saw striking progress. The average wage

rose from under $4,000 a year in 2000 to more than $15,000 in 2011.

Personal computer ownership soared from 6 to 75 percent of households

and cell phones became ubiquitous.12 Values also modernized in some key

respects. The proportion of Russians who thought having a democratic

political system was “very” or “fairly” good grew from 46 percent in 1999

to 67 percent in 2011.13 This climaxed in the demonstrations of 2011–12, in

which massive crowds protested electoral fraud.

One obvious way a dictator can resist is to freeze—or even reverse—

modernization. That was Putin’s response after 2011.14 He let cronies gut

the high-tech initiatives of the Medvedev interregnum (2008–12), while

scaring away Western investment and provoking sanctions with military

attacks on Ukraine. Russians faced years of economic stagnation and

tightening political controls.

Yet, in the absence of natural or man-made disasters, reversing

modernization is hard. Education is not easy to erase. And demand for it

does not vanish just because a ruler wants it to. Worldwide, college

enrollment has risen consistently in both democracies and dictatorships,

surging from 10 to 39 percent of school leavers since 1970.15 The

postindustrial transition is also tough to roll back. Despite populists’



promises, reviving obsolete industries in a modern economy is virtually

impossible.

In fact, freezing modernization can trigger exactly the political crisis

dictators fear. The paradox is that while development threatens dictators,

economic growth helps them survive.16 Halting development usually means

slashing growth, which—in all political orders—erodes the leader’s

popularity.17 Dictators must then use more repression. Yet, the inadequacy

of repression in a modernized society is what led them to spin dictatorship

in the first place. We know of no antidote to the modernization cocktail.

Choosing stagnation is a desperate move. It may help for a while, but not

forever.

In Russia, despite Putin’s reactionary turn, aspects of modernization

continued. College enrollment rose still further, from 76 percent in 2012 to

85 percent in 2018.18 Internet penetration deepened and creative-class

employment edged up.19 The proportion of respondents favoring a

democratic political system remained as high in 2017—the last year

surveyed by the WVS—as in 2011.

In neighboring Belarus, too, recent modernization destabilized what had

seemed a relatively secure fear dictatorship. By 2018, 87 percent of high

school graduates were attending college—a rate higher than in the UK or

Germany.20 A hugely successful high-tech industry exported $15 billion

worth of products in 2019, equal to almost a quarter of GDP.21 Between

2011 and 2017, the share of respondents who thought having a democratic

system was “very good” grew from 33 to 45 percent.22 As in Russia nine

years earlier, Belarusians hit the streets in 2020 to protest a fraudulent

election.

Besides long-run trends, short-run crises—economic, military, or

medical—can influence the political dynamic. They serve as an excuse for

dictators to assume emergency powers and target scapegoats. Hardship may

revive values associated with the struggle for survival. But crises can also

overwhelm the leader’s manipulative techniques, sending his ratings

plunging. At such moments, the only option—other than surrendering—may

be to retreat to more open repression, hoping it will shock all into



submission. Whether that succeeds depends on just how strong and

resourceful the informed have become.

Global crises also distract Western governments. During 2020, 38

countries used the coronavirus pandemic as a pretext to harass opposition

media, and 158 restricted demonstrations.23 In the future, climate change

might revive violent dictatorship if it causes environmental and economic

disruptions or mass migration. Yet, at the same time, crises expose leaders’

incompetence. Despite coronavirus restrictions, protests erupted in at least

90 countries in 2020, forcing Kyrgyzstan to rerun a fraudulent election and

Nigeria to disband an abusive police unit.24

Even in normal times, vast oil reserves change the equation. Petro-states

can use mineral revenues to appease or control the public, while avoiding

social modernization.25 Arabian Gulf monarchies like Saudi Arabia and

Kuwait achieved some of the world’s highest incomes without building

manufacturing industries, empowering women, or significantly weakening

religious authorities. With society largely unchanged by the income growth,

pressures for democracy remained weak. However, some Gulf regimes,

fearing the end of oil, have recently tried to modernize and diversify.

College enrollment leapt to 71 percent of school leavers in Saudi Arabia in

2019 and 55 percent in Kuwait.26 In both, more women now study than men.

The region’s Internet penetration tops the world, with 100 percent online in

Bahrain, Kuwait, and Qatar.27 Time will reveal whether this kind of directed

social modernization can—as leaders hope—coexist with continuing fear-

based political control. We expect either a shift from fear to spin or

intensifying demand for more open politics.

Oil wealth and economic crisis combine in the starkest recent case of

authoritarian backsliding. Venezuela has enormous hydrocarbon reserves

but imports almost all other goods. Soon after Hugo Chávez died in 2013

the oil price crashed. That left his successor, Nicolás Maduro, to cope with

dwindling revenues, crippling shortages, and a legacy of economic

mismanagement. He retreated from spin to a more traditional fear

dictatorship.28 The opposition’s efforts to force him out with waves of

protest prompted growing violence from the police, army, and

paramilitaries.29 That this has worked for eight years suggests the relative



weakness of Venezuela’s informed stratum. As in the Gulf states,

modernization had been shallow. As of 2010, fewer than 3 percent of adults

in Venezuela had a college degree, hardly more than in 1980. The economy

—still focused on oil—is far from postindustrial.30

In short, postindustrial development within dictatorships tends to raise

the cost of violent repression. Those previously relying on terror switch to

manipulation. Those already manipulating are sometimes pushed into

genuine democracy. The timing of transitions is unpredictable and there can

be setbacks. There is no magic development threshold at which dictatorship

disappears in a puff of smoke. But as pressures mount, the odds of change

increase.31

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES

But what about nondemocratic leaders in less modern countries? For them,

the impetus to retool comes from outside. When Lee Kuan Yew first turned

to spin, Singapore was still quite poor. Having trounced the island’s

communists, Lee faced little pressure from a deferential public. His key

concerns were international investment and prestige.

Subsequent modernization sometimes locks in the initial choice. After

Singapore’s economy took off, overt repression would have alienated

entrepreneurs and investors. But other spin dictatorships remain less

developed. Think again of Tanzania. There, the years of spin since the 1990s

saw no noticeable increase in higher education and no postindustrial

transition. In such cases, whether dictators revert to fear depends mostly on

the global context.

And that can change. Unlike modernization, which has never reversed

worldwide for long, international integration and support for democracy

have seen major swings. In the 1930s, world trade imploded amid an

upsurge of competitive tariffs. From 1929 to 1935, global goods trade fell

from 23 to 11 percent of GDP.32 Foreign investment dried up as countries

stumbled off the gold standard. Politically, many rickety democracies turned

fascist.

Are we on the brink of another de-globalization? Some fear one has

already begun. Populist politicians attack imports and immigration, blaming



them for the dwindling fortunes of unskilled workers. In the United States,

President Trump quit trade agreements and slapped tariffs on both

adversaries like China and partners like Europe. If de-globalization shreds

economic ties between rich and poor countries, many dictators will have

less incentive to act democratic.

But that has not happened yet. Today’s world differs from that of the

1930s. For one thing, global GDP is more than fifteen times higher and

dependence on exports twice as great.33 In 2019, world goods trade equaled

44 percent of GDP.34 The Great Depression, which sparked protectionism,

was far more brutal than the global financial crisis or the Covid shock: U.S.

output contracted then by 32 percent—compared to 4 percent in 2007–9 and

10 percent in 2020.35 Even as output fell in 2020, financial markets surged,

buoyed up by huge liquidity injections.36 Economic globalization might

reverse in the future, but that is far from clear.

Although trade has not collapsed, authoritarian states have become less

financially dependent. That could shield them from political pressure. In the

median nondemocracy, aid and development assistance fell from 8 percent

of GDP in 1990 to 2 percent in 2017.37 Richer ones built up reserves to ride

out short-lived crises. In Singapore, Russia, and Saudi Arabia, among

others, gold and currency holdings now exceed 25 percent of GDP.

Reducing dependence was quite deliberate. Dictators sometimes de-

globalize precisely to protect their regimes. When the West sanctioned Putin

for invading Crimea, he added his own ban on EU food imports and ordered

elites to bring home assets invested abroad.38 Still, “de-offshorization” has

its limits. And cutting financial ties reduces a dictator’s own leverage over

Western elites.

Chinese investment and aid has also curbed Western influence. In just

2010–19, Beijing’s stock of foreign direct investment (FDI) around the

world grew from $317 billion to $2.1 trillion. That is still far below the $7.7

trillion U.S. FDI stock that year.39 But global lending by China—amounting

to $1.5 trillion in credits to more than 150 countries—now dwarfs that of

the United States. Indeed, China’s lending exceeds that of “all OECD

creditor governments combined.”40



Backed by Beijing, autocrats have less need to pretend. Consider

Ethiopia. To please Western donors, that country’s leader, Meles Zenawi, a

former Marxist guerrilla, toned down his revolutionary rhetoric after taking

power in 1991. Yet, by 2014 China had loaned the country $12.3 billion—a

sum equal to half its average annual GDP. Less concerned to seem

democratic, the regime claimed 99.6 percent of seats in the 2010

parliamentary election. In 2015, its security forces brutally crushed a protest

movement, killing 700 people and arresting 23,000. This is not an isolated

example. Political scientists Steve Hess and Richard Aidoo found that

countries financed relatively more by China and less by the West use harsher

political repression.41 In Tanzania, President John Magufuli stepped up

harassment of journalists and activists as money from Beijing poured in.42

He made a point of thanking China for providing aid with no strings

attached.43

As we saw in chapter 7, economic ties by themselves rarely cause

dictators to change approach. But they can be powerful when combined with

international media, human rights campaigns, and Western political

pressure. Some fear these other elements of the modernization cocktail are

weakening. In the West, traditional media have been struggling as Internet

platforms steal their advertisers and audiences fragment. If that leaves

Western elites less informed about repressive regimes, dictators will benefit.

But, again, that does not seem to be happening. In fact, compared to the

few global TV networks and wire services of the 1980s, today’s media

overflow with detail about authoritarian societies. And that is precisely

because of the intense competition, new technology, and market

fragmentation that are undermining old media models. Expensive foreign

bureaus are giving way to networks of local stringers, freelancers, and

“citizen journalists” with cell phone cameras.44 Hackers unmask the secrets

of high finance and diplomacy, revealing everything from ambassadors’

cables to billionaires’ tax schemes. Human rights groups set up “pseudo-

newsrooms” and dispatch “firemen” to report on disasters.45 NGO

investigators uncover environmental abuses (Global Witness), corruption

(Transparency International, the Organized Crime and Corruption

Reporting Project), and money laundering (the International Consortium of



Investigative Journalists). Even espionage operations, targeted killings,

military movements, and radical right-wing militias are exposed by

investigative outlets such as Bellingcat. Two decades ago, only the world’s

top spy services had the kind of information that anyone can now obtain

with a smartphone.46

The key need today is not more information. It is, first, verification and

interpretation, and, second, focus.47 The first remains a task for traditional

media. Major companies, with brands to defend, have incentives to verify

reports. If people continue to buy the New York Times and watch CNN, it

will be not because they break every story but because their reports are

reliable. The second task is trickier. Politicians respond to news based on

whether voters have seen it. By reaching huge audiences, the old networks

created pressure on governments. But the fragmentation and diversity of

news feeds today shield officials. In the West, the function of focusing

attention has passed from media elites to the algorithms that decide what

goes viral.

Here the human rights movement could play an increasing role. Activists

have always sought to mobilize public opinion and trigger government

action. Since the 1980s, NGOs have become sophisticated influencers,

recruiting celebrities to raise awareness and money. As long ago as 1985, 40

percent of the world’s population reportedly tuned in to watch the Live Aid

concert.48 These days, social networks direct attention to distant atrocities.

Viral videos publicized the crimes of Ugandan warlord Joseph Kony and

urged the rescue of Nigerian schoolgirls kidnapped by Boko Haram.49

Besides rallying Western opinion, human rights groups like Amnesty

International may influence autocrats, as we saw in the last chapter.

Dictators now know they are being watched. And this will continue.

Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch have dramatically

increased their funding, staff, global presence, and reporting. Total U.S.

giving to international affairs charities—a category that includes

international human rights, development, aid, peace and security, exchange

programs, and foreign policy—grew from $2.7 billion in 2000 to $29 billion

in 2019.50



The final ingredient in the modernization cocktail is the liberal world

order. Many see this too as threatened. To Princeton scholar John Ikenberry,

it is already “collapsing.”51 Legal experts declare the “age of human rights”

to be over, at least for now.52 It is easy to share the pessimism. In just a few

years, President Trump withdrew the United States from treaties or

negotiations on arms control (the Iran nuclear deal, Open Skies Treaty),

climate change (the Paris Agreement), and trade (NAFTA—which was later

replaced, the Trans-Pacific Partnership). On his watch, the United States

walked out of the UN Human Rights Council, UNESCO, and the World

Health Organization and undermined the World Trade Organization’s

appellate body. Populists in other countries also reject international

cooperation.

As the liberal order weakens, some see a potential rival to liberal

democracy in China’s technocratic authoritarianism.53 The “Washington

Consensus” of the 1990s, rooted in free markets, is said to face competition

from a “Beijing Consensus.”54 According to writer and Asia expert Joshua

Kurlantzick, China’s governance model poses “the most serious challenge to

democratic capitalism since the rise of communism and fascism in the

1920s and early 1930s.”55

But here too, although dangers are real, the alarm seems premature.

Despite Trump, the system of international law and enforcement has not

collapsed. The UN tracks the status of twenty-two key human rights treaties,

including the conventions against genocide and torture. As of 2010, the

average country had ratified eleven of these. By 2020, it had ratified two

more. In those ten years, no country withdrew from a single UN human

rights treaty.56 And the UN’s monitoring of compliance increased. Since

2008, each state has had its human rights record vetted twice in so-called

“Universal Periodic Reviews.”57 These are sometimes criticized as toothless,

but in fact they have prompted changes such as the abolition of Fiji’s death

penalty and protections for activists in Côte d’Ivoire. The share of the UN

budget devoted to human rights has increased fivefold since 1992.58

In a dramatic departure, all UN members agreed in 2005 that they have a

“responsibility to protect” people from atrocities, wherever these occur. The

principle has been invoked to justify various diplomatic and military



interventions. Some are viewed as successful (the effort to halt ethnic

violence after Kenya’s 2007 election), others less so (the Western

intervention in Libya in 2011). But the doctrine remains a threat to dictators

contemplating brutality. So does the increasingly frequent assertion by

courts of universal jurisdiction—that is, the right to prosecute crimes

committed anywhere in the world. Such prosecutions have soared. Between

2008 and 2017, 815 universal jurisdiction prosecutions began worldwide,

compared to 503 in the previous decade and 342 in the decade before.59

These same years saw the innovative use of personal sanctions—including

asset freezes and travel bans—to target human rights abusers abroad, as

pioneered in the U.S. Magnitsky Act, which punished Russian officials for

the death in prison of the lawyer Sergei Magnitsky. Following the U.S.

example, Canada, the UK, and the EU have passed their own Magnitsky

Acts. Despite the illiberal tirades and actions of some populist leaders, the

infrastructure of international human rights law is not collapsing: it is

growing.

That is not surprising because protecting victims is popular. In 2018,

large majorities in a range of countries—from 58 percent in Belgium to 90

percent in Serbia—thought legal protections for human rights important.

Even in Saudi Arabia, 61 percent agreed.60 Polls find strong support for the

United Nations. Among 14 developed democracies in 2020, a large majority

viewed the UN favorably in all except Japan. Even in the United States after

three years of the Trump presidency, 62 percent were favorable—14

percentage points more than in 2007.61 International cooperation is also

more popular than unilateralism. The Pew Center asked respondents

whether their country should “take into account other countries’ interests,

even if it means making compromises,” or instead “follow its own interests

even when other countries strongly disagree.” In 12 of the 14 countries—all

except Australia and Japan—a majority chose compromise. The highest

support was in the UK (69 percent) and Germany (65 percent). But even in

the United States, respondents chose cooperation over short-term self-

interest by 58 to 39 percent.62

As for Beijing-style techno-authoritarianism, even the Chinese do not

seem sold on it. Among Chinese respondents in 2018, 90 percent said



having a democratic political system was “very” or “fairly” good—more

than the world average of 84 percent.63 But only 41 percent said the same of

“having a strong leader who does not have to bother with parliament or

elections”—a nutshell definition of authoritarianism—and only 37 percent

saw merit in “having experts, not government, make decisions according to

what they think is best for the country”—a description of technocracy.

Chinese support for each of these was below the world average.64

Elsewhere, enthusiasm for China’s approach is underwhelming. Even as

Beijing plowed hundreds of billions of dollars into its Belt and Road

Initiative and promoted its brand with 548 Confucius Institutes around the

world, it won few fans.65 Among 10 Western countries plus Japan and South

Korea, unfavorable views of China surged from 36 percent of respondents

in the median country in the mid-2000s to 73 percent in 2020.66 That might

reflect rivalry. But even in Africa, recipient of massive Chinese aid and

investment, few seem taken by Beijing’s approach. In 2019–20, the

Afrobarometer asked respondents in 18 African countries what other state

offered the best model for their own development. Pluralities in 14 of the 18

named the United States. Only in 3—Botswana, Mali, and Burkina Faso—

did a larger proportion of respondents favor China.67 Asked what foreign

language young people should learn, 71 percent said English. Only 2

percent said Chinese.68

Our point is not that all is rosy in the world of human rights or that

Western leaders consistently protect them. Many foreign policy elites hold

fast to a cynical version of realpolitik. Washington’s post-2001 “War on

Terror” motivated extreme abuses—from the waterboarding and “rendition”

of suspects to indefinite detentions at Guantanamo. Dictators from

Uzbekistan’s Islam Karimov to Egypt’s Abdel Al-Sisi learned that they

could get away with terror if packaged as counterterrorism.69 Our point is

just that the thugs face greater pushback than before from a ramifying

international network of activists and lawyers, backed up by global public

opinion. And, despite the rhetoric of populists, no other model—including

China’s—has anywhere near the global appeal today of liberal democracy.70

As with economic globalization, the liberal world order could collapse in

the future. Yet, despite continuous challenges, that has not happened. More



generally, we see little sign the modernization cocktail is finished. It has had

a powerful run. Indeed, the recent flare-up of anti-globalism is largely a

reaction to the remarkable changes of the last three decades. As countries

became postindustrial, educated, and internationally linked, their rulers had

to adapt—or, at least, pretend to. Amid the third wave of democracy, liberal

norms spread worldwide.

The force of this modernizing onslaught was what eventually caused the

losers to rally.71 Today’s nativist populism—in both West and East—unites

the economic resentment and obsolescent values of those hurt by the

postindustrial transition. Workers and others from dying industrial regions;

owners of polluting factories and mines; farmers and rural laborers; the

illiberal old, disoriented by value change—all come together in a powerful

but gradually shrinking coalition. That coalition furnishes support for

populists in advanced democracies and spin dictators in semi-modernized

autocracies. Instead of compensating and reintegrating economic losers,

such leaders exploit them. Whether they have to do so within democratic

constraints depends mostly on the strength of the postindustrial winners—

our informed stratum.

Countries prematurely swept up and thrust ahead by the third wave have

been slipping back down the beach in recent years. Observers have

expressed alarm at such backsliding. Troubling as it is, we see it as the ebb

of a wave rather than a change in the current. After two steps forward comes

one step back.

DIAGNOSING THE THREAT

Today’s autocracies pose new challenges to the democracies of the West. To

deal with these, we first need to understand them. Let’s recall the key

features of spin dictators and the international behaviors these motivate.

Unlike the West’s Cold War adversaries, spin dictators have no real

ideology. Recognizing the appeal of democracy to their citizens, they

pretend to embrace it.72 Many fall for the act, and even those who do not are

often demoralized. Paradoxical as it might sound, the hypocrisy of such

rulers may weaken faith not so much in them as in democracy itself. When

dictators claim to be building communism—or Ba’athism or Mobutuism—



their opponents can believe in popular government as a better alternative.

But when the incumbent is himself a “democrat,” it is easy to think that

democracy is always a sham.

Abroad, spin dictators use propaganda to spread cynicism and division. If

Western publics doubt democracy and distrust their leaders, those leaders

will be less apt to launch democratic crusades around the globe. Whether

Russian interference influenced the 2016 U.S. election was—and is—

debated. But just the perception that it might have done so cast a shadow on

the vote and turned American attention inward. Besides attacking

Americans’ confidence in their system, Russian social media trolls had a

message for viewers back home: U.S.-style democracy leads to polarization

and conflict.73

A second key tactic is to exploit corruption. At home, spin dictators buy

off elites in covert ways. And abroad, as we saw, they do the same. Along

with disinformation, they export sleaze. They have two motives. First, they

seek to weaken Western governments and block hostile actions. They recruit

Western helpers to provide intelligence and lobby their interests. Besides

spies—which have always existed—they cultivate friends in the West’s

political and corporate undergrowth. Such relationships yield concrete

payoffs and create opportunities for blackmail. At the same time, the graft

that autocrats finance damages the West’s reputation. When discovered, it

discredits Western elites.74 This points to dictators’ second motive: to shape

public opinion in their own countries. By fueling—and sometimes leaking

details of—corruption in the West, spin dictators normalize their own

unsavory tactics. When reports of dirty dealings in their own governments

surface, the dictators’ defenders can reply that graft is universal. Their

operations abroad help inoculate them against scandals at home.

Focused on personal power and self-interest, today’s dictators have

trouble forming solid alliances. Stalin forged a stable bloc based on shared

ideology. Current autocrats can collaborate with each other on specific

projects. But their loyalties realign as new opportunities emerge. Putin and

Erdoğan have flipped between friends and enemies so many times it is hard

to keep track. Chávez embraced Castro and other Latin leftists. But when



Venezuelan oil shipments dipped after the comandante’s death, Cuba began

angling for détente with Washington.75

Rather than unite to oppose the West, spin dictators infiltrate Western

alliances and institutions. As we saw in chapter 6, they pretend to share

Western goals only to impede them covertly. From inside, they throw sand

in the works and retarget such bodies against their enemies. Much as they

discredit liberal democracy by imitating it, they embrace liberal

internationalism to exploit it.

As we saw, Hungary’s Orbán helps decide the policies of NATO, the

OECD, and the European Union. Erdoğan is a member of the first two, and

Putin joins both in the Council of Europe. Further afield, African dictators

consort with British royals at Commonwealth summits. In the United

Nations, torturers sit on human rights bodies.76 Venezuela, Russia, and

Qatar were founding members of the so-called Community of Democracies,

discrediting that grouping from day one. Of course, such tactics are not new.

From the start, the Soviet Union and China exploited their UN positions and

African dictators participated in the Commonwealth. But today’s

authoritarians work systematically to grasp the levers of the liberal world

order.

In sum, the challenges are various. Spin dictators are not out to take over

the world. They are non-ideological, opportunistic, and uncoordinated. They

still use military force at times, seizing territory near their borders,

intervening in conflicts, or staging provocations, usually to boost their image

at home. More often, they attack the West from inside elite economic and

political networks. To protect themselves, they work to erode confidence in

liberal democracy, weaken the West’s alliances and institutions, and corrupt

and exploit its leaders.

HOW TO RESPOND?

Since World War II, two approaches have dominated Western policy toward

dictators. In the Cold War, the chief threat came from communist states and

guerrilla forces. These sought to conquer territory and spread their ideology,

subverting free societies. The cohesion of the international communist

movement was often exaggerated. But the danger was real.



The main Western response was containment. In George Kennan’s

vision, that meant “the long-term, patient but firm and vigilant” rebuffing of

Soviet challenges.77 This mostly worked. Western Europe regained its

confidence and economic dynamism in the 1950s. Eventually, Gorbachev’s

“New Thinking” eased the Soviet Union into oblivion. But the way

containment was implemented also had costs. To combat Moscow, the West

allied with anticommunist dictators and extremists, setting aside its

commitment to democracy and human rights. The United States armed

jihadists in Afghanistan whom it would later have to fight. It waged—and

lost—a demoralizing war in Vietnam that was fueled by anticolonial

sentiment as much as Soviet ambition.

After 1991, as the global struggle against communism ended, Western

policy changed. The key goal became the economic development and

integration of authoritarian states into the West. In essence, the idea was to

catalyze the modernization cocktail. Policymakers hoped that developing

the economies of dictatorships would create demand within them for

political reform. Modernization would render them more democratic and

cooperative. To help the process along, Western governments and

international institutions started pressing dictators to allow more freedom,

conditioning aid on political reforms, and sending teams of advisors to help

organize elections, set up parties, and support civil society.78

This approach is now often criticized as naïve. In fact, it had

considerable success. The first two post-Cold War decades saw huge

economic and political progress. Between 1990 and 2010, world income per

capita grew by 60 percent. Fewer people died in state-based wars than in

any previous twenty-year period since World War II.79 The number of

electoral democracies rose from 29 to 53 and that of liberal democracies

from 28 to 45.80 Indeed, it was when Western states went beyond assisting

development and integration and used military force to promote regime

change that the greatest problems arose. The invasions of Afghanistan and

Iraq, while overturning vicious dictatorships, led to long wars with

enormous costs in lives, money, and the United States’ international

reputation.



Although supporting development and integration made sense, as with

containment the implementation was problematic. First, the West was hardly

consistent in its commitments. Leaders privileged some countries and

slighted others, for reasons that had to do with politics back home. They

continued to support their favorite dictators, pretending to believe their

promises to reform. France remained loyal to some unsavory old friends in

Africa such as Congo’s Denis Sassou Nguesso and Chad’s Idriss Déby,

while Britain and the United States soft-pedaled the human rights abuses of

clients such as Uganda’s Yoweri Museveni.81

Second, even when they were sincere, Western governments and

institutions were not prepared. They were too easy for opportunistic

authoritarians to game. NATO and the EU had grown out of clubs of like-

minded Western countries and made decisions based on consensus, with

few mechanisms to sanction members who broke rules—especially if they

skillfully pretended to follow them. The Western multilateral organizations

assumed shared ideals and mutual trust and lacked tools to deter or punish

incremental misbehavior.

At the same time, Western leaders did not foresee how integration would

affect their societies. They thought current and former autocracies could be

assimilated without changing the West. But integration is a two-way

process. The gains from trade with China after its 2001 WTO entry were

considerable. Yet, Chinese competition also created losers, changing the

political landscape in Western states in ways their leaders failed to address.

Nor did these leaders anticipate how corruption in the East would mesh

with their own homegrown sleaze. As they freed capital flows, deregulated

business, and opened trade with their former adversaries, Western

governments did little to guard against the backflow. Underneath new

reformed institutions, many of the old networks remained—and linked up

with the West’s own. Greater openness should have been accompanied by

spring cleaning at home to flush out the exploiters of banking secrecy, tax

havens, intelligence networks, and organized crime. But this did not happen

—at least, not right away and not on a sufficient scale. Greater integration

made the East more like the West. It also made the West more like the East.



This history should inform policies today. Neither containment nor the

kind of straightforward development and integration tried in the past quite

fit the current challenges. Elements of military containment are still needed

to deter opportunistic aggression around Russia’s and China’s borders. But

the West cannot contain China indefinitely, with its massive population,

technological proficiency, and GDP overtaking that of the United States. In

the medium run, there is no alternative to integrating it and other rivals—

and that is fine since the modernization cocktail does work. But the West

needs to devise a smarter version of integration.

What would that look like? We suggest an approach of adversarial

engagement. The West must continue to engage. But it should not expect

integration to automatically disempower dictators and render them

cooperative. Rather, the West should use the leverage of an interconnected

world to defend its interests and nudge dictatorships toward free

government. The catch is that dictatorships will be doing the same in

reverse. They will try to use interdependence to advance their interests and

weaken democracy. Western leaders have to be better at this game than they

are.

Some believe, by contrast, that the best path would be simply to decouple

from authoritarian countries. They advocate protecting markets, sharply

limiting immigration, and focusing on domestic tasks. But, in fact, isolation

is not feasible. Like it or not, the world will become more interconnected in

coming decades. Even if economic globalization stalls, technological

advances, environmental threats, and deadly pathogens will crisscross

borders. The West can either lead on global issues or be led by others.

So how to succeed at adversarial engagement? Dealing with dictatorships

is hard, and we do not pretend to have perfect answers. But thinking from

the perspective of fear and spin suggests a few principles that could help

guide the search for strategies.

The first is to be more watchful. In the last thirty years, spin dictators

have slipped under the radar by imitating democracy. The West was slow to

recognize their approach and too ready to believe autocrats who claimed to

be on the path to free government. Western states need to do a better job of

tracking the many links—often covert—that connect their countries to the



authoritarian world. As we saw, dictators launder money, steal industrial

secrets, corrupt politicians, hack into state computers, and plant propaganda

on social networks in the West. Of course, governments try to detect and

prevent these activities. Yet, scandals continually reveal massive failures.

So, as we engage, we need to keep watching. That means investing more

in financial monitoring, counterintelligence, and cybersecurity.82 It also

means sharing information and coordinating responses, both across

seemingly distinct spheres and among democratic allies. Effective

monitoring requires a light touch. There are two dangers: first, that the West

will not react adequately to political threats, and, second, that it will

overreact. Onerous reporting requirements lead to noncompliance and

overload state agents with superfluous paperwork. The challenge is to create

unobtrusive yet powerful systems that respect privacy.

Agile networks of state investigators are vital. But Western governments

also need to engage with the private sector. Groups such as Bellingcat and

the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists have shown how

much can be gleaned from open source information and leaks.

Crowdsourcing and machine learning could enhance Western understanding

of ongoing world events. Cutting-edge technology companies—both big and

small—need to be part of the mix. Both Western governments and big tech

companies share the goal of preserving and deepening liberal democracy.

Yet, they have rarely cooperated on this. Setting aside disagreements, they

need to create partnerships that use the technical firepower of Silicon Valley

against dictators.

The second principle is to welcome modernization—even in our

adversaries. Economic and social development remains the best hope to

transform autocracies first to less violent forms and ultimately to genuine

democracy. At the same time, global integration—if managed right—traps

dictators in a web of external relationships and incentives. So, although

economic sanctions may be necessary at times, they should be targeted and

narrow, aimed at individuals and firms. They should not seek to prevent

modernization or isolate whole countries from world markets.

Of course, the cocktail works slowly and unevenly. We will not always

like how modernizing dictatorships behave. China’s integration into global



trade coincided with a rise in its assertiveness. This has caused some to

question the wisdom of admitting China to the WTO.83 But if a developing

China seems a problem, a China blocked from development would be a

bigger one. A dictator unable to satisfy his population with exports and

growth has a stronger incentive to turn to violence both at home and abroad.

A third principle is to put our own house in order. Spin dictatorships

exploit the vulnerabilities of democracies and try to create new ones. So a

key defense is to build resilience. Economically, that means continually

examining supply chains and trade relationships, identifying emerging

monopolies and bottlenecks that could be weaponized. Anti-trust has to be

nimble and attentive to global political factors as well as market conditions.

Although expensive, the West needs to build redundancy into infrastructure

and ensure multiple competing firms exist in strategic sectors, even if the

sectors are natural monopolies. All this will require cooperation from

business.

Defeating dictatorship also requires the West to stop enabling dictators.

Without the help of armies of Western lawyers, bankers, lobbyists, and other

elite fixers, autocrats would have a harder time exploiting the West.

Measures to disable the enablers have to be sophisticated. They must

distinguish the corrupt exchanges that strengthen dictators from the

beneficial contacts that gradually nudge them toward democracy. But the

West’s infrastructure of graft can and should be pruned back. Anonymous

shell companies should be banned—within countries, by laws, and,

internationally, by a UN convention. Western democracies should

strengthen their authority to pursue corruption worldwide (with laws such as

the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the OECD Anti-Bribery

Convention) and enforce these more energetically.84 They should increase

rewards to whistle-blowers who expose serious banking fraud and broaden

the extraterritorial reach of anti-fraud laws.

In this vein, it is time to end the practice of paid lobbying on behalf of

authoritarian governments. When Western firms and former officials take

money to promote the interests of human rights abusers, it tarnishes the

reputation not just of themselves but of their countries. To be clear, broad

leeway for the expression of unconventional opinions and for contacts even



with odious figures is essential to liberal democracy. Smart integration

requires the exchange of ideas at all levels. But contracts to advocate for

dictators or their associates do not serve any legitimate interest. States have

embassies to communicate their positions.

The West’s reputation also suffers when its firms sell technologies to

dictators that are then used to control their citizens. European firms have

sold surveillance equipment to Azerbaijan, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Saudi

Arabia, Ethiopia, Syria, and Libya.85 Israel’s private tech sector has supplied

spy software to the dictators of Bahrain, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan,

Kazakhstan, Ethiopia, South Sudan, Uganda, Ecuador, and the United Arab

Emirates, among other countries.86 Of course, Chinese and other companies

will fill the gap. But the damage to the West’s reputation from making such

sales outweighs the limited commercial benefit. More generally, the West

needs to thoroughly investigate the current practices of firms providing

security and legal services to the world’s dictators and debate what is and

what is not appropriate. Law associations might want to discourage

members from helping abusive rulers pursue dissidents and journalists by

means of frivolous suits in Western courts.

Most important of all, the West needs to put its political house in order,

repairing government institutions and restoring confidence in them. Political

polarization has reached extreme levels in some countries, creating

opportunities that dictators exploit. Some see this as endangering

democracy by weakening citizens’ attachment to it. This seems to us a bit

exaggerated. Western citizens appear more disillusioned with current

incumbents than with democracy itself. In the 2017–20 round of the World

Values Survey and European Values Study, for instance, 93 percent of

respondents in the median country in Western Europe and North America

said that having a democratic political system was “very” or “fairly” good—

a higher percentage than in any of the four preceding rounds (1995–99,

2000–2004, 2005–9, and 2010–14).87 Yet, while the ideal of liberal

democracy remains robust, confidence that governments are respecting it in

practice is weaker. Asked to rate how democratically their country was

being governed on a scale from 1 (“not at all democratic”) to 10



(“completely democratic”), only 58 percent of U.S. respondents and 61

percent of Italians chose a number in the top half of the scale.

Under President Trump, the image of U.S. democracy took a hit not just

at home but around the world. In 2018, Pew asked respondents in 25

countries whether they thought “the government of the US respects the

personal freedom of its people.” In 40 percent of countries—including

France, Germany, and the UK—a majority said no. (When Pew asked the

same question back in 2008, that was true in none of the 23 countries then

included.) Pew also sometimes asks respondents whether they like or dislike

“American ideas about democracy.” The share of countries where a majority

liked the American concept fell from 58 percent in 2002 to 35 percent in

2017.88

All this suggests not a rejection of democracy but increasing doubts

about the West’s—and, in particular, the United States’—commitment to it.

The Trump presidency brought the weak points in U.S. politics into sharp

focus. Like a hacker hired to detect flaws in a security system, he exposed

loopholes and gaps unnoticed under more ethical administrations. These

relate to financial disclosure, nepotism, conflicts of interest, improper

pressure on courts, civil servants and law enforcement, the politicized

declaration of emergencies, misallocation of budget funds, corrupt use of

pardons, and war powers. Even before Trump, U.S. elections were notorious

for extreme gerrymandering, voter suppression, and dark money.89 As

already noted, illiberal actions in the “War on Terror”—the indefinite

detentions at Guantanamo Bay and “enhanced interrogation” methods—

weakened U.S. moral authority worldwide. Other policies—from the

invasion of Iraq to remove nonexistent weapons of mass destruction to the

NSA’s secret mass surveillance programs—allow spin dictators to paint

Western governments as hypocritical.

And that’s not all. Recent economic failures have further sapped faith in

Western leadership. The remarkable performance of China’s economy gave

some the impression that authoritarianism accelerates growth. In fact,

economists find that the opposite is true: if a country moves from autocracy

to democracy, some recent research suggests that its growth rate tends to

increase by about 1 percentage point a year.90 In each decade from the 1950s



to the 1990s, democracies grew faster on average than authoritarian states.91

However, in the 2000s authoritarian states did outpace democracies. They

were less affected by the bursting of the dotcom bubble in 2001–2, the

global financial crisis in 2009, and the Eurozone debt crisis in 2011–12—all

of which were triggered by Western regulatory or policy failures.

Dictatorships still produce only a fraction of world GDP. But their share is

rising.92

Rebuilding confidence in the integrity, competence, and liberalism of

democratic governments is the surest way to combat authoritarian

propaganda. The great virtue of democracy is its ability to admit and correct

errors. “If we wish to fulfill the promise that is ours,” said President Harry

Truman in 1948, “we must correct the remaining imperfections in our

democracy.”93 After Watergate, the U.S. Congress passed a plethora of laws

to address the flaws that scandal revealed. As Trump left office, many were

calling for a new package of comparable reforms.94 Similar measures are

needed in other Western countries to attack corruption and revive faith in

their leaders.

Spin dictators seek to weaken Western alliances and international

organizations. Our fourth orienting principle is to defend and reform the

institutions of the liberal world order. The EU and NATO must avoid being

blackmailed by leaders such as Orbán and Erdoğan. The rules that worked

when these were small clubs need to be adapted to the broader membership

of today. NATO must also change from a body focused almost entirely on

military threats—although those remain—to one defending against the full

spectrum of attacks today’s dictators favor. Article 5 of the North Atlantic

Treaty could be amended or interpreted to include collective defense against

cyber-interference in the elections of any member country. Members could

define specific actions all would take in response to the hacking of polling

stations or major disinformation offensives. The EU also needs to develop

and enforce more stringent controls on corruption and influence peddling.

Then there are the multilateral organizations with global membership.

Western governments must prevent these from being co-opted or abused.

For instance, they should stop autocrats from using Interpol to harass

opponents. At the UN, the world’s liberal democracies must defend human



rights law and enforcement. A majority of states may still favor protecting

abusers. China and Russia have sought to build such a coalition, with some

success: China’s foreign minister Wang Yi claimed in 2021 that eighty

countries on the UN Human Rights Council had expressed solidarity with

Beijing over Xinjiang, an astounding figure if true.95 Still, if they work

together—and enlist help from regional institutions like the Organization of

American States, the European Union, and the African Union—the genuine

liberal democracies may be able to purge human rights bodies of the worst

abusers.

This points to our fifth and final principle: support democracy

democratically. There is little evidence that military interventions to spread

democracy work—and the West should avoid them.96 Instead, it should use

democratic practices to promote popular government worldwide. Several

practices are key: appeal to public opinion, forge coalitions, identify and

build on areas of agreement, and accept periodic defeats without walking

out.

Promoting democracy by force is not just self-defeating. It neglects the

key resource that adherents could bring to bear: global public opinion. The

vast majority of people worldwide already believe in democracy. As we saw

in chapter 1, among 83 countries polled in 2017–20, 84 percent of

respondents on average thought having a democratic government was “very”

or “fairly” good. In no country did a majority not favor democracy. The

global appeal of democracy is a weapon the West should use. It should

confront dictators with the evidence that their citizens want popular

government.

A key activity in democracies is forging coalitions. The free countries of

the world should forge one to support freedom. At present, many countries

have their own programs of democracy promotion, sometimes combined

with others on human rights, governance, or economic development.

Together, they create a labyrinth of bureaucracies with overlapping remits.

Some agencies are associated with the Cold War and mix support for free

government with a history of pursuing military interests or partisan

missions.



It is time to found an alliance of liberal democracies to defend

democracy. A united, international coalition, governing itself by democratic

procedures, would have greater moral authority than any individual state.97

Dictators can accuse any particular country’s programs of being a Trojan

horse for strategic interference. To make that stick against a broad-based,

global coalition of liberal democracies would be much harder.98 Besides

having greater moral authority, an alliance of democracies, backed by

independent analysts and coordinating with global human rights

organizations, would be more effective than a myriad of agencies operating

separately. It could coordinate efforts, pool resources, decide on common

positions, and divide up concrete tasks.

Reducing redundancy, such a coalition could establish global programs

on all the key elements—from party-building, election administration and

monitoring, human rights, and independent media to rule of law and

democracy-supporting information technology. It could work out norms to

govern electoral observation, codify these, and establish an accreditation

system that would expose zombie monitors. It could negotiate an

international convention on transparency in political financing, establishing

standards for the disclosure of sources of campaign contributions. It could

set up exchange programs for young people, police, judges, and others in

member and non-member states to spread knowledge about modern

democracies and counter the relativizing propaganda of spin dictators. At

the same time, such a multilateral forum could coordinate with NGOs and

journalists to document electoral fraud, monitor human rights worldwide,

report rapidly on abuses, and maintain registers of political prisoners and

torturers.

Of course, dictatorships would try to divide and conquer, turning

democracies against each other, exploiting particular interests and cultural

affiliations. To resist this, a coalition of democracies should focus on areas

of agreement, bracketing points of dispute. Understandings of democracy

and policy priorities vary across countries. That can inform the division of

tasks. Still, disagreements could threaten cohesiveness, especially since an

alliance of democracies would also need to address the practices of its



members. So internal procedures have to be not just democratic but crafted

to privilege points of agreement and de-escalate conflicts.

Finally, just as in democratic government itself, members would have to

be ready to tolerate periodic defeats. This has been an issue for the United

States in the past. From the beginning, U.S. support for global democracy

has combined soaring rhetoric with reluctance to commit. From Woodrow

Wilson to George W. Bush, presidents have proposed to make the world

“safe for democracy” and spread a “global democratic revolution,” while

refusing to join the League of Nations, hesitating for almost forty years

before ratifying the Genocide Convention, and declining to be bound by the

International Criminal Court.99 Most recently, the United States walked out

of the UN’s Human Rights Council. A key aspect of democracy is accepting

losses. It is time to retire U.S. exceptionalism and unilateralism—at least as

they apply to the struggle for democracy.

A POWERFUL IDEA

The West today faces a complicated challenge. In the world wars of the

twentieth century and the Cold War, the enemies of freedom wore no

disguise. Their military tunics, impassioned speeches, and public executions

left little doubt about their true nature. The geopolitical dividing lines were

drawn in black and white.

These days, the map is mainly shaded in gray. Except for a few

strongmen like Kim Jong-Un and Bashar al-Assad who oblige by playing

the villain, most are harder to place. They blend in and erode international

society from within. Western observers have not known how to describe

these new autocrats. Either they equate them to the old—labeling Putin a

tsar, Chávez another Castro—or they endorse their democratic act, as some

accept Orbán’s bona fides. In fact, these leaders are neither classic

twentieth-century tyrants nor wayward members of the Western club. They

are something else—something we have tried to characterize in this book.

Many today fear Western states will become more like their regimes—

that our democracies will sink into spin. Some opportunistic politicians try

for exactly that. They forge television and social media links to the

unsophisticated and unhappy, while co-opting elite helpers. Such politicians



have destabilized some fragile third wave democracies and even some more

established ones—like Venezuela’s—where the educated class was narrow

and compromised. There is no need to exaggerate the danger. Today’s

backsliding is more likely to end in the spin of a Bolsonaro than the carnage

of a Pinochet. Although the former is troubling, the latter is clearly worse.

The first two “reverse waves” produced Hitler and Franco, Mobutu and Idi

Amin. The third has given us Correa and Erdoğan.

In more developed, highly educated societies, what holds back aspiring

spin dictators, we have argued, is the resistance of networks of lawyers,

judges, civil servants, journalists, activists, and opposition politicians. Such

leaders survive for a while, lowering the tone and eroding their country’s

reputation. But so far they have all been voted out of office to face possible

corruption prosecutions. That was the outcome for Silvio Berlusconi and

Donald Trump. No one can be sure this will always be the case. But if it is,

the credit will go less to institutions per se than to those who defend them.

Internationally, Western societies are now linked to the dictatorships of

the world by multiple capillaries. There is no safe way to opt out of the

global system. A better goal is to make that system healthier and ensure it

works in the West’s interest, along the lines suggested in this chapter. This is

a contest that can be won. Spin dictators would like their citizens to trust

them and distrust the West. They thrive in a world of cynicism and

relativism. But the West has something they do not: a powerful idea around

which it can unite, the idea of liberal democracy.

This idea—although some today see it as tarnished—is, in fact, the

West’s strongest weapon. Reinforcing the commitment to it is good policy

both at home and abroad, which is why autocrats are so eager to stand in the

way. Indeed, concern that the West may reinvigorate its democracy and set a

strong example animates today’s fear and spin dictators alike. Both will

throw up obstacles. But the only way to defeat an idea is with a better idea,

and they do not have one. That spin dictators pretend to be democrats proves

they have no vision to offer. They can only delay and discourage us for a

while—if we let them.
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PREFACE

1. This is based on the Varieties of Democracy data set, version 10. We count both “electoral” and

“liberal” democracies, using the “regimes of the world” variable. The number of these hit 98 in 2010.



CHAPTER 1: FEAR AND SPIN

1. On how the ruling People’s Action Party dominates in Singapore, see, for instance, Freedom

House, Freedom in the World 2021: “Singapore’s parliamentary political system has been dominated

by the ruling People’s Action Party (PAP) and the family of current prime minister Lee Hsien Loong

since 1959. The electoral and legal framework that the PAP has constructed allows for some political

pluralism, but it constrains the growth of credible opposition parties and limits freedoms of

expression, assembly, and association.” In September 2020, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong seemed

to cast doubt on the possibility of another party successfully governing the country: “Is it really true

that one day if there is a change of government, a new party can run Singapore equally well …? This

is like saying anybody can be the conductor for the New York Philharmonic Orchestra” (Loong, “PM

Lee Hsien Loong at the Debate”). For other characterizations of the system as less than democratic,

see Morgenbesser, Behind the Façade, 146–47, and George, Singapore, Incomplete, 115–22. On

Orbán’s dismantling of democracy, see Ash, “Europe Must Stop This Disgrace”; Beauchamp, “It

Happened There”; and Economist, “How Viktor Orbán Hollowed Out Hungary’s Democracy.”

Among classifiers of political regimes, Varieties of Democracy (V-DEM) rates both Singapore and

Hungary as nondemocracies in recent years and Freedom House rates both as only “partly free.”

Polity rates Singapore a nondemocracy but Hungary (in 2018) as still a democracy.

2. In earlier works (Guriev and Treisman, “Informational Autocrats,” “A Theory of Informational

Autocracy,” and “The Popularity of Authoritarian Leaders”), we used the term “informational

autocracy” for this model of rule. We refer to the same model as “spin dictatorship” here. For an

excellent survey of some recent cases, see Dobson, The Dictator’s Learning Curve.

3. For details, see Barry, “Economist Who Fled.”

4. This might sound strange coming from someone who faced security service scrutiny for
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Who Killed”). Opposition politician and activist Vladimir Kara-Murza was twice poisoned while in

Russia and almost died on both occasions (Eckel and Schreck, “FBI Silent on Lab Results in Kremlin

Foe’s Suspected Poisoning”). Then, in 2020, opposition leader Aleksei Navalny was also poisoned

with a form of the rare nerve agent Novichok (Bennhold and Schwirtz, “Navalny Awake and Alert”).

In all these cases, the Kremlin denied any responsibility.

6. Attacks like those against Nemtsov, Kara-Murza, and Navalny send a clear message to anti-

Kremlin activists. But do ordinary people feel fear? Of course, it is hard to be sure. Still, various

evidence suggests not—at least until recently. Asked in 2019 by the independent and respected

Levada Center which of a list of feelings they had experienced more strongly recently, only 7 percent

of respondents included “fear.” Asked which they thought other people around them had experienced

in the previous year—perhaps a less sensitive question—only 13 percent said “fear.” The most

popular answer, chosen by 36 percent, was “weariness, indifference.” Polled repeatedly in 2003–17 on

whether they feared a “return to mass repression,” at most 30 percent said yes (in 2013), fewer than

confessed that year to fear of world war, criminal attacks, natural disasters, unemployment, and AIDS.

However, the percent fearing mass repression has risen since 2017, reaching 52 percent in 2021—

quite possibly indicating the end of Putin’s experiment with spin (see Levada Center, “Kharakter i

struktura massovoy trevozhnosti v Rossii”). In chapter 4, we provide evidence that in general in spin

dictatorships most of the public is not afraid to express critical views when polled.



7. In 2020–21, as we were writing this book, the use of harsh measures against the anti-Putin

opposition—and even some who just expressed opposition views—increased. The number of political

prisoners rose from 45 at the end of 2014 to 81 in August 2021, according to the human rights

organization Memorial, and others were apparently imprisoned for their religious beliefs (Memorial,

Annual Report, 2013–14, 20; Memorial, Spisok lits, preznannykh politicheskimi zaklyuchennymi).

Protests were suppressed, with thousands detained. As we discuss in chapter 8, spin dictatorships like

that of Putin in his early years may revert to violent repression when severe economic crisis or social

modernization renders spin no longer viable. Such tactics are unlikely to work for long but may still

be the ruler’s best bet at the time.

That may be what is happening now in Russia. However, although higher than before, the tally of

political prisoners remains in the dozens, not the thousands. Political killings occur much more rarely

than under most of the “fear dictators” we discuss throughout the book, and state involvement is

concealed—albeit sometimes ineptly. The Kremlin continues to pretend the elections it holds are free

and fair and that peaceful demonstrations are permitted. YouTube remains largely uncensored.

Although increasingly embattled, independent media such as Novaya Gazeta and pollsters such as the
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